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Legislation Needed To Encourage
Better Use Of Federal Medical
Resources And Remove Obstacles
To Interagency Sharing
The Federal Government can make much bet-
ter use of its health care delivery resources
through interagency sharing. However, legisla-
tive and administrative obstacles ' prevent
the effective use of these resources. In this
report several recommendations to overcome
these obstacles are made to the Congress, the
Office of Management and Budget, and the
agencies primarily responsible for the delivery
of Federal direct health care--the Departments
of Defense and Health, Education, and Wel-
fare and the Veterans Administration.

The agencies' comments on the recommenda-
tions varied considerably, showing a need for

-congressional action to enact legislation
to provide the impetus for the develop-
ment of an effective Federal medical re-
sources sharing program and

--the establishment of a uniform execu-
tive branch policy regarding inter-
agency sharing.
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses actions needed by the Congress
and the executive branch to make better use of Federal
medical resources and remove obstacles to interagency sharing.

Our review was made at the request of the Chairman,
House Committee on Appropriations, and pursuant to the Budget
and Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and
Auditing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretaries of Defense
and r:ealth, Education, and Welfare; and the Administrator
of Veterans Affairs.

ACTING Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S LEGISLATION NEEDED TO ENCOURAGE
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS BETTER USE OF FEDERAL AEDICAL

RESOURCES AND REMOVE OBSTACLES
TO INTERAGENCY SHARING

D I G E S T . . . . -- ; -

The Congress has expressed its'desire -for
greater sharing of the Nation's medical re-
sources by enacting several laws to encourage
regional cooperation in the health care com-
munity. However, Federal agencies' participa-
tion in regional health planning"groups estab-
lished as a result of'these laws has, -for the
most part, been only advisory.

No interaction is required between Federal
agencies responsible for the direct delivery
of health care. Moreover, no laws clearly
require Federal interagency sharing, although
several permit Federal health facilities to
share their capabilities with other agencies.

GAO studied the direct health care delivery
activities of the Department of Defense (DOD),
the Veterans Administration (VA), and the .
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's
(HEW's) Public Health Service to identify (1)
opportunities for Federal health care pro-
viders'to share their resources and (2) legis-
lative, administrative, and other obstacles
which preclude or inhibit sharing. Each is
responsible for providing medical care to
specified categories of beneficiaries.

The Office of Management and Budget works
with the agencies to improve the planning and
coordination of Federal health programs, most
often through its annual budget reviews.

In fiscal year 1977, DOD, VA, and HEW collec-
tively spent over $6 billion to provide
medical care directly to eligible Federal
beneficiaries and over $700 million for medi-
cal care provided to eligible beneficiaries
in the non-Federal sector. Recently, repre-
sentatives of the three agencies met to
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begin planning for increasing interagency
sharing. An interagency Federal Health: .. ,-

Resources Sharing Committee has7 been estab-...
lished. (See p.. 10 and apps. II and III.)

Numerous opportunities for increased.inter-
agency sharing either were not considered

as opportunities by the agencies involved,:,
had been pursued but abandoned, or had'

been only partially .successful. (See app..
IV.) . .... .- --

In most instancesthe following obstacies-
precluded attempts by or. discouraged
local Federal officials:from completing' -
satisfactory .interagency-sbarin~g arrangements.

--The absence of a specific legislative
mandate for interagency sharing and a.

lack of adequate headquarters guidance
on how to share. (See p. 11.)

--Restrictive agency regulations, policies,
and procedures. (See p. 14.)

--Inconsistent and unequal methods for
agencies to be reimbursed for services
rendered to other agencies'.beneticiaries. .

(See p. 23.)

Attempts to share, whether started at the
local Federal hospital level (including
clinics) or by an interagency group at the

department level, such as the Federal Health
Resources Sharing Committee, will be hindered
by the same obstacles.

Existing legislation is subject to various
interpretations and/or permits only certain

types of resources to be shared. This makes
it difficult for agencies to use such legis-

lation to increase interagency sharing. Fre-

quently Federal officials do not know what the

specific groundrules are, and little substan-

tive direction has been provided to local
Federal hospitals concerning interagency
sharing problems and questions.

Eliminating legislative and administrative
obstacles and implementing a structured
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Federal interagency sharing program would be
advantageous to both the Federal Government
and its health care beneficiaries.

A key factor is enacting legislation to direct
interagency sharing whenever appropriate and
encourage the establishment of uniform Govern-
ment-wide implementing procedures. Such legis-
lation should encourage individual initiative
without affecting any Federal agency's organ-
izational or command structures. It should
also give increased management options to
local Federal medical officials to make the
best use of the Nation's medical resources.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO AGENCIES

The Secretaries of Defense and Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare and the Administrator of
Veterans Affairs should jointly direct the
Federal Health Resources Snaring Committee to
expeditiously seek workable solutions to the
administrative obstacles within each agency
which impede sharing, and report individually
on an annual basis to the congressional appro-
priations committees on the progress being
made in implementing an effective sharing pro-
gram. (See p. 30.) -- -

The Director, Office of Management and Budget,
should establish a management group within the
existing Office of Management and Budget organ-
izational structure to work with DOD, HEW, and
VA to better coordinate the development of an
effective Federal sharing program. The group
should work closely with the Federal Health ·
Resources Sharing Committee and with the Office
of Management and Budget officials responsible
for reviewing budget requests for Federal
health care delivery activities in order to
foster increased interagency sharing. (See
p. 30.)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

The Congress should enact legislation to estab-
lish a greatly expanded and cost-effective
interagency sharing program. Specifically
this legislation should:
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--Establish a Federal policy thatdirects(,
interagency sharing when appropriate-. -

--Authorize each Federal direct health care,
provider to accept..all categories of
eligible beneficiaries on a referral. asis
when advantageous to the Government and care

of primary beneficiaries.wiould not be'
adversely affected.

--Eliminate all restrictions on thQ:typea of
medical services which can be shared.

--Authorize Federal _ield hcspital managers
to enter into staring arrangementsr sub-.-
ject to headquarters veto only if 3udge-d-',
not in the best interests of the Govern-,
ment.

-- Authorize expansion of services as neces-
sary to use Federal medical resources in
the most cost-effective manner.

--Establish a policy requiring full use of'
available nearby Federal medical resources
before using civilian or distant Federal
medical resources.

--Authorize the establishment of a method of
reimbursement under which the providing

''
Federal hospital would receive any revenues
received to offset any expenses incurred.

--Assign to the Office of Management and
Budget the responsibility to (1) coordinate
the implementation of an effective inter-
agency Federal medical resources sharing
program and (2) report annually to the
Congress concerning the progress being made
toward increased sharing of these resources.

(See p. 30.)

AGENCY COMMENTS

DOD and HEW generally agreed with GAO's
conclusions and recommendations. VA did not.
The Office of Management and Budget'did not
take a position on the legislative recommenda-
tions, but disagreed with GAO's recommendation
regarding the designation of a group to work
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with the Federal agencies to coordinate the
development of an effective interagency
sharing program.

GAO's evaluation of the agencies' comments is
on pages 31 through 38.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, increasing concern has been expressedin the Congress and elsewhere over the rapidly increasingcosts of medical care in the Nation. As in the private sec-tor, Federal agencies' costs to provide health care directlyto eligible be_.. iciaries have continued to rise, and sub-stantial efforts have been made to explore ways of reducingthese costs without adversely affecting the quality of care.
The Chairman, House Appropriations Committee, in January19'7 asked us to identify (1) opportunities for Federalhealth care providers to share their resources and (2) leg-islative, administrative, and other obstacles which may pre-clude sharing. The Chairman stated that the Committee wasparticularly interested in our recommendations to overcomethese obstacles.

In response we visited or contacted officials at 50Federal medical facilities in several areas of the UnitedStates and a_ the headquarters offices of the Federal agen-cies having major responsibilities for providing healthcare directly to beneficiaries. Because we focused on iden-tifying obstacles to sharing and ways to overcome them, wedid not attempt to identify all sharing opportunities whichmay exist in the geographic areas reviewed. The scope ofour review is more fully discussed in chapter 4.

MAJOR FEDERAL HEALTH
CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

The Department of Defense (DOD), the Veterans Adminis-tration (VA), and the Department of health, Education, andWelfare (HEW) have the major responsibilities for providinghealth care directly to eligible Federal beneficiaries. _/Although we reviewed only selected direct health care activ-ities of these agencies, our comments and recommendationsshould apply to all Federal direct health care providers.

1/We concentrated on HEW's Public Health Service hospitalsystem (including clinics). However, HEW's Indian HealthService has significant responsibilities for meeting thehealth needs of Indians. Other Federal agencies also pro-vide health care to specified segments of the population.For example, the Justice Department's Bureau of Prisonsprovides health care--with the assistance of Public HealthSe. vice physicians--to prison inmates.



DOD health c.re beneficiaries include active duty
military members and, when space, facilities, and staff areavailable, their dependents, retirees, and dependents of re-
tired and deceased military members. DOD's health care de-livery system is composed of three separate zystems-adminis-
tered by the Surgeons General of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force. VA health care beneficiaries include veterans with
service-connected disabilities, those with non-service-
connected disabilities who meet other eligibility criteria,
and dependents and s.rvivors of certain veterans. HEW's PublicHealth Service (PHS) hospital system cares for several cate-,
gories of beneficiaries, including American seamen and activeduty members of the Coast Guard and PHS. The following table
illustrates the magnitude of these agencies' medical opera-
tions within the continental United States.

Estimated ezpendi-
tures for hospitals Total P 1977Hospital and Number of and clinics Ho'spitl outpatlemt

clinic system Hospitals Clinics (FY 1977) admissionl visits

(000,000 omitted) (000 olitted)

DOD 129. 203 $2,500 848 4,140

VA 171 219 3,663 1,270 14,675

PHS 9 26 115 34 1.733
Total 309 448 $6 278 2 . 6

In addition, the Congress has appropriated substantial
amounts to the agencies to pay for medical care for theirbeneficiaries at other than their own facilities. For exam-
ple, in fiscal year 1977, the Congress appropriated about
$566 million for DOD to provide for medical services to bene-ficiaries under the Civilian Health and Medical Program ofthe r!niformed Services (CHAMPUS) I/ and about $28 million
for VA to provide for services to certain beneficiaries under

1/CHAMPUS provides medical care from civilian sources for
dependents of active members, retirees and their depend-
ents, and the dependents of deceased members. 'Uniformedservices' include the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps,
Coast Guard, and commissioned corps of PHS and the NationalOceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Veterans Ad-
ministration (CHAMPVA). 1/ In addition, DOD, VA and PHS con-
tract with civilian facilities tor hospital services. In
fiscal year 1977 these agencies expected to spend about $128
million for such services.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES FOR
SHARING FEDERAL MEDICAL RESOURCES

Congressional desire for greater sharing was demon-
strated in the Heart Disease, Cancer, and Stroke Amendments
of 1965 (42 U.S.C. 299-299j) and the Comprehensive Health
Planning and Public Health Service Amendments of 1966 (42
U.S.C. 246). The purpose of the former legislation was to
improve the level of health care in the Nation by increasing
regional cooperation. The Comprehensive Health Planning and
Public Health Service Amendments of 1966 authorized the cre-
ation of organizations to encourage cooperation between gov-
ernmental or nongovernmental agencies, organizations, and
groups concerned with health services, facilities, or man-
power.

The most recent major legislation containing congres-
sional intent concerning sharing was contained in the Na-
tional Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 1974
(Public Law 93-641, 42 U.S.C. 300 et seq.). This legislation
requires non-Federal hospitals to coordinate and plan the use
of their medical resources in order to improve the quality of
care and avoid duplication of resources. Although VA's par-
ticipation in local health planning was provided for in the
act and other Federal agencies were included in advisory ca-
pacities, no interaction between the VA, DOD, and HEW health
systems was required.

Various laws permit Federal interagency sharing. No
laws, however, clearly require interagency sharing. The au-
thorities under which each agency reviewed is permitted to
share, the authorities for each agency to secure services
from non-Federal health providers, and Federal reimbursement
arrangements are shown in the tables on the next three pages.

I/CHAMPVA provides care fur the spouses and children of vet-
erans who died or were totally disabled as a result of a
service-connected disability.
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The Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. 686, authorizes a Federal
hospital A/ to request the services of another Federal hos-pital. The act was designed to allow Federal agencies' re-sources to be used to capacity and avoid unnecessary dupli-cation and overlap of activities. The statute is permissive,except for these limitations: (1) both hospitals must be
Federal hospitals, (2) the supplier must be reimbursed onthe basis of actual cost, and (3) the providing agency mustbe able to provide the service without increasing its re-
sources. Patients can be admitted or transferred to hospi-tals other than those primarily charged with treating them,
funds can be transferred from the requisitioning facility
to the supplying facility, and staff from other agenciescan be employed by the Federal hospital.

DOD

The Congress h.ls expressed its desire for sharing ofmedical capabilities between military hospitals. Armed
Forces hospitals are authorized to provide resources to otherArmed Forces hospitals for treating active duty members andtheir dependents, certain former members and their depen-
dents, and dependents of certain deceased former members.Transfers of funds between services is not required, andcare for dependents and retirees is to be provided when
space and other resources are available.

DOD hospitals are authorized to share facilities andequipment with VA under 38 U.S.C. 5003. In addition, theymay provide medical services to certain veterans--under con-tract with VA--and emergency services to nonmilitary person-
nel. However, the Economy Act represents the only broad au-thority under which military hospitals may provide medicalservices to other agencies' beneficiaries. Unlike VA andPHS, DOD has no specific authorization to provide specializedmedical services to other agencies' beneficiaries.

VA

VA, which administers the largest health care systemunder unified management in the Nation and uses a significantportion of the Nation's total health care resources, is au-thorized to share medical training resources and medical in-formation resources. In addition to providing general

1/Throughout this report the term 'hospital" is used todescribe both hospitals and t ,ics, whether or not theclinics are attached to the ; pitals.



authority for VA to share its resources with Federal agencies
under the Economy Act, the Congress has given VA specific
authority (38 U.S.C. 5053) to share -specialized medical
resources' with other hospitals and clinics (Federal, State,
local) and medical schools.

Although fairly broad in scope, 38 U.S.C. 5053 does not
give VA unlimited sharing authority. The most important iim-
itation is that the statute covers only 'specialized medical
resources." These are defined as medical resources (whether
equipment, space, or personnel) which, because of cost,
limited availability, or unusual nature, either are unique
in the medical community or can be fully used only through
mutual use. Secondly, VA must be reimbursed the full cost
of services. Finally, sharing arrangements negotiated under
this authority may not decrease the quality of care provided
eligible veterans. Beyond these restrictions, the statute
is permissive. It does not restrict fund transfers, patient
transfers, or staff mobility except insofar as these are in-
directly affected by the above limitations.

VA facilities may also share equipment and facilities
at no charge with DOD under 38 U.S.C. 5003. However, this
statute does not provide for sharing medical services.

PHS

The Congress has expressed its desire for greater shar-
ing involving PHS hospitals by enacting certain sharing leg-
islation and during consideration of various bills. The
principal concern has been to decrease needless duplication
and to increase the quality of care provided in both PHS hos-
pitals and non-PHS hospitals.

Like VA and DOD, PHS is authorized under the Economy
Act to furnish facilities and services to other Federal agen-
cies on a reimbursable basis. In addition, PHS is authorized
by 42 U.S.C. 254a to share training and research resources,
on a reimbursable basis, with medical schools and local
agencies and to share specialized health resources, on a
reimbursable basis, with hospitals and other health care fa-
cilities.

ONB OVERSIGHT OF FEDERAL
HEALTH CARE DELIVERY ACTIVITIES

The Office of Management and Budget's (OMB's) respon-
sibilities include:
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--To help develop efficient coordinating mechanisms to

implement Government activities and to expand inter-

agency cooperation.

--To keep the President informed concerning the extent

of Federal agencies' program coordination and whether

appropriations are expended by agencies in the most

economical manner with the least possible overlapping

and duplication of effort.

To fulfill these responsibilities in regard to Federal

health resources, OMB works with DOD, VA, and PHS to improve

planning and coordination of Federal health care activities.

For the most part, OMB's contacts with Federal agencies con-

cerning health delivery occur during annual budget reviews.

However, it has performed--with the assistance of these agen-

cies--major studies of selected segments of the Federal

health care delivery system. Also a recent revision to OMB
Circular No. A-95 requires evidence of Federal agencies'

coordination efforts with local health planning authorities

before direct Federal medical construction projects or major

equipment purchases will be approved.

In April 1977 the President signed the Reorganization

Act of 1977 and directed the Director, OMB, to coordinate

the examination of the entire Government structure to make

it more responsive, efficient, and open. In a June 29, 1977,
memorandum to executive agency heads, the President notified

these officials that he had directed his Reorganization Proj-

ect staff to begin a study of the organization and delivery

of human services, which include health services. According

to a Reorganization Project staff official, the study of the

more than 100 Federal human services programs will be coor-

dinated by a Human Resources group within the President's

Reorganization Project and will draw upon the affected agen-

cies for staff assistance. The group may study ways to

streamline the Nation's Federal direct health care delivery

systems.

9



CHAPTER 2

OBSTACLES TO SHARING

For nearly 30 years studies have pointed out the need
for DOD, VA, and PHS to more effectively manage and operate
their medical facilities. Several of these studies were con-
ducted because of legislative requirements or because of con-
gressional direction. Also we have, within the past several
years, issued several reports on opportunities to make more
appropriate use of Federal medical delivery capabilities by
increasing either intraagency or interagency sharing. Many
of the more important studies and our reports on this sub-
ject are discussed in appendix II.

Also the individual agencies reviewed have programs
designed to make more efficient use of their own medical ca-
pabilities. For example, both DOD and VA have initiated pro-
grams to improve use of their health care resources within
specified regions of the continental United States.

In mid-1977, at the invitation of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Health Affairs), representatives of DOD,
VA, and HEW met to initiate plans for increasing interagency
sharing. As a result of this initiative, an interagency Fed-
eral Health Resource Sharing Committee was established. The
Committee has been chartered by senior officials in each
agency, organized itself, and met on several occasions. Two
subcommittees have been established to formulate the basis
for sharing decisions concerning cardiac catheterization
and computerized tomography. Other subcommittees are being
organized to address such issues as mobilization support
and medical information systems. These subcommittees are
expected to develop uniform standards to identify areas for
potential sharing, and to present recommendations to the
full Committee for sharing decisions. Appendix III discusses
actions taken by the agencies to increase intraagency and
interagency sharing.

We identified numerous additional opportunities for
increased interagency sharing which were either (1) not
considered as opportunities by the agencies involved, (2)
pursued but then abandoned by the agencies, or (3) only par-
tially successful. Appendix IV presents case studies of 20
of these opportunities and illustrates instances when the
Government's costs of medical care for beneficiaries could
be reduced without adversely affecting the care.
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Reasons for the inabilities of officials at health fa-
cilities of one Federal agency to arrive at satisfactory
sharing arrangements with those at facilities of a different
agency varied considerably. In many instances the adminis-
trative difficulties encountered by these local officials
apparently resulted from varied interpretations by the agen-
cies concerning the extent of their sharing authority and
the procedures to follow in arriving at sharing arrangements.
In other instances local officials or their superiors were
not inclined to consider sharing.

In most instances the following obstacles precluded
attempts by or inhibited the efforts of local Federal offi-
cials to reach satisfactory interagency sharing arrangements.

--The absence of a specific legislative mandate for
interagency sharing and a lack of adequate headquar-
ters'guidance on how to share.

---Restrictive agency regulations, policies, and proce-
dures.

--Inconsistent and unequal reimbursement methods.

We believe that attempts to share, whether initiated at
the local Federal hospital level or by an interagency group
at the departmental level, such as the Federal Health Re- _
sources Sharing Committee, will be hindered by the same types
of obstacles. The obstacles are discussed below.

LACK OF SPECIFIC LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
AND ADEQUATE HEADQUARTERS GUIDANCE

Although numerous laws authorize (see pp. 4 to 6) bene-
ficiaries from one Federal agency to be treated in another
Federal agency's facility, none were explicit concerning what
category of beneficiaries could be served. Of the laws, the
Economy Act (31 U.S.C. 686) could probably best be used to
share, but others, such as VA's sharing law (38 U.S.C. 5053)
or PHS' sharing law (42 U.S.C. 254a) could also be used.
However, these laws are interpreted differently by the agen-
cies. Consequently, the extent of formal or informal sharing
being conducted is minimal in terms of the total medical
resources controlled by DOD, VA, and PHS. This condition
prevails to some extent because the Congress has not enacted
legislation which clearly specifies its expectations concern-
ing interagency sharing.

The most recent major legislation containing congres-
sional intent toward sharing the Nation's medical resources
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was the National Health Planning and Resources Development
Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-641). Although VA participation
was included to some extent in local health planning capacities
and other Federal agencies (including VA) were included in
advisory capacities, no interaction between the VA, DOD, and
PHS health systems was required. However, the House committee
report on the bill that became Public Law 93-641 expressed
the hope that a review-of proposed Federal health activities
'outside the jurisdiction of the committee" would be undertaken
by those responsible for the activities. To date, no such
review has taken place.

In July 1976 House Conference Report No. 94-1314 pro-
vided policy guidance to DOD--which currently has no specific
legislative sharing authority--on interagency sharing. The
report directed DOD to:

-Develop policies to make maximum and cost-effective
use of existing Federal hospitals.

-Coordinate the planning of future bed capacity with
other Federal health care representatives.

While this guidance helped DOD plan, for example, the
size of new military hospitals, the only specific legislative
authority by which DOD could share remained the broad author-
ity in the Economy Act enacted in 1915. This act does not
relate only to health care activities; rather it permits one
Federal agency to request any type of service from another.
In this manner the act allows Federal medical resources to
be fully used and unnecessary duplication of resources to be
avoided. In essence, the Congress told DOD to share with
other Federal agencies but gave no additional legislative
authority to supplement the Economy Act to accomplish this
task. More importantly, the Congress did not provide (1)
legislation to require interagency sharing when appropriate
or (2) uniform guidance necessary for sharing.

Because of this lack of a legislative mandate, Federal
agencies have been unable or unwilling to establish an ef--
fective Federal interagency medical sharing program. Gener-
ally, agency officials believe that their individual health
care systems were established to serve specific beneficiaries
and to provide care for another Federal agency's benefi-
ciaries would adversely affect their abilities to perform
their primary missions. As a consequence, interagency shar-
ing has been given a low priority within Federal agencies
and, as might be expected, there are currently no uniform
policies, regulations, or procedures. Therefore, guidance
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from the headquarters or command levels to hospitals or
clinics attempting to enter into interagency sharing agree-
ments generally lacks substantive direction.

In several examples a lack of guidance hindered sharing
opportunities at the local hospital level. For example,
in San Francisco, VA, through individual initiative, tried
for almost 1-1/2 years to establish a sharing program with
nearby DOD hospitals. (See app. IV, case study 7.) VA
was particularly interested in obtaining services for its
benficiaries at Letterman Army Medical Center. Letterman
officials did not make any commitments to VA essentially
because guidance on how to establish interagency sharing
agreements was not available. Although Letterman requested
guidance from the appropriate military medical coordinating
staff in Washington, D.C., none was provided. Consequently,
VA and Letterman did not exchange any services. VA could
have saved about $100,000 annually if Letterman had provided
services to meet part of VA's radiation therapy workload.

In another case, VA's Central Office did not respond to
the Cheyenne VA Hospital on a proposed sharing agreement
with the Warren Air Force Base Hospital. (See app. IV, case
study 13.) Subsequently, no sharing agreement was ever fi-
nalized.

Also, in the Temople, Texas, area (see app. IV, case
study 14) Darnall Army Hospital officials told VA that it
was doubtful whether they were authorized to enter into a
formal sharing agreement with VA. However, VA's authority
(38 U.S.C. 5053) for entering into sharing agreements does
provide that VA can buy services (although restricted to spe-
cialized medical resources) from, and/or sell specialized
medical services to, other Federal hospitals.

The Army's Health Service Command, through which both
Letterman and Darnall report, could not clarify the author-
ities and procedures for dealing with VA. The Chief of Plans
and Operations said local Army officials do not pursue shar-
ing opportunities with VA hospitals because they lack guide-
lines and procedures from DOD headquarters. The Chief of
the Finance and Accounting Division said the Army did not
have any regulation to correspond to VA's sharing authority,
38 U.S.C. 5053. Therefore, in his opinion, it was question-
able whether Army hospital commanders are authorized to sign
a VA sharing agreement. He also told us that it was uncer-
tain whether the Economy Act authorized hospital commanders
to negotiate or participate in sharing with VA.
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The uncertainty and unresolved issues in these offi-
cials' statements typified those of most Federal agencies'
headquarters officials with whom we discussed interagency
shari:'g.

Because of the lack of uniform guidance, similar oppor-
tunities to share can have drastically different results.
For example, on one hand, the Tucson VA Hospital had tried
several times to enter into formal VA sharing agreements
(38 U.S.C. 5053) with the Davis-Monthan Air Force Hospital.
(See app. IV, case study 11.) Tucson VA's most recent effort
to enter into a formal sharing agreement with Davis-lonthan
took place in May 1974. Davis-Monthan officials decided that
they weren't authorized to negotiate the type of agreement
Tucson VA desired. They subsequently referred the proposed
agreement to the Office of the Surgeon General, Strategic
Air Command, to determine whether the proposed agreement was
appropriate or required. A response, almost 3 months later,
noted only that interagency rates were appropriate to be paid
and did not address the type of agreement required. we could
not determine why the local command had not followed up. mo
formal sharing agreement was finalized.

On the othet hand, other VA and Air Force hospitals--
Albuquerque VA Hospital and Kirtland Air Force Hospital--did
enter into a- formal VA sharing agreement similar to the one
proposed by Tucson VA. (See app. IV, case study 12.) Air
Force used the authority in its regulation concerning obtain-
ing services to supplement its hospital's medical capabili-
ties. Kirtland interpreted the regulation to include VA as
a source for such services and did not receive any negative
comments on the proposed agreement when it was submitted for
review from higher authority-the Air Force Systems Command.
Consequently, a sharing agreement was established, although
further expansion into direct transfer and management of Air
Force patients by VA may meet with certain regulatory restric-
tions.

RESTRICTIVE REGULATIONS,
POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES

Several agency regulations, policies, and procedures,
based on each agency's interpretation and implementation of
existing legislation, inhibit interagency sharing. In sev-
eral instances Federal hospitals could have shared services
but refused because the treatment was not for emergency pur-
poses or because beds, although available, had not been allo-
cated in advance for use by another agency's beneficiaries.
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We focused on DOD and VA regulations, policies, and pro-cedures, since they are the largest Federal health care aaen-cies. PBS' sharing authority, however, is restricted simi-larly to VA's.

DOD restrictions on
treating VA beneficiaries

The most permissive interagency sharing authority whichDOD could use to share its resources with other Federal agen-cies (e.g., VA) is the Economy Act. However, military regula-tions impose restrictions on providing services to VA bene-ficiaries under this authority.

For example, Army Regulation 40-3, section VIII, 'Bene-ficiaries of Other Federal Agencies," paragraphs 4-29 and4-30, place restrictions on VA beneficiaries being treatedin Army facilities. Paragraph 4-29 covers eligibility ofbeneficiaries of other Federal agencies on a reimbursable
basis at the expense of the referring agency under authorityof the E-onomy Act. Paragraph 4-30, however, limits routineVA beneficiary care to Army facilities where beds have beenallocated by prior agreement. Also admission to an Armyfacility within the continental United States in which bedallocations have not been made will be authorized only in
emergencies. Navy and Air Force regulations also place simi-lar restrictions on treating VA patients.

Also Army regulations regarding outpatient care for VAbeneficiaries are not clear and are subject to interpretation.Army Regulation 40-3 states that outpatient care, other thanin emergencies, must be authorized in advance. The ArmyHealth Services Command's Chief of Patient Administrationtold us that this rule implies that it is permissible to fur-nish outpatient care to veterans, but it is only an implica-
tion subject to individual interpretation.

The chief also acknowledged that, at present, Army re-
ally has no specified mission to treat VA beneficiaries. Forexample, the "mission' argument was raised when VA requested
radiation therapy from Madigan Army Medical Center. (Seeapp. IV, case study 4.) Madigan responded by stating, inpart, "* * * our next higher headquarters [Health ServicesCommand] has not assigned us the mission of supporting theVeterans Administration in this matter." Consequently, VA wasconsidering, at the time of our review, developing its owncapability at an equipment cost alone of $500,000, althoughMadigan had the equipment.

This mission argument was raised in many of our discus-sions with DOD headquarters officials and in two other case
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studies. (See app. IV, case studies 13 and 18.) In most

instances these officials believed in the sharing concept but

thought that their medical facilities' missions would not

permit such a radical departure from their current manner of

operation.

VA restrictions on treating
DOD beneficiaries

The Economy Act also permits VA to share its medical

resources with other Federal agencies (e.g., DOD). However,

VA interprets the Economy Act's authority rather narrowly

and inconsistently.

A VA Central Office official in the Office of Regional-

ization and Sharing said dependents of active duty and re-

tired military personnel could be treated in a VA hospital,

if a formalized sharing agreement between a military hospi-

tal and VA were negotiated as specified in the VA sharing

law (38 U.S.C. 5053). These same individuals would not be

treated, according to this official, if the VA hospital had

negotiated an interagency agreement under the Economy Act.

Another Central Office official told us that the Economy

Act generally gives other agencies access to VA medical sup-

plies and equipment. It has traditionally been used for

sharing things rather than people or services, and VA nor-

mally does not exchange health services under the Economy

Act. The official further explained that there were only a

few--10 at August 1976--field station interagency agreements

between VA hospitals and other Federal agencies for VA to

provide items and services. One of these agreements had been

established between the San Diego VA and Naval Hospitals (see

app. IV, case study 10) for VA to provide cardiac catheteriza-

tion resources. This agreement, under the Economy Act's

authority, specified that active duty and retired military

and their dependents, both men and women, would be eligible

for cardiac catheterization, which is inconsistent with

what the Office of Regionalization and Sharing official
told us.

To obtain clarification about VA's interpretation of

the Economy Act, we wrote to the Administrator of Veterans-

Affairs in May 1977. We used the Tucson VA Hospital and

other Federal agencies in the greater Tucson area as examples

of informal sharing apparently being done under the Economy

Act. (See app. IV, case study 11.) We asked whether VA

hospitals are authorized to provide medical services to all

beneficiaries of other Federal agencies under the act, as
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Tucson VA was apparently doing. We also asked VA to specify
authorities under which it believed it could provide medical
services to other agencies' beneficiaries if it had deter-
mined that the Economy Act's authority could not be used to
provide such services. VA answered, in part, that:

"VA hospitals are authorized to provide medical
services to all beneficiaries of other Federal
agencies under the so called cross-servicing stat-
ute 31 U.S.C. 686 (Economy Act), as well as VA
Regulations 2045 and 6046. The provision of such
services at a VA Hospital is dependent upon present
capacity to provide such services without inter-
ference with tke primary function, which is to
deliver health care to veterans. The determina-
tion of capacity or capability to provide the
requested service is administrative and may be
expected to constantly fluctuate in direct rela-
tionship to veterans' care needs. Another con-
sideration inherent in cross-servicing under 31
U.S.C. 686 is the staffing and equipment which
would be needed; there is no legal authority to
engage in cross-servicing if additional staffing
and equipment are required. (Emphasis added.)

"Our consideration for the overall medical needs
of the veteran and retired and active duty service
personnel also caused us to review medical services
for their dependents--women and children--whom VA
is neither staffed nor equipped to serve. The VA
contracts for such care. Accordingly, the VA is
not in a position to "cross-service" such needs,
and the questions of authority to cross-service
and the basis for recovery of costs thereunder
become essentially moot."

VA's answer failed to address the primary issue of
cross-servicing dependents by declaring VA is neither staffed
nor equipped to serve them. However, as we pointed out inour letter to the Administrator, Tucson VA was servicing
active duty and retired military members and their depen-
den's. In other instances VA hospitals were accepting these
types of beneficiaries. In no instances were these services,
according to the VA hospital officials involved, being pro-vided to the detriment of VA's primary beneficiaries.

In addition, VA regulations restrict other Federal agen-
cies' beneficiaries from receiving routine medical care. For
example, VA's Manual relating to "Medical Care Furnished
Other Federal Agencies" discusses treating DOD beneficiaries
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in VA facilities. According to these regulations, active
duty military personnel are approved for medical care if they
require emergency hospital treatment or if they are poten-
tially eligible as VA beneficiaries, because of forthcoming
discharge from the Armed Forces. Outpatient treatment or
examination in VA facilities must be authorized by the appro-
priate service departments. Retired members of the Armed
Forces may receive hospital care or outpatient treatment on
presentation of identification, when not otherwise eligible
as a VA beneficiary. Dependents of active duty members will
be given only emergency care. In addition, these regulations
state that since VA does not have facilities for routine care
and treatment of military dependents, such individuals will
be transferred out of the VA system as soon as possible.

Restrictive VA sharing law

VA is permitted under its sharing law, 38 U.S.C. 5053,
to share only specialized medical resources. The Chief
Medical Director--VA's highest ranking medical official--
determines what constitutes a specialized medical resource.
Each resource considered for sharing is taken on its own
merit in its particular geographical area. Therefore, a
specialized medical resource in one area because of its cost,
limited availability, or unusual nature may not be special-
ized and approved for sharing by the Chief Medical Director
in another area.

Several VA hospital officials told us that the VA Cen-
tral Office has been too restrictive in interpreting which
resources may be shared under this authority and therefore
sharing efforts are hindered. They believed that the law
should be amended to allow sharing of every medical service,
particularly between Federal facilities. Central Office
officials also concluded that sharing restrictions need to
be relaxed. They cited several examples when sharing pro-
posals had been disapproved because of interpretations limit-
ing types of services which may be shared. The disapproved
proposals included sharing a therapeutic swimming pool,
blood bank facility, psychiatric outpatient care, and outpa-
tient alcoholic treatment.

A VA official told us that "most" proposed sharing
agreements are discussed with field hospital officials by
telephone before any formal submission to VA's Central Of-
fice. Consequently, it is difficult to tell how many pro-
posals were turned down because of the need to meet the
specialized resource requirement.
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For example, a sharing opportunity in the Seattle/Tacoma
area was prohibited, in part, by this requirement. (See
app. IV, case study 1.) Military dependents were receiving
psychiatric outpatient services under CHAMPUS, even though
the American Lake VA Hospital could have treated many of
them. Madigan Army Medical Center and American Lake VA Hos-
pital attempted to negotiate a sharing agreement for VA to
provide services, but were restricted for two reasons: (1)
VA's Central Office determined that psychiatric outpatient
services were nonspecialized and could not be shared and (2)
military dependents were not eligible for care in VA hospi-
tals.

VA has tried to remove the specialized restriction by
recommending legislative changes. The Assistant Chief Medi-
cal Director for Policy and Planning told us that a legis-
lative proposal had been sent to OMB for consideration. The
proposal recommends deleting the existing 38 U.S.C. 3053
section and substituting an entirely new authorization, which
would expand VA's ability to share. VA's proposal incorpor-
ated the following principles:

--The specialized requirement would be dropped entirely.
Instead, sharing, including support services with any
Federal or non-Federal hospital, would be permitted
if such sharing is in the national interest.

--Reimbursement would be made on the basis of full cost
for each separate service; all money would remain
within VA, available for subsequent use.

--No services to veterans would be compromised.

Budgetary restrictions

Several sharing opportunities were unsuccessful because
of VA's inability to budget for the care of another agency's
beneficiaries. Consequently, equipment which could have been
shared was not shared because the needed staffing was not in
the budget.

For example, the Tampa VA Hospital's (see app. IV, case
study 16) proposed sharing agreement to give MacDill Air
Force Hospital radiological services was unsuccessful. Tampa
VA sent a proposed formal sharing agreement to VA's Central
Office for review and approval. Tampa VA explained that it
could provide the services MacDill needed at an annual cost
of $120,000 to be paid by Air Force. Tampa VA officials
stated that this amount would be adequate to recruit two
radiologists and a clerk-typist to handle the increased work-
load, No difficulty was expected in recruiting these radi-ologlsts.
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VA's Central Office denied the request for several rea-
sons, including the fact that VA had no budgetary authority
to enter into a formal sharing agreement in which personnel
would be recruited to serve nonveterans' needs. Consequently,
Air Force expected to purchase these services from civilian
providers at an estimated cost of $240,000, twice the amount
VA would have charged.

This same obstacle was present in several other case
studies. (See app. IV, case studies 4, 7, and 14.)

On another issue related to budgetary obstacles, DOD
has certain alternative means of treating its own benefi-
ciaries which favorably affect an individual military facil-
ity's health care budget but ultimately negatively affect any
possible opportunities to share Federal medical resources.
These alternative means involve using CHAMPUS and transfer-
ring patients to other DOD facilities using the domestic
aeromedical evacuation system.l/

The alternative of using CHAMPUS creates a lack of in-
centive for local military hospital managers to use nearby
Federal facilities. Under CHAMPUS, dependents of military
personnel, military retirees and their dependents, and depen-
dents of deceased military members may receive medical care
in a civilian medical facility if the services needed are
not available in their designated military medical system
facility.

Generally, for inpatient treatment these patients must
obtain a certificate stating that needed care is not avail-
able in any local military facility within a 40-mile radius.
A similar certificate is not required for outpatient care.
However, CHAMPUS is funded under a separate DOD appropria-
tion from that financing the operation of the facility issu-
ing the nonavailability certificate. Consequently, the fa-
cility issuing the certificate has no incentive to seek care
for CHAMPUS patients in a nearby Federal facility because it
is not held accountable for the funds needed to pay CHAMPUS
providers. On the other hand, if beneficiaries were referred
to a VA hospital, for example, there might be a charge which
would come out of the local military hospital's budget.

i/Under this sytem, DOD airlifts patients under medical
supervision in specially equipped aircraft to, between,
and from its medical treatment facilities.
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For example, during 1976 about $25,000 of nuclear medi-cine diagnostic procedures and $6,500 for electronencephalo-grams were procured under CHAMPUS when Seattle VA, SeattlePHS, and Madigan Army Medical Center could have provided suchservices. (See app. IV, case study 3.) In addition, someVA facilities were providing care to CHAMPUS beneficiaries,while in other cases DOD officials believed VA could nottreat such beneficiaries. (See app. IV, case studies 1, 8,14, and 20.)

A similar lack of incentive exists in some instanceswhen DOD hospitals use the domestic aeromedical evacuationsystem. Air Force transports military beneficiaries fromone military medical facility to another, and military de-partments using the service are not charged. Flights canbe routed to pick up possibly just one patient at no expenseto the requesting hospital. Therefore, DOD hospital offi-cials might tend to rely upon this alternative rather thanusing nearby Federal facilities.

An unnecessary use of the aeromedical evacuation systemsimilar to that identified in an earlier GAO report ("Ques-tionable Use of the Domestic Aeromedical Evacuation System,"NWD-75-45, Apr. 21, 1975) involved patients air evacuated byHomestead Air Force Hospital. During 1976 Homestead airevacuated 51 neurology inpatients to other DOD hospitals.During this period Miami VA could have provided the neededservices. Eight other patients were air evacuated to mili-tary hospitals in Georgia, Mississippi, and Texas for nuclearmedicine scans. Miami VA could have provided this servicealso. (See app. IV, case study 17.) A similar example in-volved Cutler Army Hospital and the West Roxbury and BedfordVA Hospitals in Massachusetts. (See app. IV, case study 20.)
Time-consuming review of
proposed sharing agreements

VA Central Office procedures for reviewing and approv-ing proposed formal sharing agreements submitted by local VAhospital officials are unnecessarily complex and time-consuming.VA hospital officials told us that the time taken by VA'sCentral Office to review these proposals inhibits interagencysharing.

VA headquarters officials told us that the Central Of-fice approval process can take more than 60 days if difficul-
ties are encountered. Sometimes agreements are returned forresubmission because of technicalities. For example, at theSan Diego VA Hospital, a proposal was returned because thewrong contracting authority had been cited. (See app. IV,
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case study 9.) In Seattle a proposed agreement took almost
10 months to obtain final approval. Also a Seattle VA physi-
cian told us that he was reluctant to share a newly developed
highly specialized service because of administrative complex-
ities in formulating and gaining approval of sharing agree-
ments.

According to VA hospital officials, sharinr: 'uld be
facilitated by granting hospitals approval autho:.y. One
hospital director believed field officials should be autho-
rized to approve contracts, agreements, or arrangements for
sharing or exchanging medical resources. This authority
would be subject to Central Office review and veto if the
Central Office considered the agreement to not be in VA's or
the Government's best interests. The local authority would,
however, get things moving between participants without hav-
ing to wait long periods for Central Office review.

Several DOD officials also mentioned VA's review proce-
dures as constituting an obstacle to sharing. Officials at
one Air Force hospital, for example, stated that VA officials
take too long making up their minds about any type of agree-
ment. They believed VA's procedures should be changed to
allow local VA hospitals to negotiate and approve sharing
a rangements.

-- Central Office officials, on the other hand, apparently
believe review and approval should remain centralized. They
told us the review period is supposed to take only 21 working
days (about a month), but conceded that it could be longer
if any of the several review control points--Supply Service,
Professional Services, or General Counsel--had problems with
the proposal. In 1974 authority was delegated to VA medical
district directors to approve renewal sharing agreements
where no changes had been made to the services being shared
and costs had not increased by more than 10 percent.

A document used by VA's Office of Regionalization and
Sharing in 1976 to brief VA officials on the VA sharing pro-
gram contained the following excerpt which helps explain why
Central Office reviews proposed sharing agreements:

"A recommendation was made by a Medical District
Director to decentralize the entire sharing program
to the field. We do not believe the time has come
to do this. We have less than 50 percent of our hos-
pitals participating in the program. To those still
uninitiated in 'sharing,' the program and what is
intended is new territory. We do know from experi-
ence that even those VAH's [VA hospitals] that have
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participated are prone to 'get off base' and re-
quire our assistance to stay within legal bounds."

INCONSISTENT AND UNEQUAL
111MUBRSEMM" METHODS

A major obstacle to sharing involves reimbursement.
Simply stated, no standard reimbursement mechanism exists
between agencies, no clear policy is evident for allocating
reimbursements back to providing hospitals, and reimburse-
ment rates differ between agencies. Without adequate reim-
bursement hospital officials have no incentive for sharing
and are reluctant to share.

Lack of standard reimbursement mechanism

VA uses two authorities--38 U.S.C. 5053 and the Economy
Act, 31 U.S.C. 686--to share its medical resources with other
Federal agencies.

Under 38 U.S.C. 5053, VA is required to obtain full re-
imbursement for any services provided and pay full costs for
any services received. Full reimbursement means that VA must
charge actual cost, including supplies used, and normal de-
preciation and amortization of equipment. Also VA may share
only specialized medical resources at a level which will not
-reduce medical services to veterans. A formal sharing agree-
ment is required, and services may be shared with Government,
community, or private hospitals or clinics.

The Economy Act requires reimbursement based on actual
cost. This reimbursement requirement has been satisfied
by VA and other Federal agencies which use this authority
by establishing, on an annual basis, daily inpatient and
outpatient interagency rates, regardless of the service pro-
vided, based on total annual operating costs and the total
annual inpatient and outpatient workloads. An interagency
agreement, rather than a formal sharing agreement, is re-
quired under this statute.

Although both these authorities permit interagency shar-
ing, the different reimbursement mechanisms restrict an ac-
tive, continuing interchange of services. VA officials told
us, for example, that from a budgetary standpoint there is
a big incentive to provide services under the formal sharing
authority (38 U.S.C. 5053) rather than under an interagency
sharing agreement under the Economy Act.

Essentially, to furnish a "carrot" encouraging sharing,
services provided under formal sharing agreement authority
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could result in double payment to the local hospital since
(1) the patient is counted in the workload statistics used
to request funds from the Congress with subsequent alloca-
tions to the hospital and (2) VA allocates total reimburse-
ment for services provided under sharing agreements back
to the providing hospital. On the other hand, services
performed under interagency agreements are reimbursed to
VA's Central Office on the basis of the daily inpatient and
outpatient rates, regardless of actual cost of the specific
services provided. However, the reimbursement is not allo-
cated back to the individual hospital to help offset expenses
incurred.

We attempted to followup at VA's Central Office about
why reimbursements were being allocated to hospitals under
formal sharing agreements, but not under interagency arrangc--
ments. Central Office Budget Staff officials could not give
us any administrative regulation or directive or cite legis-
lation which required reimbursements from interagency agree-
ments not to be reallocated to the providing hospital. The
Director, Budget Staff, believes it is incorrect to consider
other agencies' reimbursements to VA hospitals as not being
allocated back to the local hospitals. *The Director told
us that the total reimbursements received in the Central
Office-controlled Treasury account are used to offset the
budgetary requests VA makes to the Congress for medical care.
Consequently, the total reimbursements from all sources--
estiBateT for budget purposes in fiscal year 1977 to be
$33 million--are redistributed to all VA hospitals. However,
the VA budget system does not provide the means to determine
how much reimbursement goes to each individual hospital. A
hospital not sharing any services could receive just as much
in reimbursement allocations as one which shared extensively.

As a further followup, in our May 1977 letter to the
Administrator of Veterans Affairs concerning reimbursement
and other sharing problems between the Tucson VA Hospital
and Davis-Monthan Air Force Hospital, we inquired about VA's
reimbursement policies. For example, we asked what VA's cur-
rent policy was regarding allocating reimbursements from
other agencies for medical services received from VA hos-
pitals back to the providing hospital. VA's formal reply
was similar to that stated above:

'Reimbursements for medical services rendered
other Federal agencies for which payment is based
on the inter-departmental rates published in the
Federal Register is not returned to the hospital
when earned, but is allocated to each facility in
the initial recurring target allowance. These funds
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are not identified separately, but the total funding

allocations covers the inpatient and outpatient

workloads assigned, including reimburseable work-

loads."

Because of VA's policy, VA hospital directors usually

insist on using a formal (38 U.S.C. 5053) rather than an

interagency (31 U.S.C. 686) sharing agreement. Under 38

U.S.C. 5053, which VA has used primarily for sharing with

the private sector, hospitals are reimbursed. Under the

Economy Act, however, reimbursements are not returned-

-For example, at the Lexington, Kentucky, VA Hospital, a

change in authority from a formal to an interagency sharing

agreement resulted in a situation where services may not con-

tinue to be provided to two other Federal agencies unless

Lexington VA recovers its costs. (See app. IV, case study

19.) One of these sharing agreements accounted for about

$78,000 of the $92,000 of services provided by VA to other

Federal agencies under this authority in fiscal year 1976.

In addition, numerous other VA hospital officials told us

they had no incentive to share services with other Federal

agencies unless they were adequately reimbursed at the local

level.

DOD's situation is not nearly as complex as VA's because

DOD facilities have no sharing authority similar to Va's and

sharing is done using interagency rates only. However, the

same tisincentive--lack of reimbursement--still exists.

DOD officials told us that their regulations do not

allow providing hospitals to be reimbursed to the extent

necessary to provide an incentive to share. Army, for exam-

ple, does not allow any direct local reimbursement. Navy

allows a partial reimbursement of outpatient charges, and

Air Force indirectly reimburses through the budget process.

Also many DOD hospital officials told us they lacked an incen-

tive to share because their facilities would not be reim-

bursed.

Failure to agree on reimbursement rates

In VA's dealings with other Federal agencies, full

cost reimbursements are generally required before VA provides

services to other Federal agencies' beneficiaries. On the

other hand, DOD is willing to provide to or procure services

from other Federal agencies (e.g., VA) only on the basis of

interagency rates. Full cost and interagency rates are

very rarely the same. As a consequence, sharing between these

Federal agencies is limited because of their failure to arrive

at mutually agreeable reimbursement rates.
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This point is clearly demonstrated in several case
studies (see app. IV, case studies 2, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 14)
and through our discussions with DOD officials. For example,
Madigan Army Medical Center was prevented from providing
renal dialysis to Seattle VA patients because estimated costs
were higher than allowable DOD outpatient interagency rates.
(See app. IV, case study 2.) Officials of the Army Health
Services Command and the Office of the Army Surgeon General
told us that interagency rates apply for both purchasing
and providing direct care and supplemental care to other Fed-
eral agencies.

Navy officials also indicated that direct care services
exchanged with other Federal agencies would have to be made
on the basis of interagency rates. Port Hueneme Naval
Hospital officials said they did not know whether Navy could
reimburse VA as it did community physicians and hospitals
from its supplemental care funds for services beyond Port
Hueneme's capabilities. Subsequently, they contacted a Navy
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery official, who said he knew
of no procedures allowing the Navy to pay from supplemental
funds.

Nevertheless, in a followup with the Bureau, the Deputy
Comptroller told us that the Navy may consider actual (full)
cost-sharing agreements with VA, but for supplemental care only.
.He said that-the Economy Act is Navy-'s authority for inter-
agency sharing, but Navy would probably be willing to enter
into formal VA sharing agreements under 38 U.S.C. 5053 at
full cost. No specific authority permits Navy to pay full
costs, but there is no direct prohibition either. There-
fore, Navy would consider a sharing agreement since it would
be unfair to expect another agency (e.g., VA) to perform an
expensive outpatient procedure for the Navy at a rate sub-
stantially lower than VA's full cost.

However, a formal sharing agreement would be considered
only for supplemental care. In this case, the patient would
not be disengaged from the Navy-hospital and would continue
to remain the Navy's responsibility. The hospital obtaining
supplemental care would be responsible for reimbursement at
rates prescribed by the providing facility. For all other
types of direct patient referrals--inpatient or outpatient-
the Bureau would reimburse the other Federal agencies at
interagency rates.

Air Force headquarters officials stated that VA may be
paid interagency rates for both direct and supplemental patient
care, but actual practice differs in approaches to supplemental
care. For example, patients from both the Davis-Monthan and
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Kirtland Air Force Hospitals have received supplemental care
from VA hospitals, but the different rates paid by these
hospitals bave caused problems. When Davis-Monthan was
instructed to use interagency rates, a formal sharing agree-
ment with VA was never finalized, while Kirtland has contin-
uously paid full costs under a formal sharing agreement
for supplemental:services rendered by VA. (See app. IV, case
studies 8 and 12.)
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND AGENCY COMMENTS

CONCLUSIONS

The Federal Government has a unique opportunity to takethe lead in medical resource sharing. To take full advantageof this opportunity will, however, require action by the Con-gress and a concerted effort by the involved agencies toeliminate obstacles to sharing and establish a Federalhealth care delivery system which would more efficiently usethe systems administered by DOD, VA, and PHS.

Legislative and administrative obstacles to sharingcould be eliminated without adversely affecting the level orquality of care given to each agency's primary beneficiaries.Eliminating the obstacles and implementing a structured Fed-eral interagency sharing program would benefit both the Fed-eral Government and the beneficiaries.

Increased sharing would benefit the Federal Governmentby providing opportunities for:

--Eliminating or consolidating underused or duplicative
facilities, equipment, and staff -

--Reducing the reliance on health delivery programs suchas CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA, which provide the care notavailable from DOD, VA, or PHS.

--Increasing staff proficiency and improving patient
care by consolidating workloads and resources.

Beneficiaries might be able to be treated in Federalfacilities closer to their residences. Also they might savemoney because CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA require individuals to pay
specified portions of the cost of care.

The Economy Act and VA and PHS sharing laws are subjectto interpretation and/or permit only certain types of re-sources to be shared. Consequently, it is difficult foragencies to use such legislation to increase interagency
sharing because, frequently, Federal officials do not knowwhat the specific groundrules are for such sharing. There-fore, little substantive and uniform guidance has been pro-vided to local Federal hospital officials on interagency
sharing problems and questions.
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Several DOD, VA, and PBS officials have, over the years,
pursued sharing arrangements. More recently, increased empha-
sis has been placed on the issue of sharing, particularly
through the establishment of the interagency Federal Health
Resources Sharing Committee. However, little additional
sharing has yet actually taken place. If the amount of indi-
vidual effort toward sharing in several cases we identified
has failed to produce active sharing agreements, little
chance exists for interagency sharing where Federal medical
officials are not interested in sharing or do not know how
to deal wit'. other agencies' officials. Also, unless obstac-
les to sharing are eliminated, further efforts initiated by
individual. Federal' officials or the Committee will continue
to be impeded.

Agency regulations on interagency sharing are often
vague and difficult to interpret. Such regulations make it
very difficult for local Federal hospital and clinics to
share because most regulations imply or agency policy
dictates that there are not excess capabilities in any treat-
ment areas and that services should be provided only in emer-
gencies or when previous allocations of resources have been
made. Also one agency's regulations are often difficult to
mesh with another agency's regulations, and consequently few
sharing agreements can De executed.

The lack of an effective and uniform reimbursement mech-
anism ig the nmaaof-obstacle at the individual Federal hospi-
tal and clinic level to increased interagency sharing. Any
corrective action must incorporate an incentive to share.
In this regard we believe a uniform provision to reallocate
any reimbursement received back to the providing hospital is
essential. Furthermore, we believe that any reimbursement
mechanism should be flexible enough to encourage and permit
negotiations between local Federal hospital officials to
determine acceptable rates of reimbursement for seLv-ices
shared. Negotiated reimbursements could be based on all costs
funded from current appropriations, incremental costs (costs
-' !:cess of fixed costs for an additional item of service),
, -Jme other cost which is mutually agreed upon. In any
c:-;_, the reimbursements would be agreeable to both parties,
excess Federal capability would be used, and sharing would
take place.

Legislation is needed to require interagency sharing
when appropriate and to encourage the establishment of Govern-
ment-wide implementing procedures. Such legislation should
encourage individual initiative without affecting any Federal
agency's organizational or command structures. It should
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also give increased management options to local Federal medi-cal officials to make the best use of our Nation's medical
resources.

In view of the increasing concern in the Nation regard-
ing the spiralling costs of health care, enacting legislationwhich establishes a firm Federal policy to promote Federal
interagency sharing and removes restrictions on the types ofservices which can be shared would be both beneficial and
timely. Enacting such legislation would also complement thenational health priorities established by the National HealthPlanning and Resources Development Act of 1974 and provide
the impetus and direction needed by Federal agencies to makeinteragency sharing more a rule than an exception.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO DOD, HEW, AND VA

We recommend that the Secretaries of Defense and Health,
Education, and Welfare and the Administrator of Veterans Af-
fairs:

--Jointly direct the Federal Health Resources Sharing
Committee to expeditiously seek solutions to the ad-
ministrative obstacles within each agency which impede
sharing.

-- Indiviaually report annually to the appropriations com-mittees of the Congress on the progress being made in- implementing an effective sharing program.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO OMF

We recommend that the Director, OMB, establish a manage-
ment group within the existing OMB organizational structure
to work with DOD, HEW, and VA to coordinate the development
of an effective interagency sharing program. Such a groupshould also work with Federal Health Resources Sharing Com-mittee, and with OMB officials responsible for reviewing
budget requests for Federal health care delivery activities
to foster interagency sharing.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

We recommend that the Congress enact legislation which

would:

--Establish a policy that directs interagency sharing
of Federal medical resources when appropriate.
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--Authorize each Federal health provider to accept all
categories of direct care beneficiaries on a referral
basis when it would be advantageous to the Federal
Government and care of primary beneficiaries would
not be adversely affected.

-Eliminate all restrictions on the types of medical
services which can be shared between Federal facili-
ties..

--Authorize field hospital managers to approve agree-
ments between Federal facilities, subject to headquar-
ters veto only if judged not in the best interests of
the Government.

-- Permit agencies to expand services to treat benefi-
ciaries of another Federal agency when such services
would benefit the patient and the Government.

--Establish a policy requiring Federal facilities to
use, if practical, nearby Federal direct health care
resources before referring patients for care under
programs such as CHAHPUS and CHAMPVA or to distant
facilities within their own health care systems.

--Authorize the establishment of a reimbursement
mechanism based on negotiated costs with a provision
to reimburse the providing hospital with any revenues
received to-offset any expenses incurred. (This mech-
anism would allow Federal hospital officials to agree
upon equitable and consistent fees on a medical
service-by-service, hospital-by-hospital basis.)

--Assign to ONH the responsibility to (1) coordinate the
implementation of an effective interagency Federal
medical resources sharing program and (2) report annu-
ally to the Congress concerning the progress being
made toward increased sharing of these resources.

Included in this report as appendix V is proposed legislation
which we believe would provide the legislative mandate neces-
sary to implement an effective Federal medical resources
sharing program.

EVALUATION OF AGENCY COMMENTS

The Departments of Defense and Health, Education, and
Welfare generally agreed with the conclusions and recommen-
dations in a draft of our report, except those relating to
reimbursements for services shared between Federal hospitals.
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(See apps. VI and VII.) VA (see app. VIII) did not agreewith the management or funding concepts advocated in ourdraft report. Further, VA believed that our recommendationswere not in accordance with "accepted and recognized Federalagency management principles and could be inadequate as amatter of law.'

OMB (see app. IX) said that it was concerned about manyof the problems discussed in our draft report. However, itwas unwilling to take a position on the changes recommendedfor congressional action without additional detailed analysesand the determination of the potential impact of the recom-mended legislative changes. OMB disagreed with our recommen-dation that it establish a group to work with Federal agen-cies to coordinate the development of an effective interagencysharing program.

Reimbursements for shared services

Our draft report proposed that incremental costs becomethe legal basis for reimbursement for medical services ex-changed among Federal agencies. This proposal was basedon the fact that full cost reimbursements are not nec-essary. Full costs do not represent the -out-of-pocketcosts' of providing services since costs such as salaries andutilities would be incurred whether or not services were pro-vided to ot her agencies' beneficiaries. Also, the use offull costs would not provide adequate incentives for inter-agency-sharing if lowerrates were available in non-Federalhospitals. Therefore, incremental costs-those costsincurred for the provision of an additional item of service--appeared to be the logical choice as a basis of reimbursementfor interagency sharing.

DOD, HEW, and VA all disagreed with the proposed recom-mendation. DOD and VA stated that reimbursements betweenagencies for shared services should be based on actual costs.DOD said that, when its uniform accounting system for mili-tary hospitals is fully implemented, it will be capable ofidentifying costs for specific medical services to the degreethat separate fees can be set for these services. DOD alsosaid that reimbursement rates should be established centrallyrather than by hospital. VA said that interagency reimburse-ments should be based on actual costs which represent anaverage uniform rate. It said that its billings should notbe based on two rates--one for Federal beneficiaries andanother for non-Federal institutions. HEW believed reim-bursement between agencies should be made on a cost of ser-vice basis but recognized that it might be desirable to shareresources by means of even exchange. Regardless of the costbasis adopted, HEW suggested that the specific reimbursement
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mechanism should be left to the agencies to develop withinbroad general agreements negotiated by, for example, theFederal Health Resources Sharing Committee.

In view of the agencies' comments on this proposed rec-ommendation and because the agencies' accounting systems donot now identify elements of cost for individual medicalservices, we are now recomnnding that reimbursements forshared services be negotiated and mutually agreed to by localFederal hospital administrators. As the agencies' willingnessto share increases and their cost accounting systems becomemore sophisticated, it seems reasonable to us to expect thatincremental costs could eventually become the standard basisof reimbursements for medical services shared between Federalagencies.

DOD concurred in our recomnendation that reimbursementsreceived by individual hospitals for shared services be re-turned to providing hospitals as an incentive to promoteinteragency-sharing of Federal medical resources. HEW didnot agree, stating that hospitals providing services to otheragencies' beneficiaries should be funded on the basis oftotal workload regardless of origin, with reimbursements paidcentrally and credited to Lhe agencies' total budgets.According to HEW, to do otherwise would tend to unbalancethe distribution of an agency's resources and create an un-desirable competition for patients and the financial resourcesthey represent.

VA emphasized that it believes it has an effective andconsistent mechanism under which it seeks reimbursement forservices rendered to other Federal facilities in two ways--either by an interagency agreement (under 31 U.S.C. 686) ora sharing agreement (under 38 U.S.C. 5053). VA stated thatin both instances actual costs are realized in accordancewith present legislation. Our review showed that the waysin which cost reimbursements under these two statutes arerecovered in actual practice differ substantially. In prac-tice, the different reimbursement mechanisms favor the shar-ing of VA's resources with non-Federal health providersrather than Federal agencies.

As discussed earlier, reimbursement rates under inter-agency agreements are derived from establishing average dailyinpatient and outpatient rates based on total annual operat-ing costs and total annual inpatient and outpatient work-loads. Therefore, the rates do not reflect th?- full actualcost of each medical service gTv-lded. In effect, VA receivesas reimbursement only an "average actual cost" which, in thecase of highly specialized procedures, may be substantially
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less than a VA hospital's full cost of providing the
services. In addition, reimbursements generated as a resultof interagency agreements are not reallocated back to theindividual VA hospital which provided services to other agen-cies' beneficiaries. Therefore, from the perspective of theindividual VA hospital, the only readily identifiable benefitto sharing under interagency agreements is that the workloadgenerated through sharing is counted as part of its overallworkload upon which its annual budget allowances are calcu-lated.

However, if the target budget allowance for a VA facility
is, for any reason, reduced, interagency sharing--ongoing orplanned--must be curtailed since the facility's first oDliga-
tion is to serve eligible veterans. Under these circumstancesif any sharing occurs, the facility must absorb the costs ofsuch efforts as part of its reduced budget allocation.

On the other hand, the reimbursement mechanism used byVA to provide services under sharing agreements is substan-tially different from that under interagency agreements.
Under sharing agreements, reimbursements are received by theVA Central Office for the full cost of each specificservice provided. The revenues collected are subsequently
reallocated, on a quarterly basis, to the VA hospital whichprovided the service. In addition, the workload generated
because of sharing is also included in the individual VAhospital's workload statistics used as the basis to request
appropriations for-operating funds from the Congress. Ineffect, a VA hospital which provides services under sharingagreements could receive a double payment for the servicesit provides to others.

The differences in VA's reimbursement mechanism underthe two sharing authorities have, in our opinion, historic-ally contributed to the lack of significant sharing between
VA and other Federal agencies. Nearly all of the servicesVA provides for other Federal hospicals have been pro-
vided under interagency agreements because either (1) VACentral Office officials believe these are the appropriate
agreements for its hospitals to use in dealing with otheragencies or (2) the other agencies are willing to reimburseVA only based on rates established under interagency agree-ments-that is, those based on the average actual costs ofservices VA provides to their beneficiaries. In contrast asubstantial volume of services (about $16 million in fiscalyear 1977) is shared between VA and non-Federal health provi-ders under its sharing agreement authority but very little
(about $26,000 in fiscal year 1977) is shared between VA andother Federal agencies, although this authority specifically
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authorizes VA to share specialized services with other Federal
hospitals. Because the reimbursement mechanism under inter-
agency-agreements provides local VA hospitals little incentive
to share while the mechanism under sharing agreements provides
them much greater incentives, it is easy to understand why
VA's sharing with other Federal agencies has been limited.

Other Comments

DOD and HEW

Both DOD and REW expressed their support for the concept
of increased interagency sharing of Federal medical resources
and cited several actions that have already been taken toward
this objective. The departments agreed in principle with our
recommendations that:

--Federal agencies be permitted to expand services to
treat beneficiaries of another Federal agency when
such services would benefit the patient and Govern-
ment,

--local hospital managers be permitted to negotiate
sharing agreements, and

--a policy be established requiring Federal facilities
to use nearby Federal resources before selecting other
more costly or distant sources of treatment.

DOD agreed with the last of the above recommendations
but stated that it did not want its patients to travel beyond
40 miles from their place of residence to obtain such care.
Neither DOD nor HEW wanted to be required to first use other
Federal facilities. DOD expressed the view that the policy
we recommend should be flexible enough to allow for exceptions
on a case-by-case basis when such exceptions would benefit
other activities, such as military medical teaching programs.
HEW expressed concern that, if services could be obtained at
a lower cost from private sources, there should be no require-
ment to use a more costly Federal source of care.

We agree that a policy requiring interagency sharing
should not be so rigid as to allow for no exceptions. How-
ever, we do not agree that the imposition by DOD of a strict
rule regarding the distance patients live from a Federal
medical treatment facility should be included as a blanket
exception to the policy we are recommending. In this regard,
DOD now routinely transports many patients great distances
on its domestic aeromedical evacuation system to receive
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care. We believe that, unless a transfer to a distantFederal medical facility can be fully justified based on thespecific medical care needs of the patient, lower costs inthe private sector, or in rare instances, the needs of a med-ical teaching program, sharing with nearby Federal facilitiesshould be required. 

VA

VA recognized the need for development of a coordinatedapproach to health care planning among Federal agencies andpointed-out the recent contributions that its Department ofMedicine and Surgery has made toward establishing the FederalHealth Resources Sharing Committee. It stated its beliefthat administrative remedies would be more appropriate thanlegislative remedies to overcome the obstacles to sharingwe identified.

VA also said it would be remiss if it did not addresscertain policy issues that would affect the implementationof our recommendations. In this regard, VA stated that theAmerican people, acting through the President and the Con-gress, have expressed a special concern for its citizens whohave devoted parts of their lives to the Nation's defense.Medical care to these veterans has been the mission of VAsince 1930, and the creation in 1946 of VA's Department ofMedicine and Surgery made VA solely responsible for thetreatment of veterans.

VA believed that our recommedations seem to favor anamalgamation of resources for the benefit of all beneficiar-
ies in the Federal sector. It stated that our recommenda-tions must be considered in accordance with VA's primarymission of caring for veterans. Further, according to VA,since (1) there is no agreement on VA's role in any forth-coming national health insurance program and (2) variousoptions are still being considered by the President con-cerning the provision of the Nation's health care needs, itwould be unwise to enact legislation implementing our recom-mendations.

We do not agree with VA's statementsrregarding thepolicy implications of our recommendations. Throughout ourreview we have recognized the concerns of the involved agen-cies regarding their primary mission and have developed ourrecommendations with these concerns in mind. The implementa-tion of our recommendations would not, as VA has indicated,
necessarily result in a 'amalgamationu of Federal healthresources. Rather their implementation would enhance theabilities of each agency's hospital directors to seek and
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obtain alternative sources of care for their beneficiaries,
while taking advantage of opportunities to control the Govern-
ment's increasing health care costs.

Regarding VA's concerns about the future direction of
Federal health care, we believe that the Government, through
the initiation of a congressionally directed and effectively
implenented interagency sharing program, has a unique
opportunity to take the lead in health care planning and
coordination activities. Such activities will undoubtedly
become important factors in future programs developed to
control the Nation's health care. costs.

As previously discussed, OMB did not agree that it
should establish a group to work with the involved agencies
to coordinate the development of an effective sharing pro-
gram. ORB said it would rely on its budget examiners and
other staff already working with the agencies affected by
our recommendations in considering further actions to address
sharing problems.

We believe that the issue of sharing medical resources
among Federal agencies has progressed to the point where OMB
should assume a stronger role than it has in the past. The
divergent views expressed by DOD, VA, and HEW concerning our
report indicate a lack of an overall executive branch policy.
on this issue;- We 'believe Ehat OMB's traditional reliance
on its budget examiners to recommend the proper course of
action for an interagency sharing program will be inadequate
because its organization of budget examiners is structured
along individual agency lines. HEW, in its comments, sug-
gested that centralization of sharing coordination within
OMB should be a managerial rather than a budget process so
that it might be prospective, affirmative, and guiding in
its approach. We agree and believe that the establishment
of a managerial group within the existing OMB organizational
structure to work with the recently established Federal
Health Resources Sharing Committee, the involved agencies,
and OB budget examiners is essential to the development of
an effective Federal sharing program.

Over the years, Federal agencies have become increas-
ingly concerned with their abilities to provide quality
health care to their primary beneficiaries. However, little
attention has been given to taking advantage of the oppor-
tunities to improve patient care and reduce Federal health
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care costs through interagency sharing of medical resources.
In fact, because of the emphasis on individual agencies'
capbilities, several obstacles have evolved which now make
sharing--even when it is tried-much more difficult. we
endorse the establishment of the Federal Health Resources
Sharing Comittee as a vehicle to discuss agencies' mutual
interests. However, we believe the enactment of legislation
to provide the impetus for an effective Federal medical
resources sharing program and a concerted effort by the
involved agencies to make sharing a routine occurence are
essential if the Government's direct health care providers
are to realize their full potential.
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CHAPTER 4

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We made our review at the headquarters offices andselected health care facilities of DOD, VA, and HEW, thethree major Federal direct health care providers. Our gen-
eral objective as to evaluate and substantiate the feasi-
bility and desirability of increased interagency sharing.
We concentrated on identifying obstacles to sharing. In
identifying legislative and administrative obstacles, we con-currently identified potential opportunities for interagency
sharing.

In identifying obstacles we analyzed existing legis-
lation and regblations pertaining to interagency sharing.
We obtained interpretations of the legislation and regula-tions from officials of DOD's Office of Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Health Affairs); Offices of the Surgeons General
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force; the DOD Health Council;
various VA Central Office officials, including the Adminis-
trator of Veterans Affairs; and PUS' Bureau of Medical Serv-
ices. Our work with these officials was conducted at their
headquarters offices in the Washington, D.C., area. We alsovisited Army's Health Services Comand in San Antonio.

To identify obstacles.at the-field-level, we discussed
with Federal hospital managers their interpretations of leg-islation and regulations affecting their dealings with otheragencies. We developed information at individual Federalhospitals and clinics for subsequent use as case studies
to demonstrate opportunities for sharing and obstacles tosharing. We met with VA medical district directors and theirstaffs, DOD regionalization coordinators, and civilian healthplanning officials to solicit their views on sharing Federalmedical resources. Also we used data developed for us byCHAMPUS headquarters in Denver to determine whether Federalhospitals could have absorbed some of the CHAMPUS workloadbeing provided by civilian facilities in selected geographic
areas.

HOSPITALS AND CLINICS REVIEWED

The following Federal hospitals and clinics were
reviewed:
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Seattle-Tacoma, Washington, area

Madigan Army Medical Center
Naval Regional Medical Center, Bremerton
Naval Hospital, Whidbey Island
Veterans Administration Hospital, Seattle
Veterans Administration Hospital,-American Lake
U.S. Public Health Service Hospital, Seattle

San Francisco, California, area

Letterman Army Medical Center
Naval Regional Medical Center, Oakland
David Grant Medical Center (Travis Air Force Base)
Veterans AdministratJon Hospital, San Francisco
Veterans Administration Hospital, Martinez
U.S. Public Health Service Hospital, San Francisco

Los Angeles, California, area

Naval Regional Medical Center, Long Beach
Naval Hospital, Port Hueneme
Air Force Regional Hospital, March Air Force Base
Veterans Administration Hospital, Long Beach
Veterans Administration Hospital, Loma Linda

San Diego, Califorpia., aee 4 .

Naval Regional Medical Center, San Diego
Veterans Administration Hospital, San Diego

Tucson, Arizona, area

Air Force Hospital, Davis-Monthan Air Force Base
Veterans Administration Hospital, Tucson
Indian Health Service, Tucson

Albuquerque, New Mexico, area

Air Force Hospital, Kirtland Air Force Base
Veterans Administration Hospital, Albuquerque

Colorado-Wyoming area

Fitzsimons Army Medical Center, Denver, Colorado
Air Force Hospitals F.E. Warren Air Force Base,

Cheyenne, Wyoming
Air Force Clinic, Lowry Air Force Base, Denver, Colorado
Veterans Administration Hospital, Denver, Colorado
Veterans Administration Hospital, Cheyenne, Wyoming
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Temple, Texas, area

Darnall Army Hospital (Ft. Hood)
Veterans Administration Hospital, Temple

Tampa, Florida, area

Air Force Regional Hoqpital,M'sacDill Air Force Base
Veterans Administration Hospital,- Tampa
U.S. Public Health Service Clinic, Tampa

Miami-Key West, Florida, area

Naval Hospital, Key West '
Air Force Hospital, Homestead Air Force Base
Veterans Administration Hospital, Miami
U.S. Public Health Service Clinic, Miami

Lexington, Kentucky, area

Veterans Administration Hospital, Lexington
Federal Correctional Institution, Lexington
National Institute of.Drug Abuse, Addiction Research

Center, Lexington

New England area

Cutler Army Hospital (Ft. Devens6 Massachusetts
Naval Regional Medical Center, Newport, Rhode Island
Air Force Clinic, Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts
Veterans Administration Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts
Veterans Administration Hospital, West Roxbury,
Massachusetts

Veterans Administration Hospital, Brockton,
lassachusetts

Vetetans Administration Hospital, Bedford, Massachusetts
Veterans Administration Hospital, Providence,
Rhode Island

U.S. Public Health Service Hospital, Boston,
Massachusetts
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Ct Dproller General of re Uuitod Sthte
cenerar Accouctint Office
"1 G Streot, N.V.

ou hington, D.C. 20548

Dear Me. Slmr.t:

As you kno. the Coittee recently requested that your Officte cn-
duct two studies to determine the potential -fo-lederalgSencs osch ae
the Departments of Defense ad Halth, Educatoa rand elfare, rand the
Veterans Administration to share expens iv and highly specialised cardiac
catrhter sation and computed tlmotaphy upabilty. It appears from die-
cussioas with your representatives that Federal ebuing of these services
could yield savings to th Government.

We understand that your Office's Imon ourmws Division is on-
sidering initiating a broader study to deteminsm hetrher additional
opportunities eist for agencies to share perhape las specialized but
poossibly equally expensive Federal deoliveory capability and to identify
the legislative, administrative and other obstacles that might currently
exist to preclude the optimum use of Federal capmbility through sharing.

The Comittee requests that emphasis be placed on such a study in
view of the rapidly increasing coats involved in the delivery of health
care. e re particularly interested that any oportunitie availabl
to share existing Federal health capability without adversely impacting
on the quality of care being provided be explored carefully.

The Cmittee undarstands that such a review ill be a complex nd
cime-consuming undertaking and therefore is not requesting a report un-
til January 1978. aowever, we would appreciate rmining apprised of
the progress of the review so that inforuation being developed can be
discussed vith the officials of the deprtments and agencies requesting
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

PRIOR STUDIES INDICATE CONTINUOUS CONCERN

OVER MANAGEIENT AND PROPER USE

OF FEDERAL MEDICAL RESOURCES

Over the past 30 years, several reports and studieshave discussed the proplr type of :management needed by DOD,
VA, and PHS to more effectively operate their medical facil-ities. Several of these studies were-conducted because of
legislative requirements or because of congressional direc-
tion. These reports. have addressed, on various occasions,management of one agency's own resources in a specified geo-
graphical area (regionalization), use of one agency's
resources by another agency (sharing), and management of the
separate health care delivery systems-under one administration
(unification). In addition, for the past several years we
have issued several reports which demonstrate that Federal
hospitals can better use medical resources.

HOOVER COMMISSION REPORTS

In 1947 and 1953 the Congress established Commissions
on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government
to determine what changes were necessary to promote economy,
efficiency, and improved service in, among other things,
the delivery of health-care by Federal agencies;- These
Commissions were commonly known, respectively, as the First
and Second Hoover Commissions.

First Hoover Commission Report

The first Commission's March 1949 report to the
Congress criticized:

--Medical construction programs going forward although
Federal hospitals had unused capacity.

--The lack of planning by Federal agencies with little
knowledge of, and no regard for, the needs of the
Nation as a whole.

--The lack of a clear definition by the Congress of
the rights and priorities to medical care of all the
classes of beneficiaries. (The Commission believed
that hospital care for Federal beneficiaries should
be planned in relation to the hospital resources of
the country as a whole, not merely through construc-
tion of Federal hospitals.)
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Second Hoover Commission Report

The second Commission's February:1955 report to theCongress indicated that little fundamental improvement inFederal medical services had been viade since the issuance
of the first Commission report in March 1949.

The second Commission report pointed out similarexamples of waste and-lack of coordination identified bythe first Commission. The Commission proposed specific
remedial actions, including: .-

--- Creating a Federal Advisory Council of Health where
medical policies-and activities could be reviewedto further coordination,, eliminate duplication, and
develop overall policies. 

-- Developing regional coordinated administration of
military hospital services.

-- More cross-servicing between the military hospitals
ard between VA and PHS hospitals.

The Commission recommended creating a Federal Advisory
Council of Health because the responsibility of recommending
overall Federal policies was not fixed in any executive
branch unit. Consequently, because of this lack of over-all policy, excessive duplication of.programs, facilities,
-and personnel existed. Such excesses, in its opinion, notonly impaired the economic and efficient operation of
Federal health activities, but placed'unreasonably heavy
claims upon the Nation's total health economy.

The Commission thought that its recommendations could
be put into lasting effect only if they became the explicit
responsibility of a permanent council. The Commission con-cluded that the best place for such an organization was
within the Executive Office of the President.

DOD STUDIES

The organizational structure of the military's healthcare delivery systems has been an issue since DOD wasestablished in 1947.

Each study tried to determine how to obtain increased
efficiency and economy from three distinct health care
systems (Army, Navy, and Air Force) with each health caresystem controlled by a different surgeon general. Optionspresented in these studies ranged from no change to unifi-cation of the systems into one entity. Regionalization--
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collectively organizing and managing a system of peacetime
health care delivery in specified geographic areas in orderto increase productivity and achieve economy without unnec-essary duplication of resources--has emerged as a compromisebetween the two extremes.

Major studies and a brief discussion of the viewsexpressed in each follow.

DOD Committee on Medical and Hos ital
Services of the Armed Forces t(1949

The Committee examined three alternative organizational
structures: a unified medical service supporting all threemilitary departments; a single manager plan, under whichone service would be responsible for military medicine insupport of all military departments; and separate but co-ordinated medical services for each military department.

The Committee rejected a single medical service in anyform, noting

"separation of the medical services from the depart-
ments they serve and sustain * * * would greatly
reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of the medical
services in rendering medical support to the various
departments and agencies of the National Military
Establishment."

They recommended coordination and policy guidance at theSecretary of Defense level.

Armed Forces Medical
Advisory Committee (1949)

This Committee was a military-civilian group formed toto advise the Secretary of Defense on health and medicalmatters. In the first half of 1949, the Committee con-sidered a Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendation that 'theSecretary of Defense immediately institute studies andmeasures intended to produce, for the support of the three
fighting services, a completely unified and amalgamated
[single] medical service.'

Military medical department summaries of that studyindicate that the Committee had concluded that 'the objec-tives of unification are highly desirable' but statedfurther that 'so much of the medical department as isessential for medical support of each of the Armed Forces(should] remain as integral parts of these forces.'
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Coller Report (1958)

This report.was prepared in response to President
Dwight D. Eisenhower's request that Dr. Frederick Coller, a
non-DOD physician, determine if it would be advantageous to
designate one service as the single manager for military
health services. Dr. Coller's report supported the continu-
ation of three separate but coordinated medical departments.

Ccmprehensive Medical Services Proqram
Review Report on Unification of
Military Medical Departments (1966)

None of the Program Review Group believed that continu-
ing the status quo was a satisfactory answer to the needed
management of DOD medical resources. "On the. other hand,
most members initially preferred to avoid the other extreme
of complete unification.

However, the growing realization and appreciation of
the complex and interlocking nature of each military depart-
ment's medical service led the participants to conclude thatunification to the greatest degree possible was the only
viable and worthy alternative. As a result the report
recommended establishing a Defense Medical Service and con-
currently disestablishing the Offices of the Surgeons General
of the three military medical departments.

Clifford/Nitze Report (1968)

This report was prepared because Secretary of Defense
Clark Clifford had been asked by a Special Assistant to the
President for his views on unification of the military
health services. Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze
stated that unification was not desirable or feasible.

Reasons cited were that many functions already were
consolidated and a substantial and critical portion of each
medical service was closely integrated with the force it
supported. Consequently, as long as the services maintained
their separate identities, unification was not realistic.

DOD-HEW Study ("Reducing the Needs for
Military Medical Personnel
in the Armed Forces}) (1972)

This study recommended that:

-- A peacetime health services system be regionalized
on a triservice basis.
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--Military health care facilities be partially staffed
with civilian health professionals on a'contractual
basis.

"Military Health Care Studyi (1975. " ' 

This study, undertaken at the direction" of :the Presi-.
dent, was made to (1) assess the ability of-the current
military health care system to meet the future-needs. of
the Armed Forces and (2) recommend.ways. to-ensure quality
medical care for all DOD'beneficia.ries .hichb-were.ccqr-
sistent with the national health care initiatives and DOD's
missions and objectives. -'

The study was conducted by representatives of DOD, HEW,
and OMB. Of particular importance to DOD'0s:management of
resources were these recommendations: .. -

--A central DOD coordinating entity for planning and
allocating resources should be established to. over-
&ee health care delivery in the continental United
States.

--Oversight of health care delivery should be.assigned
to regional authorities responsible for all health
care delivery in their geographical areas.

As a result of the first recommendation, a DOD Health
Council was established in'Dece-mber-1916 to'coordinate DOD
health care activities.

Report on the Feasibility of
Sharing Medical Facilities (1976)

In this report the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs) reported to the Chairman, Senate Appropri-
ations Committee, as requested during the fiscal year
1977 DOD appropriations hearings, on the feasibility of
sharing medical facilities. The Assistant Secretary stated
that DOD solidly agreed with the idea of sharing and pointed
out the extent to which it already existed. The report con-
cluded that a significant amount of cooperation, coordination,
and sharing currently existed between DOD, VA, and PHS.
However, the Assistant Secretary cautioned that the achiev-
able level of sharing was limited by the following factors:

--The health programs of each group are somewhat unique
based on the beneficiary population served. This is
particularly evident in program differences empha-
sizing short-term care versus long-term chronic care.
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--DOD must provide adequate staff and facilities tosupport wartime mobilization. This core of resources
is most efficiently used during peacetime to care foradditional beneficiaries on a space-available basis.

--An appropriate balance between the Federal agencies
must be achieved which will not result in care notbeing available when surges in demand occur.

--Medical practice currently emphasizes ambulatory care,a service in short supply for all Federal agencies.
Opportunities for sltaring are limited by the few loca-tions where more than one Federal facility is present
and at least one has capacity it can share.

Comparative Health Facility
Acquisition Methodology Study (1977)

In February 1976 the Subcommittee on Military Instal-lations and Facilities, House Committee on Appropriations,
became concerned with the increased cost of acquiring mili-tary health facilities. Testimony before the Subcommitteerevealed that estimates for construction of newly designedfacilities sometimes increased by over 100 percent from
original preliminary estimates.

DOD was directed to undertake a study for the purposeof making recommendations that, if implemented, would holddown the costs of providing military health facilities,while providing an acceptable health care delivery
capability.

The following recommendations from the study were amongthose considered to have the highest priority for implemen-tation because of their potential impact:

--Accelerate the implementation of a regional military
health care system. All alternative resources
which can provide health care more economically
should be considered in assessing the need for andthe planning of any new facility. This assessmentshould include shared services, cooperative efforts,
and other program methods between military healthcare facilities and between the military and VA
and/or civilian facilities.

--DOD, VA, and HEW should establish a Coordinating
Council for the planning/programing of health carefacilities. The Council's mission would be to stim-
ulate and implement the sharing of ideas and infor-mation; discuss problems common to all agencies; and
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coordinate efforts to accelerate progress and
avoid significant duplication of effort.

VA STUDIES

Since the mid-1960s, VA has been authorized to share
its specialized services with non-VA medical.-facilities.
One major report addresses issues. involved in the VA region-
alization and sharing programs.

'Health Care for Awmerican Veterans' (1977)

On June 3, 1977, the National Academy of Sciences' Com-
mittee on Health Care Resources in VA released this re-
port. Overall the committee was particularly interested
in learning why the scope of shared services, both be-
tween VA and non-VA hospitals and between VA hospitals,
remained so small 10 years after the Congress had au-
thorized sharing. It also wanted to explore the extent to
which the parallel policies of sharing between VA and
outside facilities and regionalization within VA were
compatible.

The committee found that 92 percent of all the
services bought and sold by VA under sharing contracts
in fiscal year 1975 had been exchanged between VA and
non-VA hospitals affiliated with the same medical school.
The committee concluded that this-situation had probably
occurred because the physician specialist in charge of-the
shared services was on the staff of both hospitals and
therefore could coordinate patient care, teaching, and
research in both hospitals. In cases of specialized
medical services, the committee found, in almost all cases,
evidence of operation below minimal standards and under the
present circumstances, no workable local mechanisms or
incentives to foster sharing. Because sharing agreements
are initiated and continued by individual VA hospital
officials, the incentives to fostering sharing are important.
Except for the situations involving affiliated hospitals,
the committee found no incentives to share with non-VA
hospitals.

The committee also found the interpretation of sec-
tions 5051 to 5053 of title 38 by the VA General Counsel -
to be too restrictive. These sections allow VA to share
specialized medical resources with non-VA health care
facilities. Moreover, the committee believed changes in
incentives and VA budgetary procedures were necessary to
realize the potential benefits of sharing between VA and
non-VA facilities.
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The committee could not arrive at a definite assess-ment of the VA regionalization program because VA waspilot testing a new system in 6 of the 28 medical districts.VA hoped this new system would reduce duplication of costlymedical programs and promote sharing between VA hospitals inthe same medical district... However,' the committee cautionedthat the emphasis of allocating medical resources among VAfacilities had the potential for-reinforcing the separationof VA facilities from local non-VA.facilities.. Therefore,

'by not considering the availability of specializedand other medical services in the non-VA sectorbefore allocating' these resources to the network ofVA hospitals, the VA * * * limited the alternativesfrom which to choose the best way to.make specializedand other medical services available and easily- access-ible to its patients."

PHS

Neither HEW nor any outside-parties have completedformal studies or reports on sharing PHS medical resourceswith other Federal agencies. However, during the past 15years a series of congressional hearings has been conductedconcerning the potential role of PHS hospitals. For example,the Webster Committee Report of June 19, 1965, recommendedthat:

--PHS continue to operate a system of general.hospitals.

--PHS general hospitals be modernized and be supportedat levels consistent with the several important func-tions they should perform.

--Additional training programs be developed in sciencesand services basic to medicine and existing programsbe strengthened and extended. Responsibility forthese programs should be shared with universitiesand with other community health agencies.
GAO'S PRIOR STUDIES OF
FEDERAL HOSPITAL SYSTEMS' OPERATIONS

Reports on DOD

We have issued three reports on DOD's use of medicalresources in treating beneficiaries.

Our April 21, 1975, report entitled 'Questionable Useof the Domestic Aeromedical Evacuation System' (MWD-75-45)
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to the Secretary of Defense discussed how the domestic seg-
ment of the worldwide patient. airlift system operated and
suggested improvements. On the basis of questionnaire
responses and other information, we concluded that the need
for the system as it currently operated was questionable.
For example, responses showed that 80 percent of the':
referrals could have received care at or near their origi-
nating military facilities or at military facilities closer
than those to which they had been transferred, Furthermore-,
about half the referrals could have been made by trans-
portation means other than domestic aeromedical evacuation.

Our report to the Congress entitled 'Policy-Changes
and More Realistic Planning Can Reduce Size- of New San
Diego Naval Hospital' (MWD-76-117, Apr. 7, 1976) exam-
ined the DOD criteria used to size new military hospitals.
The criteria were deficient and their continued use would
result in constructing hospitals with excess acute care beds.

Our report raised two policy questions for the consider-
ation of the Congress.

1. Who were the new facilities being built for?

2. To what extent should DOD and other Federal hos-
pitals be required to share excess acute care beds
as an alternative to new construction?

The sharing question was raised because the San Diego
VA Hospital and the Camp Pendleton Naval Hospital-both
in the San Diego area--had 150 and 160 excess acute care
beds, respectively. We suggested that sharing these facil-
ities offered an attractive alternative to constructing new
capacity at the San Diego Naval Hospital.

In July 1976 the Congress did give DOD the following
policy guidance:

--A method of determining the number of acute care
hospital bed requirements for active duty members
and their dependents.

--Guidance on providing bed capacity for other
eligible beneficiaries.

--Direction on the coordination needed between the
Federal and civilian health care representatives.
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Our report entitled "Congressional Policy Guidance Should
Improve Military Hospital Planning" (HRD-77-5, Nov. 18,
1976) focused on the congressional guidance provided and
DOD action needed to insure that future-hospital planning
was in accordance with this guidance.

Reports on VA

We have issued eight reports in the past few years
which discussed primarily the use of VA's medical resources.

Our June 19, 1972, report to the Congress.entitled
"Low Use of Open-Heart-Surgery Centers at Veterans Admin-
istration Hospitals" (B-133044) discussed use of VA-special-
ized medical services. As noted in several other reports
discussed below, these services were underused in several
locations. We recommended that the program be evaluated
to redetermine the number and locations of open-heart-surgery
centers needed.

Our April 11, 1973, report entitled "Better Use of
Outpatient Services and Nursing-Care Bed Facilities Could
Improve Health Care Delivery to Veterans' (B-167656) said
VA could make better use of its outpatient services and the
number of veterans referred to private dentists could
be reduced if dental resources were better coordinated
between neighboring VA stations.

In our November 13, 1973, report entitled "Need for
Improvement in Certain Hospital Laboratory Service Activ-
ities" (B-133044) we discussed the need for improved
program planning and management in certain areas. For
example, although VA obtained most of its blood from
volunteers, it could have obtained more by establishing a
cooperative program with the military to obtain volunteer
blood that exceeds the military's needs. Also the large
number of electron microscopes acquired by VA had resulted
in low overall use, and the future planned acquisition of
additional units was questionable. -

Our March 20, 1974, report to the Congress entitled
"Complications Incurred Because of Delays in Transferring
Patients to VA Spinal Cord Injury Treatment Centers"
(B-133044) said spinal cord injury patients--particularly
servicemen--were not being transferred to VA facilities
as soon as medically feasible. Thus many incurred medical
complications which slowed their rehabilitation, lengthened
their hospitalization, and increased the cost of health care.
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We recommended that:

--The Administrator of Veterans Affairs work with the
military to develop a system to expedite the trans-
fer of spinal cord injury patients to VA centers.

--The Secretary of Defense revise military procedures
and regulations to permit transfer of spinal cord
injury patients to VrA centers, as soon as medically
feasible.

In our report entitled "Better Planning and Manage-
melt Needed by the Veterans Administration to Improve
Use of Specialized Medical Services" (B-133044, June 19,
1974) we reported to the Congress that VA hospitals had
established and operated such specialized medical services
as supervoltage tiherapy, kidney transplants, and hemodialysis,
even though many were underused and duplicated existing fac-
ilities. VA, we said, could improve the management-and opera-
tion of these programs. We recommended that VA establish,
maintain, and periodically review criteria and guidelines;
and provide necessary information to periodically evaluate
the programs' effectiveness.

Reports on use of medical resources were issued to the
Administrator of Veterans Affairs on September 17, 1975, and
May 20, 1976. The first dealt with a need to share special-
ized medical services, specifically cardiac catfieterizaio' 
laboratories. The second was a followup of VA's laboratory
operations to determine if an earlier report's recommen-
dations ("Need for Improvements in Certain Hospital Labora-
tory Service Activities," B-133044, Nov. 13, 1973) had-been
effectively implemented.

The first report concluded that the establishment of
a cardiac catheterization laboratory at the Sepulveda,
California, VA Hospital had not been warranted because (1)
patient demand for cardiac catheterization had not been
determined and (2) based on available standards, the labora-
tory at the nearby Wadsworth, California, VA Hospital was
underused even though patients had been transferred from
the Sepulveda VA Hospital.

The second report concluded that VA's laboratory ser-
vice fee-basis testing costs had been high and reducing these
costs through regionalization efforts had been limited.
This situation occurred because VA's.Central Office had
failed to actively control the progress of efforts to,
regionalize laboratory services or adequately evaluate and
coordinate field activities.
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Our February 28, 1977, report entitled 'Many Cardiac
Catheterization Laboratories Underused in Veterans Admin-
istration Hospitals: Better Planning and Control Needed'(HRD-76-168) examined the VA card.iac catheterization pro-
gram and discussed the need for improved management of VA's
policy for planning and controlling the expansion of itsspecialized medical services. Many VA cardiac catheterization
laboratories were underused. Some laboratories unnecessarily
provided this costly service, although it was-available atnearby VA and community hospitals. In effect, VA did not
follow its policy that specialized medical services, such
as cardiac catheterization, be planned and provided on aregionalized basis to avoid duplicating or overlapping.

Report on PHS

A recent report (ERD-77-111) on the-level and range
of services provided by the PHS hospital system was issued
on May 26, 1977, to the Chairman, Senate Committee on
Appropriations. We addressed this issue to determine
whether PHS was operating at the 1973 level as required
by law. We believe that in considering funding for the PHShospital system, the Congress should decide whether the
Nation intends to realize the potential of this system as-a resource for medical care at a reasonable, controllable
cost. The Congress should consider the potential savings
from providing health care- to military dependents in -
federally controlled PBS facilities and the economies and
efficiencies of PHS hospital participation in and cooper-
ation with regional and local health planning and resource
allocation organizations.

Multiagency reports

Our most recent audit efforts have-concentrated on the
opportunities available for the Federal health care delivery
systems to effectively share certain costly specialized
medical resources--cardiac catheterization laboratories and
computed tomography scanners--and more effectively coordinate
interagency planning.

Our report to the Congress entitled "Sharing Cardiac
Catheterization Services: A Way to Improve Patient Care
and Reduce Costs' (HRD-78-14, Nov. 17, 1977) said use
levels varied'widelv at the nine DOD and VA catheterizationlaboratories in four geographic areas- visited. Although.
VA had guidelines for planning catheterization-laboratories,
including recommended'workload levels, DOD and- PHS had no
such guidelines.
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We recommended that DOD, VA, and HEW develop uniform
guidelines for planning and using Federal carliac catbe-
terization laboratories. We recommended that after the
Federal guidelines are established, these agencies jointly
analyze use levels of all their laboratories and adjust
the way the service is provided so that it would be in
accordance with the new guidelines. We suggested that at:
locations where the guidelines could not be met alone or
through interagency sharing, consideration be given to
closing Federal laboratories and obtaining the service
from nearby civilian hospitals.

We also recommended that OMB oversee the efforts to
develop these guidelines to be sure they were done in a
timely manner and to insure that this diagnostic service
was shared where patient care would be improved and cost
savings result.

In another recent report to the Congress entitled
"Computed Tomography Scanners: Opportunity for Coordinated
Federal Planning Before Substantial Acquisitions (HRD-7%-
41, Jan. 30, 1978) we discussed the lack of a coordinated
approach to planning and using scanners.

Neither DOD nor VA had formal guidelines and criteria
to justify the need for and geographical placement of
scanners. Also virtually no coordination took place be-
tween these two agencies in planning for scanners.

We rtzommended that the Secretaries of Defense and
HEW and the Administrator of Veterans Affairs:

--Develop criteria for assessing and justifying the
need for scanners and the most appropriate geo-
graphical placement.

--Establish a policy which would require, when
possible, interagency sharing of scanners.

--Evaluate the feasibility and economies of using
civilian capability before placing scanners in a
Federal hospital.

In addition, OMB should oversee the efforts to develop a
coordinated Federal approach to insure that it is developed
promptly. We also recommended that the Congress explore the
merits of limiting scanner acquisitions until such an approach
is developed.
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Our recent report concerning Federal health care inHawaii ("Better Coordination Could Improve the Provisionsof Federal Health Care In Hawaii," HRD-78-99, May 22, 1978)showed that although Federal health care there is generallyreadily available and accessible, facilities could be betteruseg. Also there apparently is a unique opportunity availableduring the major renovation and construction project at theTripler Army Medical Center to design a facility which willmore closely meet the health care needs of all Federal bene-ficiaries in Hawaii.

Reports on use of
medical resources nationwide

We issued a report on November 20, 1972, entitled'Study of Health Facilities Construction Costs" (B-164031(3))pursuant to section 204 of the Comprehensive Health ManpowerTraining Act of 1971. This act directed us to study thefeasibility of reducing the cost of constructing healthfacilities assisted under the Public Health Service Act.We identified and studied means by which health facilityconstruction could be avoided by either reducing the demand
for facilities or increasing their productivity. Meansidentified and studied included shared services and regionalsystems.

We found that sharing could free facilities for otherpurposes and could be effective in meeting demands for -space without construction. Many hospitals, however, havebeen impeded from establishing sharing agreements because(1) physicians are reluctant to share hospital medical staffprivileges, (2) economic incentives are lacking, (3) hos-pital medical staffs and administrators want to provide afull range of services, and (4) some communities insiston having such services readily available.

Authorities, we found, consider regional hospital sys-tems to be an effective way of organizing and using scarcemedical skills and facilities and of curbing rising costs.Communities, hospital officials, and physicians, however,have resisted the development of such systems because theywant to maintain complete autonomy and to orovide each com-munity ready access to health services.
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FEDERAL AGENCIES' EFFORTS TO

BETTER USE MEDICAL RESOURCES

Until recently Federal agencies planned for acquiring
medical resources and delivering health care only in terms
of individuals for whom each agency had a primary'health'
care responsibility. Therefore, DOD provided care to active
duty military personnel; VA to veterans; and PHS to American
seamen, PHS' commissioned corps, and Coast Guard personnel.

However, on June 17, 1977, headquarters representatives
of DOD, VA, and HEW met to discuss DOD's plans for acquiring
computerized tomography scanners in fiscal years 1977 and
1978 and the impact that these plans would have on the
other Federal health care providers. Other purposes of the
meeting were:

--To affirm a commitment by the participants to coopera-
tive computerized tomography scanner planning,
including coordinated development of criteria and
standards. This approach included sharing such
services when feasible.

--To affirm a top-level commitment to similar cooperation
in planning for all highly specialized services and
capital equipment investment.

--To identify contact points in each Federal agency
and set the stage for working level contacts.

Following this meeting planning information was
exchanged and the feasibility of sharing scanners as well
as cardiac catheterization laboratories between DOD and VA
was considered. Subsequently, DOD gave VA lists describing
the specialty services and medical capabilities at Army,
Navy, and Air Force hospitals in the United States. These
lists were to be used with VA's list of specialized medical
services and programs to help select resources that appear
likely for possible cooperative planning and sharing. In
addition, PHS indicated its willingness several times to
exchange services with other Federal agencies. Subsequently
an interagency Federal Health Resources Sharing Committee
was created.

An overall agreement (charter) to share medical resour-
ces was drafted by DOD, VA, and PHS officials. This charter
has recently been approved by all agencies concerned. The
approved charter directs the Committee to identify and elim-
inate obstacles to sharing, to prepare guidelines for sharing
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and othe' coo, eai.ve ar-argements for the agencies,
to recomb :;{: a,-: :os to cis taken when obstacles are notwithin the a: ran:.; c- ; of agency heads to resolve, andto establish -,o:-:it:e±s :o deal with specific areas
of concern.

In addition; DOCD nd VA regionalization programs haveattempted to make bet.:': use of the medical resources with-
in their agencies.

DOD'S ARMED FORCES REGIONAL
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

On September 5, 1973, the Deputy Secretary of Defense'directed the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force':to implement the Armed Forces Regional Health Care System.The purpose of.the system is to improve the delivery of-health care to all DOD beneficiaries by increasing pro'-
ductivity and achieving economies in resources whileimproving patient/staff satisfaction and insuring that nodegradation of quality ensues. The continental UnitedStates was divided into 13 military medical regions based
on DOD population and the location of specialty treatment
facilities.

The Surgeons General of the Army, Navy, and Air Forceinformed us in September 1976 that under this form of
regionalization, the most significant accomplishments to -date were the initiation and completion of triservice studieson (1) comparability of health resources between the mili-tary services, (2) patient regulation, (3) optical services,
and (4) blood programs. However, according to the SurgeonsGeneral, more significant than all of these accomplishments
was the start of a program of continued contact and infor-
mation exchange between uniformed medical treatment facilitypersonnel at all levels and in all specialties.

Triservice regionalization continued until Decem-ber 1976 under the same organizational structure establishedin September 1973. On December 28, 1976, the Secretary ofDefense established a DOD Health Council to provide co-
ordination, standardization, and oversight to DOD's healthservice programs. The--Council was the "central entity"recommended in the Military Health Care Study (see p. 48)to coordinate the planning and allocating of medicalresources. The Council is composed of the Assistant Secre-tary of Defense (Health Affairs) (the chairman), the SurgeonGeneral from each military department, and one representativeeach from the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Uniformed Ser-vices University-of the Health Sciences.
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The Council has assumed a responsibility in regard to
managing medical resources that has not been previously
assigned in DOD. In addition to being concerned over DOD's
resources, the Council has established objectives which, if
achieved, should help make the best use of all resources--
both Federal and non-Federal--in and around the areas served
by the numerous military hospitals and clinics. In January
1978, the staff which supported the Council was disbanded
because of actions initiated by the Office of the Secretary
of Defense.

Since March 1, 1977, all requests for procuring medi-
cal equipment with a total cost of $100,000 or more must
first be forwarded to the Council for review. Requests must
be supported by a cost-benefit analysis and be coordinated
with other military and Federal hospitals in the same geo-
graphical area. Requests also require specific docu-
mentation, including the identification of (1) similar-
local capabilities in other Federal and civilian faci-
lities and (2) efforts toward seeking interagency sharing
agreements. Also, since October 1, 1977, the Council is
required to review proposals to establish, close, or ex-
pand major medical services or capabilities. This review coin-
plements tne equipment review process. These actions ace similar
to the review procedures within the civilian sector under
the National Health Planning and Resources Development Act
of 1974.

Finally the Council has recognized that the original
13 regions are no longer appropriate. The Council con-
sidered various boundary schemes and eventually established
nine military medical regions. Redesignation of these
boundaries is the first step toward an overall revit-
alization of the regionalization program and a renewed
effort to achieve program objectives.

A DOD directive has been drafted incorporating the
policy and concept of operation for the Armed Forces
Regional Health Services System. The directive provides
guidance in terms of the system's overall objectives,
organization, and responsibilities. The draft specifi-
cally provides for including VA and PHS representatives in
regional review committees' meetings and the establishment,
as required in each region, of a Regional Programs Staff
and certain standing subcommittees to focus upon specific
responsibilities. The approval of this directive is
pending until the ultimate reorganization of health affairs
in DOD and the role of the Council is resolved.
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VA REGIONALIZATION PROGRAM

VA has implemented a regionalized approach for deliv-
ering health services by dividing the country into 28 medi-
cal districts. The primary objective of regionalization is
to improve patient care through the most effective and
efficient use of VA medical resources. VA's regionalization
concept recognizes that sophisticated, expensive, specialized
medical services cannot be provided at each VA facility; how-
ever, VA beneficiaries can usually be referred to another
VA facility within the medical district to receive the
services. Interdistrict referrals occur when needed
specialized services are not available within each medical
district.

According to VA officials, the regionalization of the
VA's Department of Medicine and Surgery continues to be a
major departmental policy. It encompasses growing field
authority with broadening medical district responsibilities,
VA Central Office planning with a medical district focus,
and medical district planning and budgetary management to
maximize resource use. This approach in each medical dis-
trict to health care delivery, through a district executive
council led by a medical district director, is responsible
for assuring the availability of programs with optimum pro-
ductivity, evaluating and monitoring programs, distributing
resources, and planning to meet present and future needs.

In December 1976 regionalization was instituted within
VA on a systemwide basis. Subsequently all 28 districts
received a consolidated budget for fiscal year 1978 and were
responsible for recommending personnel ceilings and the dis-
tribution of workloads and resources. In previous years
such funding and functions were done on a hospital-by-hos-
pital basis. This revised method of budgeting will require
continual internal monitoring and the eventual recommen-
dation for reallocation of resources. This will allow
local flexibility to meet the changing requirements of
health care delivery in the districts.

According to VA officials, accomplishments under the
intra-VA regionalization program include the uniform inter-
pretation and application of-policy statements, directives,
and reporting procedures; increased use of educational and
training opportunities; medical district assessment of pro-
gram needs; prioritization of resource allocations for
equipment, construction, and maintenance projects and pro-
grams; realignment of bed services within districts to
provide easier and more ready access to services; avoid-
ance of duplication of services; increased intra-VA ex-
change and use of professional expertise and clinical support
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capabilities; and recognition and designation of employees
who have met high performance standards.

According to VA's response to the National Academy of
Sciences report (see p. 50) a secondary objective of the'"
overall VA regionalization program is to improve the use.;of medical resources and facilities between VA and community
health providers. Under this program, contracts for sharing':
allow expanded use of community medical resources and allow
health institutions in the community to use VA's specialized
resources.

INTERAGENCY SHARING - ..'

We requested lists from DOD, VA, and PHS headquartersoffices of the interagency sharing arrangements each agency
had. However, at January 1978, a complete list was not
available from every agency. Therefore, though agencies
are exchanging services under various interagency arrange-
ments, we will discuss only those arrangements brought to-
the attention of the Congress in the last 18 months.

The only recurring report made to the Congress on medical
resources sharing is an annual report by the Administrator
of Veterans Affairs as required by 38 U.S.C. 5057. This
report contains only the formalized sharing agreements
(38 U.S.C. 5053) under which VA receives or provides
services. VA does, however, provide services under the
Economy Act.

In VA's fiscal year 1977 annual report on sharing, 93
VA health care facilities were listed as sharing their
resources with or using the resources of other Federal and
non-Federal health care facilities. Two hundred twenty-
five sharing agreements were required for these services
to be shared. The total cost of the services exchanged under
these agreements amounted to about $16.1 million. Of this,
about $6.25 million represented the cost of services fur-
nished by VA and $9.87 million represented the cost of
services furnished to VA. However, according to the report,
only 4 of the 225 agreements were with other Federal facili-
ties. Under these sharing agreements, services costing only
about $9,100 were provided--to VA by another Federal agency
and services costing only about $17,200 were provided to
other Federal agencies by VA.

The only other recent document which cited other medical
resources shared between Federal facilities was a December 29,
1976, letter report to the Chairman, Senate Appropriations
Committee, from the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
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Affairs) concerning the feasibility of sharing Federal
medical facilities. This letter stated that in calendar
year 1975 DOD had allocated an average of 123 beds per day
for VA beneficiaries. VA, during the same period, provided
an average of 283 beds per day for inpatient care for DOD
beneficiaries. An attachment to the letter showed that
166 beds in certain Army, Navy, and Air Force hospitals had
been requested by VA for use in fiscal year 1977 for VA
beneficiaries. However, we were told by VA's Director,
Medical Administration Service, that DOD's allocation of
beds for VA beneficiaries are really "phantom beds," which
normally are used only in emergencies. Furthermore, an
official of DOD's Armed Services Medical Regulating Office
said the DOD beneficiaries placed in VA hospitals by that
Office are usually active duty personnel who will soon be
separated from active duty because of disability or retire-
ment. These beneficiaries would, for the most part, eventu-
ally become the primary responsibility of VA and therefore
are referred to VA hospitals by DOD before separation and
accepted by VA in order to provide continuity of care.
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CASE STUDIES OF SELECTED OPPORUNITIES--

AND RELATED OBSTACLES--TO INTERAGENCY SHAR$I

Numerous opportunities exist for interagency sharing
of medical resources, in addition to those identified in
previous GAO reports. (See app. II.) The potential of
these opportunities was largely unrealized for various
reasons. Obtacles to sharing are the primary focus of
these case studies and our study conducted at the request
of the Chairman, House Appropriations Comittee.

These case studies illustrate inconsistencies within
and between agencies in the interpretation of laws and
regulations. They do not always provide a clear, under-
standable and logical reason why sharing did not occur.
Rather, they often raise questions, but in our opinion,
accurately illustrate the confusion among Federal health
facility managers about their authority and responsibility
to share. We believe that these examples effectively
demonstrate the need for a clear and concise Federal legis-
lative mandate on sharing Federal medical resources and the
corresponding need for implementing procedures.

The case studies are presented by the following geo-
graphical areas: Seattle-Tacoma, Washington, area; San
Francisco, California, area; Los Angeles, California, area;
San Diego, California, area; Tucson, Arizona, area; Albu-
querque, New Mexico, area; Colorado-Wyoming area; Temple,
Texas, area; Tampa, Florida, area; Miami-Key West, Florida,
area; Lexington, Kentucky, area; and New England area.
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STlED FE!EIPU. HOSPITALS IN THE SEATTLE - TACOMA, WASHNGTON, AREA

APPROXIMATE DISTANCES BETWEEN: 
Seattle VA and PHS Seatdtle -2 miles
America Lake VA and Madigan - 4 miles
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CASE STUDY 1

REGULATIONS HINDER SHARING
OF PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES
BETWEEN ARMY AND VA

Army and VA officials in the Tacoma area believed DOD
and VA regulations hindered a sharing arrangement for
psychiatric cervices. Madigan Army Medical Center and VA
officials thought that one reason for limited sharing with
VA was that not all Army beneficiaries were eligible for
treatment in a VA facility. Also VA's sharing authority
restricted outpatient psychiatric services from being
shared. Thus no psychiatric services were shared, and
CHAMPUS was relied on more than necessary even though excess
Federal capability existed.

American Lake VA Hospital, Tacoma, entered into a
sharing agreement under the Economy Act (31 U.S.C. 686) to
provide inpatient psychiatric services for patients referred
by Madigan. Under this agreement, effective in November 1975
and extended to September 1977, American Lake agreed to pro-
vide 2,700 hospital days of treatment a year at interagency
rates for Madigan patients. These services were to be
provided with programmed resources. In addition, American
Lake officials acknowledged that they could provide up to
100 outpatient visits per month to Madigan with available
resources.

However, the agreement permitted only active duty mili-
tary patients to be referred, since American Lake officials
believed that they lacked the authority to treat dependents
of active duty or dependents of retired military personnel.
Furthermore, Army regulations do not authorize treating
military dependents in a VA hospital. According to Amer-
can Lake officials, retired military personnel would be
eligible for treatment as veterans.

As of June 1977 Madigan had not used any services cov-
ered under the agreement or any other psychiatric services
available at American Lake. According to Madigan's Chief
of Psychiatry, this occurred because Madigan--can provide
psychiatric care to active duty personnel. He stated that
the agreement had been developed as a contingency for any
increased workload. On the other hand, Madigan did not
have sufficient staff to provide psychiatric care to all
military dependents. Since American Lake and Madigan offi-
cials believed that VA could not provide care to military
dependents, patients sought care from civilian sources
under CHAMPUS.
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The total cost of psychiatric care provided under
CHAMPUS in the Seattle-Tacoma vicinity (zip code areas)
for calendar year 1976 was about $500,000. While data is
not available to show precisely how much savings could have
resulted in treating these patients at American Lake, up
to 2,700 inpatient days and 1,200 outpatient visits a year
could be provided with available resources at American Lake.

The Chief of Staff at American Lake VA stated that VA
could have provided outpatient services fdr about 56 per-
cent of the normal charge under CHAMPUS. In addition, the
Chief of Psychiatry at Madigan stated that treating mili-
tary dependents at American Lake would generally be more
convenient to military families because of its proximity.

Since Madigan and American Lake officials believed VA
could not treat military dependents, we explored the rea-
sons why active duty personnel had not been sent to Ameri-
can Lake under the sharing agreement, making it possible
for Madigan to provide psychiatric services to more mili-
tary dependents. Madigan officials informed us that this
was not a workable alternative because Ak-my regulations
state that active duty military have first priority for
treatment in an Army hospital.

Even if military dependents could be treated in a VA
facility, current budgetary procedures do not provide ade-
quate incentives for the Army to enter into such an agree-
ment, according to Madigan officials. This lack of incen-
tive stemmed from the fact that local officials believed
that care provided under CHAMPUS was restricted to civilian
providers. In any case the cost for such care is not a part
of the Army's budget. CHAMPUS payments are covered under
a separate DOD appropriation. However, if the Army referred
military dependents for treatment in a VA facility, the Army
would have to reimburse VA from its health care budget.

According to American Lake VA officials, 38 U.S.C.
5053 is the only authority under which American Lake could
have provided care to all DOD beneficiaries. However, this
authority permits sharing of only 'specialized medical
resources," which are defined as medical---resources that
are either costly, scarce, or can be fully used only
through mutual use. VA's Chief Medical Director has
authority to define what constitutes a specialized medical
resource and has determined that outpatient psychiatric
services are not specialized medical resources.
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CASE STUDY 2

INFLEXIBLE INTERAGENCY REIMBURSEMENT
RATES HINDER SHARING

Renal dialysis

The Seattle VA Hospital had a contract with a private
hospital to perform renal dialysis for veterans in Tacoma,
about 35 miles from Seattle VA but only a few miles from
Madigan. The contract called for 906 treatments a year at
$133 per treatment. During calendar year 1976, the cost
was about $120,000.

At the time of our review, Madigan's renal dialysis
unit was treating two patients. Madigan had the equipment
and personnel to include VA patients in its dialysis pro-
gram if its renal dialysis ward were remodeled. Remodeling
would be necessary to provide for the optimum use of present
equipment and staff. It would cost about $15,000 and was
being planned. Madigan's Chief of Renal Dialysis and Comp-
troller stated that they would be willing to treat VA's
patients if Madigan could be adquately reimbursed.

Army regulations require that Madigan charge as well as
pay interagency rates when sharing inpatient and outpatient
medical services with another Federal facility. Inter-
agency rates are set by each agency and approved by OMB.
The interagency rate in fiscal year 1977 for inpatient
care in a DOD facility was $168 a day, and the outpatient
rate was $20 a visit. Madigan officials stated that they
were not aware of any authority that allows for variations
from the interagency rates for medical procedures directly
involving the patient.

The Comptroller stated that the interagency outpatient
reimbursement rate of $20 is inadequate. He also stated
that Madigan does not directly receive any of this amount
back from Army headquarters. He believed Madigan would, as
a minimum, need to be reimbursed for all renal dialysis
supplies, including those used by the two Madigan patients.
He stated this would cover Madigan's true marginal costs
in providing the services.

Seattle VA's Chief of Renal Dialysis said expendable
renal dialysis supplies cost about $60 a treatment. How-
ever, Army regulations required that Madigan not charge VA
more than the above interagency rates. Renal dialysis
requires 4 to 9 hours of treatment and, since the patient
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is not admitted to the hospital, treatment is usually
classified as outpatient treatment. In addition, if
Madigan charged the inpatient rate, sharing would
not be advantageous to VA since VA's current contract
rate is $133 per treatment. But if Madigan could
be reimbursed for supplies, VA's costs would be more
than cut in half, from $133 a treatment to about
$60.

We also inquired whether VA could purchase the supplies

and send them to Madigan to be used in treating VA patients.
A Madigan official informed us he was unaware of any Army
regulations that would permit such an arrangement.

Radiology

Madigan had about 50 percent of its authorized radio-
logists. On the other hand, nearby American Lake VA
Hospital employed a part-time radiologist under a personal
services contract. Both American Lake and Madigan were
receptive to American Lake's obtaining a full-time radiologist
to share with Madigan in exchange for some needed medical
services.

Madigan and American Lake officials were unsure how to

pursue this type of arrangement in view of regulation com-
plexities. An American Lake official believed a full-time
radiologist position would have to be justified to VA head-
quarters on the basis of VA patient workload. Madigan
officials believed they would have to pay and be reimbursed
interagency rates in sharing with American Lake. Because
of the uncertainties on both sides concerning the correct
way to proceed on this matter, the services of a full-
time radiologist were not obtained.
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CASE STUDY 3

CHAMPUS PROCEDURES DO NOT ENCOURAGE
OPTIMAL USE OF FEDERAL FACILITIES

Dependents of military personnel, military retireesand their dependents, and dependents of deceased militarymembers may receive medical care either in their designatedmedical system or in a civilian medical facility underCHAMPUS. Generally, for inpatient treatment under CHAMPUS,
these patients must obtain a certificate stating that neededcare is unavailable in a uniformed service facility withina 40-mile radius. A similar certificate is not required foroutpatient care because such services are not required tobe performed in a uniformed service facility.

We obtained data from CHAMPUS headquarters on the typesof medical services being provided to CHAMPUS patients inmost of western Washington. To determine if these servicescould have been provided by local Federal facilities, wecompared these procedures with those at facilities havingsome unused capacity. While this analysis did not allow usto determine how many of these CHAMPUS patients could havebeen treated in Federal facilities, it indicated care isbeing obtained under CHAMPUS despite the unused capacity ofnearby Federal facilities.

For example, Seattle VA, Seattle PHS, and MadiganArmy Medical Center all had some excess capacity in theirnuclear medicine departments. However, projections fromthe CHAMPUS data disclosed that about $25,000 of nuclearmedicine diagnostic procedures had been procured inselected western Washington zip code areas during calen-dar year 1976. Similarly CHAMPUS paid an estimated $6,500for electroencephalograms even though three hospitals re-viewed acknowledged excess capacity. In a previous casestudy (see p. 67), almost $500,000 of psychiatric carewas also provided through CHAMPUS in the Seattle-Tacoma
zip code areas, even though a VA psychiatric facility inthe area had available capability.

Furthermore, PHS regulations do not allow PHS to contractfor hospitalization of CHAMPUS beneficiaries in a non-PHShospital. As a result, PHS cannot take advantage of ortho-pedic surgery at the nearby VA hospital.

Between February and May 1977, 13 PHS patients requiringnonemergency orthopedic surgery were referred to a civilianfacility under CHAMPUS. The Seattle VA Hospital, 2 miles
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from PHS, performs orthopedic surgery. The Chief of Staff
at the VA hospital stated that VA could have absorbed some
of these PHS patients into their orthopedic surgery sched-
ule. In addition, he stated the VA hospital could have
provided sufficient postoperative care for them until they
could be transferred to PHS and that the hospital needs to be
reimbursed a sufficient amount to cover the costs of the
services.
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CASE STUDY 4

BUDGETARY CONSTRAINTS LIMIT
SHARING OPPORTUNITIES

VA and DOD radiation therapy

In VA's Medical District No. 28, there are nine VA
facilities in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. None have in-
house capability for radiation therapy used in treating
cancer. VA patients in Seattle and Portland have received
radiation therapy at nearby medical schools. Other dis-
trict facilities transferred 54 patients to the Martinez
VA Hospital near San Francisco during calendar year 1976.

In January 1977 the Chiefs of Staff at VA hospitals
within Medical District No. 28 recognized the need to obtain
this service from a new source within the district. There-
fore, the district attempted to obtain this service from
Madigan Army Medical Center, the only Federal facility
with radiation therapy capability within the district. The
Deputy Commander at Madigan said Madigan had equipment to
accommodate non-DOD patients, but not the staffing. He
therefore responded to VA's request by stating:

"Due to present staffing limitations at this
facility, to include radiation therapy techni-
cians and laboratory technicians, I must state,
with regret, that we cannot meet your requests.

- Additionally, our next higher headquarters has
not assigned us the mission of supporting the
Veterans Administration in this matter." (Empha-
sis added.)

As a result of the above response, accompanied with an
increased need to obtain a cost-favorable source for radi-
ation therapy within the district, the VA's Medical District
No. 28 Director informed us that VA is considering a long-
range plan to develop the capability for in-house radiation
therapy requiring an equipment cost alone of $500,000.

VA and PHS angiogram procedures

Another element that was a budgetary constraint to---
sharing is VA's procedure which restricts sharing to pro-
grammed resources. This procedure resulted in less than
optimum use of angiogram equipment.
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Both Seattle VA and PHS have angiogram units (sophis-
ticated X-ray equipment used for diagnostic purposes).
Procedures are performed by injecting dye and chemicalsinto selected areas of the body and using the angiogram
(X-ray) equipment to film the areas under examination.
Seattle VA's modern angiogram unit can perform very com-
plex angiographic procedures. VA's equipment cost about
$500,000 while PHS' equipment cost $250,000. VA's equip-
ment was being used at 80 percent of capacity, based on 8
use-hours a day. In March 1977 PHS installed its own unit.
The equipment was originally purchased in 1972 but was notinstalled until 5 years later due to lack of space-remod-
eling funds. Remodeling and installation cost about
$30,000.

PHS headquarters officials said that the PHS equipment
was purchased to be used for angiograms and a variety of
other radiographic diagnostic purposes. PHS expects to usethe equipment about 8 to 13 hours a week for angiograms anda substantial number of additional hours for other radio-
graphic diagnostic procedures. PHS believes that angio-
graphy is an essential service in any modern general hos-
pital if adequate diagnostic services are to be providedfor acutely ill patients and if patients can not normally
be transferred to other facilities for angiograms.

Nevertheless, between November 1975 and March 1976,VA performed most of PHS' angiograms. In May 1976 PHS'
need for angiograms increased, which caused scheduling
disruptions at VA. As a result, VA imposed proceduralguidelines which restricted PHS' use of VA's specialized
X-ray procedures to three PHS patients per week. PHS patientsthat could not receive angiographic services at VA were sent
to civilian hospitals. According to PHS' Chief of Radio-logy, this represented about two procedures a week. TheChief of Radiology, VA, told us that VA could have performedthe two additional tests per week during other than normal
working hours.

However, this alternative was not supported by VA orpursued by PHS because sharing procedures restricted sharingto resources that have been justified on the basis of veterans'care but which were not being used to their maximum extent
during normal working hours. Therefore, Seattle VA believed
it lacked budgetary authority to expand its staffing resourcessolely to serve PHS' needs.
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We were told in May 1977 that Seattle VA was procuring
an additional angiogram unit to be used in conjunction with
VA's cardiac catherization laboratory. This equipment cost
an estimated $333,000. Seattle VA officials said this equip-
ment could also be used for PHS angiogram procedures. How-
ever, availability of staffing would still be a problem if
PHS' needs could not be met during normal working hours.
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CASE STUDY 5

EMPHASIS ON INTRAAGENCY PLANNING
RESTRICTS OPTIMUM USE OF FEDERAL
HEALTH CARE RESOURCES

Electron microscope

Madigan Army Medical Center's pathology department
requested about $60,000 worth of new electron microscope
equipment even though Seattle VA's equipment could absorb
the additional workload. No attempts were made to deter-
mine the capacity of other local Federal facilities.

Madigan has electron microscope capability, which is
used to study tissue specimens for diagnostic purposes.
Madigan officials told us that during 1975 and 1976 the
equipment had been used only a few hours a week. However,
Madigan's Chief of Pathology stated that because the
equipment is aging, he has requested it to be replaced at
a cost of about $60,000.

Seattle VA has an electron microscope that cost $91,000
and is operated about 4 hours a day. Seattle VA is doing
electromicroscopy procedures for PHS at no charge because
of the small increase in time and resources required to
process additional procedures. Furthermore the Chief of
the Electron Microscope Section at Seattle VA stated that
he would like to do Madigan's procedures because of the
need for additional work to support Seattle VA's training
programs. Seattle VA is willing, he said, to do these
tests at no cost to Madigan.

Echocardiogram units

Four Federal facilities in the Seattle-Tacoma area had
echocardiogram equipment;,none was fully used based on a
40-hour workweek. Echocardiograms are used as an aid for
locating and diagnosing cardiovascular problems. The
equipment is normally operated by a technican, and each pro-
cedure takes about' 30 minutes to 1 hour (or, conservatively,
about 40 procedures per week). The following table shows
that echocardiogram equipment at Federal facilities was not
being fully used and that two facilities plan to upgrade
present capacity.
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Federal Estimated hours Plan to procure Cost of new
facility of use per week new equipment equipment

Seattle VA 30 Yes $13,020
Madigan

Army Medical
Center 12-15 Yes 44,500

American Lake VA 2-3 No
PHS Seattle 5-9 No

Sharing between American Lake and Madigan would elimi-
nate Madigan's need to purchase a new echocardiogram unit.
Furthermore, according to the technican at American Lake, if
the two facilities shared the equipment, American Lake's
could be upgraded for about $23,000 versus $44,500, the
cost of a new unit at Madigan.

Electroencephalogram units

The electroencephalogram units at Madigan and American
Lake are underused. Interagency coordination might have
prevented acquiring some of this duplicate equipment.

American Lake has electroencephalogram equipment,
which detects and records brain waves, but does not have
a technican to operate it. Consequently, at the tiine of
our review, it was sending patients about 45 miles to
Seattle VA.- Three patients were sent during a 5-week
study period.

Madigan, 4 miles from American Lake, has two electroen-
cephalogram units and was planning to add another unit.
Equipment costs range from $8,000 to $15,000. The new unit
was expected to increase the workload capacity. The Chief
of Madigan's electroencephalogram unit stated that it is
doing some procedures for American Lake and could take
on additional VA workload if asked.

Nuclear medicine scan units

Seattle VA; Seattle PHS, and Madigan all have excess
nuclear medicine capability. Seattle VA has three units
costing a total of about $240,000, and is doing some pro-
cedures for American Lake. During the first half of fiscal
year 1977, Seattle was operating below VA's minimum utili-
zation standards for nuclear medicine capability. Seattle
is doing 6 to 8 procedures daily but has a maximum capability
of 18 procedures daily. Madigan has two nuclear medicine
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units each costing between $125,000 and $150,000. It has
some excess capability and is doing about 45 scans per
month for American Lake on an informal basis.

In June 1976 the local VA regionalization council met
to discuss the feasibility of developing a nuclear medi-
cine laboratory at American Lake. In June 1977, $270,000
was approved by VA's Central Office for this project which
had high priority for implementation as part of VA region-
alization efforts. The excess capacity of the other
three facilities was not adequately considered.

In commenting on this case study, PHS headquarters
officials told us that restrictions on the purchase of
equipment should be applied to areas of high-cost tech-
nology where serious questions of cost effectiveness arise.
In their opinion, all thc examples cited in the case
study are necessary diagnostic equipment in a modern gen-
eral hospital which operates as a regional medical center,
such as each of the PHS hospitals. As such, PHS believes
that they are indispensible to providing basic medical
services to patients in that hospital's region. However,
they agree that such services could be shared.
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CASE STUDY 6

REGULATIONS RESTRICT PATIENT
MOVEMENT BETWEEN FEDERAL FACILITIES

VA and DOD regulations required some patients to be
transported to hospitals outside the area so they could be
treated within the same agency. Some patients were sent
several hundred miles for treatment even though a nearby
Federal facility had the capability. The -restrictions may
result in less than optimal patient care and in underuse of
resources. In addition, patients may be needlessly separated
from their families for long periods.

VA spinal cord injury patients

Seattle VA transported an estimated 19 spinal cord
injury patients to California during a year's time, even
though PHS Seattle has a spinal cord injury center. The VA
and PHS hospitals are 2 miles apart. Further, Seattle VA is
planning to construct.a spinal cord injury center without
considering sharing PHS capability.

A Seattle VA official said sharing could not be consid-
ered because of regulation restrictions. The regulation
states, in part:

OA patient-hospitalized by the VA may develop a need
for treatment which the hospital is not staffed and
equipped to perform * * *. A transfer to a non VA
hospital is restricted to those patients developing
a bona fide medical emergency which precludes moving
the patient to another VA hospital."

In one instance, a patient may not have received
optimal care and local Federal facilities were not fully
used. A Coast Guard member injured on active duty received
spinal cord treatment from a local community hospital in
Miami, Florida, at a cost of over $13,000. The Miami PHS
clinic responsible for Coast Guard beneficiaries had no cap-
ability to treat spinal cord injuries; hence the referral to
the --rnmunity facility. However, Miami VA's spinal cord
injury center could easily have treated the beneficiary with-
in existing capacity. VA's charges--using interagency reim-
bursement rates of $116 an inpatient day--would have been
about $7,000 for the same period, a savings of over $6,000.
PHS did not consider contacting VA for the services, however.

After the initial treatment in Miami, the patient
requested to be transferred to a Federal facility near his
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family in the Seattle area. Before discharge from active
duty, he was admitted to Seattle VA. Seattle VA was
selected because (1) it was near his home and (2) DOD regu-
lations, applicable for all uniformed service beneficiaries,
require that servicemen with permanent physical disabilities
be discharged to VA for rehabilitation. Fifteen days after
arrival at Seattle VA, he was officially discharged from the
Coast Guard and became a VA beneficiary.

Before and after the patient was admitted to Seattle VA,
he was told he needed further spinal cord injury treatment.
However, in Seattle he was informed that he would have to go
to VA spinal cord injury center in California. He refused to
go because he did not want to leave his family. A Seattle VA
official stated that the VA regulation noted above had pre-
cluded the patient from being transferred to a non-VA facil-
ity. He further informed us that since the patient was in
the hospital for rehabilitation, he could not be classified
as an emergency case, which precluded movement to a non-VA
hospital.

As a result of this restriction, the patient's VA phy-
sician told us he looked into the possibility of the patient
being discharged and then admitted to the nearby spinal cord
injury center at PHS. He stated PHS informed him that,
while PHS may have room for another spinal cord injury
patient, PHS could not admit the patient because he was not
then an eligible PHS beneficiary although he had been. As a
result, the patient elected to receive limited care at VA
because VA could not transfer him to PHS and PHS could not
accept him unless VA effected a transfer.

PHS headquarters officials initiated corrective action
after this particular incident was brought to their atten-
tion to insure that such an incident does not occur again.

Navy drug abuse patients

Under DOD procedures, if active duty Navy personnel
need specialized care not available at the Navy Regional
Medical Center, Bremerton, Washington, they can be referred
to Madigan. However, if Madigan cannot provide the
specialty, the patient is referred directly to a Navy hos-
pital outside the region. In calendar year 1976, Bremerton
sent 16 drug abuse patients to the Navy treatment center in
California because Madigan did not have the capability to
provide care for these patients. No attempts were made to
seek treatment at nearby American Lake VA, which specializes
in drug abuse and could have treated these patients within
programmed resources.
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CASE. STUDY 7

LACK OF GUIDANCE PRIVETS SHARING
BETWEEN VA AND DOD HOSPITALS

Fo: 1-1/2 years San Francisco area VA and DOD officials
negotiated unsuccessfully to share medical services between
Federal hospitals. Namy obstacles were cited, but the pri-
mary obstacle was a lack of DOD guidance on interagency
sharing. Through individual initiative some progress toward
VA-DOD sharing had been made, but officials were concerned
that if precise guidance was not provided and other obstacles
removed, it was doubtful that any great amount of sharing
would occur.

VA'S first formal contact with DOD occurred in March
1976, when VA proposed a sharing program beginning with DOD's
radiation therapy capability. VA become interested in
sharing with DOD hospitals when it found that all three major
DOD facilities in the area--Daid Grant Medical Center,
Travis Air Force Base; Letterman Army Nedical Center; and the
Naval Regional Medical Center, Oakland--had extensive radia-
tion therapy capability. Most of VA's radiation therapy was
being performed at the University of California Medical
Center, San Francisco, and Martinez VA Hospital, the only VA
hospital in the area with radiation therapy capability.
Martinez VA's radiation therapy facilities, however, would

- have-needed major upgrading-to handle- the entire VA workload.
VA officials thought that sharing DOD's radiation therapy
facilities might relieve same of the load without large VA
expenditures and might save some money being spent at the
university.

San Francisco VA officials estimated about $208,G03 was
being spent annually at the university for VA patient
radiation therapy. The university was paid for these
services from San Francisco VAes own operating budget, so
San Francisco VA had an incentive to save money. Although
rates had not been negotiated with nearby Letterman, VA
officials expected them to be substantially lower than
those of the university. In fact, a San Francisco VA
official estimated about half the annual expenditures could
be saved by shifting part of the workload to Letterman.

As a result of the March 1976 contact with the mili-
tary, VA, at a meeting with the DOD triservice regional-
ization group on June 25, 1976, proposed sharing of facil-
ities and services between VA and DOD. Initially DOD
treatment of radiation therapy patients was to be emphasized.
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According to VA officials, the DOD participants were
friendly and attentive, but not ,very enthusiastic. DOD
officials felt that the VA presentation had been an initial
exploratory step toward a mutually beneficial exchange of
information and services. DOD did not make any direct
commitments, however, primarily because guidance was not
available on how to proceed with interagency proposals.

Consequently, the Northern California Military Medical
Region requested guidance in a July 1976 report to the
regionalization coordinating body in Washington, D.C.--the
Military Medical Regional Coordinating Office (MMRCO). The
report stated:

OWe expect to continue exploration and exchange of
information with the VA: however, guidance from
the MMRCO would be helpful in establishing procedures
prior to exchanging or providing services.' (Emphasis
added.)

No guidance had been provided as of August 1977, over
13 months later. As a result, VA and DOD had not exchanged
any services In the interim VA was invited to attend DOD
professional counterpart meetings and was included on a
list of area Federal medical capabilities, but these
achievements--resulting from extensive individual initiatives
--were the extent of interagency activities. Letterman offi-
cials believed an agreement could have been worked out
if-proper guidance and procedures from DOD had been available
and other obstacles--including reimbursement constraints--had
been eliminated.

Officials from all three DOD hospitals cited two major
obstacles to sharing with VA: (1) the lack of guidance and
(2) a lack of incentives to share. The officials believed
that to give the military an incentive to share, the pro-
viding hospitals must be directly reimbursed. According to
these officials, headquarters collect payments for inpatient
and outpatient services. However, no inpatient or outpatient
funds collected are returned to the hospital to help defray
costs of additional supplies or staff.

VA and DOD officials believed potential for several
sharing agreements existed that could be beneficial, but
probably not much would occur until sharing procedures are
clarified and the reimbursement obstacles eliminated. Among
the sharing opportunities mentioned were:

--Radiation therapy. In addition to the San Francisco
VA/Letterman example, Livermore and Martinez VA
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Hospitals could use either David Grant Medical
Center or the Naval Regional Medical Center, Oakland.

-Dermatology, rehabilitation, and physical medicine
services. San Francisco VA could provide these
sertices to military patients.

-Renal dialysis. Letterman could provide this service
to other Federal agencies.

-Biomedical engineering support. This service could
be shared between VA, DOD, and PHS.

-Laboratory services. Such services could be shared
between VA, DOD, and PHS depending on each labora-
tory's capabilities.

A VA official told us that any needed service at
Federal facilities should be shared. He believed no
constraints should exist when the Government and all Federal
patients would benefit.

VA officials described certain other obstacles to
interagency sharing and offered these suggestions to over-
come them.

1. VA has authority to share services with DOD under
38 U.S.C. 5053 on a full cost reimbursement

.- - basis, A VA official told us, however, that DOD
usually talks about reimbursement in terms of
intergency rates, not full cost. VA needs to be
reimbursed under a sharing agreement to have funds
collected revert to the providing hospital. Without
the local reimbursement, no incentive exists to
share services. VA officials feel a standard
reimbursement mechanism is needed, with funds
collected remaining at the providing level.

2. Some patients are restricted from being treated in
VA facilities. For example, VA cannot routinely
treat DOD dependents without a 38 U.S.C. 5053
sharing agreement. One legal entitlement allowing
all Federal beneficiaries to be treated in VA,
DOD, and PHE hospitals with the necessary facil-
ities and capabilities is needed.

3. No legal justification exists for spe.ding money
at a VA hospital to care for other Federal bene-
ficiaries. Funds collected from other Federal
agencies should be used to provide supplies, in-
crease staffs, and upgrade equipment when excess
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capabilities exist. Duplication and underuse of
services and facilities would subsequently be
reduced.

4. VA's Central Office has been overly restrictive
in interpreting what constitutes a specialized
medical resource and therefore restricts eligi-
bility for sharing under 38 U.S.C. 5053.
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CASE STUDY 8

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS PRECLUDE VA
FROM SHARING WITH NAVY

VA.was willing and able to provide some medical serv-
ices to Navy beneficiaries under a formal sharing agree-
ment, but doubted that any sharing would occur without clar-
ifying guidance from VA and Navy headquarters.

Because the Naval Hospital, Port Hueneme, California,
was not staffed to provide the full range of needed medical
services, the possibilities of obtaining specialized serv-
ices from other Federal facilities in the area were explored.
Navy contacted VA Medical District No. 26 officials in the
Los Angeles area and asked whether Navy patients could be
referred for sophisticated specialties like neurology;
urology; ear, nose, and throat; and ophthalmology. Navy
believed these services were available at two large VA
hospitals--Sepulveda and Wadsworth--in the general area.

Port Hueneme usually obtained these services at the
Long Beach Naval Hospital for active duty patients and under
CHAMPUS for retirees and dependents, but problems had devel-
oped. Long Beach had its own workload limitations and
traveltime and distance often precluded quick medical
disposition, according to Port Hueneme officials. Also,
CHAMPUS patients were finding it increasingly difficult
to locate civilian physicians willing to provide seLvice
at the CHAMPUS authorized fee schedule. Thus, Navy
wanted to use VA as a referral source for all beneficiary
categories, even though it believed VA's law prohibited
retirees and dependents from being treated.

VA responded to Navy's request by stating that Navy's
beneficiaries could probably be treated routinely at the
Sepulveda and Wadsworth VA Hospitals if (1) a sharing
agreement (under 38 U.S.C. 5053) could be established and
(2) the care would be furnished on a space available basis
to be determined by the affected VA hospitals.

VA also identified several problems which it felt
would have to be resolved before any sharing could begin.

1. VA would need the formal sharing agreement under
38 U.S.C. 5053 for reimbursements to revert to
providing hospitals. A VA official said Navy did
not know whether it could participate in a sharing
agreement; Navy appeared to want payment at
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.standard interagency rates with fund transfersbetween-Navy and VA headquarters. VA, however,did notwant interagency fund transfers becausereimbursements would be retained at headquarters.- Consequently, no incentive whatsoever existed forVA to do ..any work for others without a sharingagreement.., At-least with a sharing agreement,
the VA'providing hospitals would have a chanceat being reimbursed, if VA's Centrail Office; , allowed it.-

2.,.According to a VA official, VA's Central Office.wante4 Navy to. arnswer the following questions.-:-before any-.type of agreement to treat Navy bene-; , ficiaries .ould be approved: Would VA or Navyfill prescriptions written by a VA physician?Would VA or Navy furnish eyeglasses for Navyreferrals? Would recommended hospitalizationresulting from a Navy outpatient referral be pro-vided by VA or Navy? These and other serviceswhich might result from Navy outpatient referralsmight cost VA a lot more money than the originalcare.

3. Active duty military and persons treated undersharing agreements have the lowest priority forVA care. Therefore, VA believed that a NavyP_ptientcould get 'bumped' by a higher priorityVA patient even while the Navy beneficiary was atthe hospital waiting for an appointment. As aresult, VA felt that few, if any, Navy benefi-ciaries would even be seen at a VA hospital undercurrent conditions.

At Port Hueneme we were told Navy had also identifiedseveral obstacles to sharing with VA, including reimburse-ment questions and VA's apparent restrictions on Navybeneficiaries.

Port Hueneme officials told us that Navy's interagencyreimbursement system requires billing and collecting at head-quarters level using interagency rates. Port Hueneme wouldnot become involved with billing or collecting, and evidentlyno mechanism exists for agencies to reimburse each otherlocally. The officials believed this would present a problemif VA wanted reimbursement any other way besides the headquar-ters fund transfer. When we visited Port Hueneme, VA andNavy had not discussed payment mechanisms but VA had mentionedneeding a sharing agreement using full costs. Navy offi-cials were also uncertain whether they could enter into aVA sharing agreement.
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We asked whether Port Hueneme could reimburse VA fromhospital supplemental funds used to pay community physiciansand hospitals .for-services beyond Navy's capabilities. Theofficials did not knovwthe answer and had no experience onwhich to draw. 'They subsequently contacted Navy's Bureau ofNedicine' and Surgery'in Washington, D.C., and were told noprocedures existed for Navy'to pay VA from supplemental
funds.

Port Hueneme officials were also concerned about VA'sregulations restricting Navy patients to the lowest priority.They believed all.Navy patients should be treated equallywith other Federal beneficiaries-going to'VA hospitals.Noreover, they felt-that priorities among Federal agenciesshould be structured-to provide for maximum sharing regard-less of what type Federal'beneficiary was involved.
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CASE STUDY 9

LACK OF ACCEPTABLE REIMBURSEMENT
RATE PREVENTS JOINT VA/NAVY
USE OF- EQUIPMENT -

For the past several years, the San Diego Naval Hospital
had referred patients to a community facility for argon laser
treatment of diabetic eye disease. The community facility
charged $50'for each new patient with no additional charge
for subsequent treatments-usually at least six--on the
same patient.

A Navy physician told us that several problems had
developed with'using the community laser. The most serious
involved difficulties in scheduling appointments for Navy
personnel because-of heavy demand and waiting time--as long
a. 3 weeks--once'the appointments were made. The physician
stated that some Navy patients had actually suffered during
the waiting period and some patients' vision had deteriorated
while waiting for an appointment. These undesirable con-
ditions led to a search for an alternate means of treatment,
and subsequent negotiations with San Diego VA, which had
an acceptable laser unit.

In a-letter dated October 30, 1975, the Commander of
the Naval Hosietal asked VA-for'permission'to use the'laser'
one-half day each week. San Diego VA's response was
enthusiastic and it offered to let Navy use the laser at
no cost twice a week. However, in subsequent discussions
with VA's Central Office, San Diego VA officials were told
that some sort of fee was needed and that it would be
highly unlikely that any no-fee contract would ever be
approved. San Diego VA personnel were very surprised by
this opinion, because there would have been no real local
costs. The laser was used for research, and Navy was going
to use it on off-time., In a San Diego VA official's
opinion, a fee was not needed.

Discussions over what fee to charge took several months,
and the final VA proposal was unacceptable to the Navy.
San Diego VA officials felt that $25 for each patient without
cost for subsequent treatments on the same patient would be
fair. VA's Central Office, however, stated that although
San Diego VA had justified the $25 patient fee, a more
appropriate rate would be the $39 interagency rate specified
for an outpatient visit. The $39 was to be charged for each
treatment, while Navy's price in the community was an initial
$50 charge with no subsequent charges for additional treat-
ment.
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According to a Navy official, the lengthy negotiations
were very frustrating. Because an equitable charge could
not be established, Navy ordered its own laser at a cost of
$30,000. A Navy official told us that if negotiations with
VA had been successful, Navy:probably would not have had to
purchase its own laser. At'any rate sharing would certainly
have been tried before purchare was considered.

:A San Diego VA'official tild us an additional problem
was a lack of guidance on what type of agreement to use.
Forexample, after Navys October 1975 request to use the
laser and-while negotiations over an acceptable charge
continued, San Diego VA put together a "Mutual Use of Medi-
cal Resources Provided by a Veterans Administration Hospital"
contract (sharing agreement) between San Diego VA and the
Naval Hospital. It was submitted to VA's Central Office in
January 1976. -In March 1976 VA's Central Office disapproved
the proposed agreement. Several problems the Central Office
had with'the agreement included (1) no cost was stated, (2)
the title should have been Interagency Use of Medical
Resources" rather than 'Mutual Use * * *," and (3) the wrong
authority to contract with Navy had been cited.

A San Diego VA official said the experience with the
Navy showed there is no standard simple method for sharing
medical resources between VA and DOD. He felt frustrated
by the experience and believed that interagency sharing
procedures -should be -larified and simplified.
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CASE:' STUDY 10 ':

REMBURSEMEN'-PROBLEMSiAMPER VA AND -
NAVY` SHEARING A CATHETERIZATICMI LABORATORY

The VA and Naval Hospitals in'San'Die'go attempted to
share VA's cardiac catheterization laboratory but met with
limited"success;- Several problems emerged, including com-
plicated arid unclear interagency sharing, authorities, reim-
bursement questions: *and lack of. incentives to share.

Physicians at the. San Diego Naval Hospital'needed an
alternative source 'of providing cardiac catheterizations
to Navy beneficiaries,-and pursued negotiations with San
Diego VA, which had an acceptable laboratory. Navy esti-
mated about 700 patients'would be.catheterized in its
laboratory during fiscal''year 1976, more than the maximum
a single laboratory could handle in a year. On the other
hand, VA's laboratory was catheterizing about 150 patients a
year at the time. Navy had alternatives to approaching
VA--e.g., build a second catheterization laboratory, request
area referral military hospitals to send their patients
elsewhere, or refer retired-and dependent patients to
CHAMPUS-but wanted to explore the possibility of using
VA's laboratory.' It felt this attempt would be a test on
which future sharing between Navy- and VA could be based.

After several negotiation sessions between local
Navy and VA officiala, the Navy proposed the following
guidelines for using VA's Laboratory.

--All Navy patients (active duty and retired military
and their dependents, both men and women), except
children, would be eligible.

--Navy would pay for disposable equipment used during
catheterization procedures on Navy patients.

--Navy would provide staff cardiologist supervision
for procedures performed by VA. The procedures
would be performed by VA cardiology residents in
training.

--The Navy's payment would pay for disposable equipment
and its provision of Navy staff cardiologist super-
vision would constitute payment to VA, with no
direct transfer of funds.
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Navy felt that sharing this service offered advantagesto both parties. Shifting about 200 Navy patients a yearto VA would ease the demands on Navy's overburdened labora-tory. VA would benefit by increased workload, which would(1) enhance the resident training program, and (2) furtherjustify the laboratory's existence.

Problems developed, however, when San Diego VA begar.trying to figure out exactly how to set up a sharingagreement. Since VA knew that some type of charge wouldbe necessary to gain VA Central Office approval of theagreement, it finally agreed to furnish the supplies andcharge Navy VA's interagency rate ($102 per inpatientday during fiscal year 1976). This rate was the primarycause of two major obstacles encountered by VA and Navy intheir efforts to share. These obstacles were:

1. Lack of incentive to share. San Diego VA feltthat it had no incentive to share facilities andequipment with Navy (or any other Federal facili-ties) since the catheterization payments ($102 aday for 2 days, or $204) would not cover the costs
of supplies and personnel necessary to supportnavy catheterizations. Further, at one time Navywanted VA to consider Navy patients as its ownand receive a funding increase through the appro-priations process because of A higher workload, -rath-er than'be reimbursed by Navy. San Diego VAfelt that the interagency reimbursement receivedfrom the Navy would at least cover some costs, ifthe funds collected were returned to San Diego VA.The reimbursement process was not clearly under-stood and led to the following closely related
obstacle.

2. No local reimbursement. As San Diego VA understoodthe reimbursement process, the Navy reimbursementsat interagency rates would flow to VA's CentralOffice and be credited to an appropriation account.It was unclear whether the funds would then bereturned to the local VA hospital. The San DiegoVA Hospital Director tried to obtain clarificationon the reimbursement mechanism from VA's CentralOffice. He was told it 'didn't know' whether theNavy funds could be retur.ed to San Diego VA orwould' be kept in the VA general appropriation
account. One San Diego VA official commented thatVA's Central Office might prefer to keep the reim-bursements to assure that 'double dipping' did not
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occur; that is, a service or facility already
supported- by appropriated funds would not be supple-mented by reimbursement from another Federal agency.
San Diego VA officials contended, however, that theappropriations for the cardiac catheterization
laboratory would not be nearly adequate to cover
expenses incurred by an influx of Navy patients.
ConsequentlI the officials believed they would
have to be reimbursed locally or they would not
routinely share their capabilities.

Over a period of several months, San Diego VA trieddifferent agreements and authorities to develop a mutually
acceptable sharing arrangement. For example, VA's CentralOffice approved an interagency agreement, under theEconomy Act (31 U.S.C. 686), but told San Diego VA therawas no known way Navy funds re ceived for services could bereimbursed to the providing hospital. However, VA's CentralOffice advised that funds could be reimbursed to the
providing hospital if VA had an approved sharing agreement
under 38 U.S.C. 5053, the sharing law. With this in mind,San Diego VA drafted a sharing agreement in place of theinteragency agreement and presented it to Navy. VA's priceincreased to $300 for each catheterization to recover esti-
mated full costs.

Navy, meanwhile, had used VA's cardiac catheterizationlaboratory for 5 months under the interagency agreement, butstopped sending patients when the Naval Hospital Commanderlearned of the higher payments. Both Navy and VA officialsfelt the sharing had worked well, but Navy administrators
thought that if they had to pay VA anything, th:. should payonly for supplies. They stated that the entire VA proposalwould have to be renegotiated at an acceptable reduced price.A Navy physician told us, however, that Navy's cardiac
catheterization laboratory's workload was reaching thesaturation point and the same options as discussed on page95 remained.

San Diego VA officials would be enthusiastic aboutcontinuing to catheterize Navy patients, but only if Navyagreed to a 38 U.S.C. 5053 sharing agreement. The officials
told us that without this agreement, which did not seemlikely, no further sharing would be attempted with Navy.

We were also told that several other services were being
considered for sharing, including radiation therapy at theNaval Hospital and cardiac surgery at VA. We later foundthat San Dieqo VA had requested a radiation therapy unit at
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a cost of about $895,000 for construction and equipment, so
at least one other sharing opportunity has probably been
lost.

VA officials iderntified other obstacles to sharing with
Navy. They believed that VA's sharing law is complex and
unclear. Under this law it is not clear which services are
specialized and could be shared. Further, any agreement
written in accordance with instructions is so complex that
it is enough to discourage any potential sharers. Also,
according to the San Diege VA Hospital Director, local
hospital officials cannot approve sharing agreements; they
must go to the Central Office, often a long process taking
60 or more days with many delays possible. He felt approval
authority should rest with the hospital director, subject to
Central Office review and veto if necessary. Early approval,
he believed, would certainly expedite any sharing agreements
local officials agree to be in the best interests of the
Government.
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SELECTED FEDERAL HOSPITALS UI THE TUCSON, ARIZONA. AREA
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CASE STUDY 11

REIMBURSEMENT PROBLEMS CURTAIL SHARING
BETWEEN VA AND OTHER FEDERAL FACILITIES

In fiscal year 1976 Tucson VA provided health services,including nuclear medical scans and electroencephalograms tomilitary beneficiaries (active duty and retired members andtheir dependents), as follows:

--Davis-Monthan Air Force Hospital beneficiaries. Mostservices were performed on an outpatient basis,although a few individuals were treated on an emer-gency inpatient basis. During the year Tucson VAbilled Davis-Monthan about $20,000 for services.

--Bliss Army Hospital beneficiaries. These patientswere mostly military dependents, although some activeduty and retired members were also treated. A VAhospital official told us no Army beneficiaries hadbeen treated on an inpatient basis. Tucson VA billedBliss about $6,000 for the services provided duringfiscal year 1976.

If the military hospitals had contracted with local civilianhospitals for the services provided by VA, the costs wouldhave been substantially greater than the $26 000 paid toVA.

In addition, Tucson VA provided a wide variety of bothinpatient and outpatient services to Indian Health Servicebeneficiaries and billed the Indian Health Service about$126,000 for these services.

Tucson VA provided these services under the broad auth-ority in the Economy Act (31 U.S.C. 68'., This authority doesnot require formal sharing agreements between Federal agen-cies. Under this authority interagency reimbursementsare based upon the actual cost of services. (However, VA'sannual appropriations acts require reimbursement at ratesestablished by VA to reflect the average actual costs ofservices provided to other agencies. These rates are approvedby the Office of Management and Budget.)

Reimbursement difficulties

Until October 1976 Tucson VA received reimbursement fromVA's Central Office for the services provided to the Air
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Force, Army, and Indian Health Service. Tucson VA billed the
other agencies at its interagency rates ($102 per inpatient
day and $33 for an outpatient visit during fiscal year 1976).
Tucson VA was depositing the payments in a VA Central Office
receivable account. Then, during each fiscal year quarter,
Tucson VA requested reimbursement from VA's Central Office
for the amounts deposited. The requests were honored by VA's
Central Office in the form of increased obligational authority
to Tucson VA.

However, the reimbursement procedure was apparently not
in accordance with VA Central Office's internal policy.
Central Office officials said VA policy requires depositing
reimbursements in a Central Office-controlled Treasury
account with no increased obligational authority being
granted to the providing VA hospital.

Nevertheless, Tucson VA received about $152,000 of
increased obligational authority in fiscal year 1976
because the Central Office Budget Staff believed that the
services to the other agencies had been rendered under formal
sharing agreements authorized by VA's sharing law (38 U.S.C.
5053) instead of the interagency arrangements authorized
by 31 U.S.C. 686. Formal sharing agreements must involve
specialized medical resources, and reimbursement must cover
full costs. Also, to-encourage-sharing, reimbursements
revert to the providing VA hospital.

During the fall of 1976, the Central Office Budget Staff
reviewed Tucson VA's quarterly report which requested reim-
bursement for the services rendered and discovered the dis-
crepancies in the legal authority under which Tucson VA was
providing services to other Federal beneficiaries. Conse-
quently, Tucson VA's Fiscal Service officials were informed
that, effective October 1, 1976, no more reimbursements to
the hospital would be allowed for services to Air Force and
Army beneficiaries. However, reimbursements were to con-
tinue for the services to Indian Health Service benefic-
iaries. No explanation was provided to local hospital
officials for the inconsistency.

We were told in March 1977 that Tucson VA would con-
tinue to provide services to the Air Force and Army--even
though reimbursements from VA's Central Office to the
hospital for these services had stopped--at least until
April 1977 when Tucson VA's budget was to be reviewed. How-
ever, we were informed in May 1977 that Tucson VA would no
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longer provide services to the military beneficiaries because
of increased workload and budgetary considerations.

The Central Office Budget Staff Director believes that
it is incorrect to consider other agencies' reimbursements
to VA hospitals as not reverting to the local hospitals. The
Director told us that the total reimbursements received are
used to offset the total budgetary requests made by VA to
the Congress for medical care. Consequently, the total rfim-
bursements from all sources--estimated in fiscal year 19'7 for
budget purposes to be $33 million--are redistributed to all
VA hospitals. However, the VA budget system does not provide
the means to determine how much reimbursement goes to each
individual hospital.

Also the Director said the reimbursements for services
to Indian beneficiaries had been and would continue to revert
to Tucson VA. This action was considered necessary because
of the hardship nonreimblrsement would cause if Tucson VA
could not count on having these substantial revenues to off-
set expenses of providing services to the Indians.

Although services to military beneficiaries by Tucson
VA amounted to only about $26,000 during fiscal year 1976,
Tuscon VA feels this is still worthy of consideration for
full reimbursement to Tuscon VA. They believe that, at a
minimum, some sort of reimbursement should be received.
Services could be provided using VA's interagency rates if
Tucson VA received the funds back.

However, Tucson VA would rather be paid full costs
similar to those received under their formal sharing agree-
ment with the Arizona Medical Center University Hospital.
Under that agreement Tucson provided about $340,000 worth
of services to the medical center in fiscal year 1976. Any
full cost provision--a requirement for a formal sharing
agreement--with the military is considered unlikely, how-
ever, since the military usually wants to pay only the
interagency rates.

Additional obstacles
impede successful sharing

Tucson VA has tried unsuccessfully several times to
enter into formal sharing agreements through which medical
services could be provided to military beneficiaries. In
the latest of these at'empts, Tucson VA officials met with
Davis-Monthan Air Force Hospital representatives in May
1974 and proposed a sharing agreemn-- to formalize, under
38 U.S.C. 5053, VA's sharing of srF[ : lized medical
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services with Davis-Monthan. Under the proposed agreement,
VA's charges were to be established using full costs of
the specialized services, instead of the OMB-approved
interagency rates. Davis-Monthan never formally responded
to the proposal, but verbally told VA it could not pay any-
thing but the interagency rates. In view of Air Force's
refusal to pay full costs under a sharing agreement,
Tucson VA resorted to the Economy Act's authority and pro-
vided services to Air Force at the interagency rates.

Tucson VA felt that Air Force--and other Federal--
beneficiaries could be served without any reduction of
service to eligible veterans. It also believed that for
some specialized services-particularly nuclear medicine--
all the staff and equipment needed to treat veterans were
available. Furthermore, with no increases in staff or
equipment, the Air Force beneficiaries could be treated at
a benefit to both Air Force and VA. The Air Force patients
would receive excellent services within the Federal commun-
ity, and VA would be benefited by increased use of its
resources. Also, and perhaps most importantly, professional
people from Tucson VA and Davis-Monthan would be working
together to provide better care for both veterans and other
Federal beneficiaries.

The sharing efforts of Tucson area Federal officials
represent an important step toward increased sharing of
Federal medical capability. However, ..tbese efforts- also
illustrate the numerous obstacles which must be overcome
before widespread sharing will occur.
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SELECTED FEDERAL HOSPITALS IN THE ALBU UBIEI, NW MM EXICO, AMEA
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CASE STUDY 12

REGULATIONS LIMIT INCREASED USE OF
WORKABLE VA/AIR FORCE SHARING AGREEMENT

Before mid-1975 Albuquerque VA performed, under
informal arrangements, some laboratory tests for Kirtland

Air Force Hospital at no cost. Albuquerque VA, however,

felt that all arrangements should be formalized and asked

VA's Central Office about the legality of informal agree-

ments. VA's General Counsel responded that he knew of no

authority for a VA/Air Force informal agreement. Any

exchange of services, he stated, should be handled under

either a formal sharing agreement or an interagency agree-

ment. VA's Central Office subsequently advised Albuquerque

to use an interagency agreement under 31 U.S.C. 686 if

sharing were to continue.

Albuquerque VA thought a formal sharing agreement under

VA's sharing law (38 U.S.C. 5053) would be more appropriate

because the local hospital could be reimbursed. Conse-

quently, VA and the Air Force approved a sharing agreement

in March 1976; VA was to provide not only laboratory tests,

but some internal medicine procedures as well. Kirtland

was to receive a $14 credit of a $15 charge for every

laboratory slide VA retained for teachingpurposes....

Kirtland entered into VA's sharing agreement under

authority of Air Force Regulation 168-10, which allows

Air Force hospitals to pay community--or VA as interpreted

by Kirtland--hospitals for supplemental services. Supple-

mental services are necessary medical procedures or tests

beyond Air Force capabilities. Services may be purchased

from the community, but the Air Force retains management

of the patient. Kirtland officials stated that supplemental

services may be obtained from hospital funds without command

approval, so VA was an acceptable source.

Kirtland sent the proposed sharing agreement to its

major command--Air Force Systems Command--for review. No

negative comments were received, and Kirtland officials told

us that the Air Force Systems Command Judge Advocate had

verbally approved the agreement. With no unfavorable

comments from the Command, Kirtland entered into the VA

agreement.

According to VA and Air Force officials, the agreement

worked well for over a year and was to be expanded. VA did

not limit the categories of Air Force patients covered.
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Active duty military, retired military, and dependents were
all treated. Funds collected from Kirtland--about $8,400--
were forwarded to VA's Central Office and later returned
to Albuquerque VA as increased obligational authority,
creating an incentive to share with Air Force. Both the Air
Force and VA were pleased with the agreement and believed
the potential for further sharing was excellent, subject to
Air Force and CHAMPUS payment procedure limitations.

Kirtland officials believed, however, that Air Force is
severely limited in dealing with VA for direct patient care.
Direct care involves transfers or referrals; Air Force
releases management of the patient to the accepting hospital.
According to the officials, the following procedures apply:

--Air Force payments to VA for direct care, both
inpatient and outpatient, are limited to interagency
reimbursement rates. VA, of course, wants full
costs under its sharing authority.

--For direct care, VA bills Air Force centrally.
Kirtland is billed only when supplemental care is
paid for by Albuquerque VA.

--Central billing is done for active duty military only.
Retired military and dependents are usually referred
under CHAMPUS, and community providers are paid by
_CHAMPUS. . . . . -.

--Kirtland's authority to enter into a VA sharing
agreement for direct care is unclear since providers
are reimbursed by Air Force headquarters or through
CHAMPUS.

Kirtland officials stated that if more services could be
shared with VA, the need for using the aeromedical evacuation
system and CHAMPUS would be reduced, benefiting the patients
and reducing costs. Patients are sent to other military
hospitals by aeromedical evacuation and referred to CHAMPUS
because these alternatives do not affect Kirtland's budget.
Dependents usually choose CHAMPUS over aeromedical evacuation
because of family ties and a desire to remain close to home.
Active duty patients use either aeromedical evacuation or
commercial flights to referral military hospitals in Texas.
Also, if VA could be used more for active duty patients, they
could remain on or near the base for treatment and Kirtland
medical officials would know test results faster.

Kirtland officials feel that regulations must be revised
to allow VA to provide direct care to Air Force patients,
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including dependents. Also provisions would have to be madefor Kirtland to pay locally the charges which are now beingpaid &' headquarters for active duty and through CHAMPUS forretirees and dependents.

Kirtland officials said several additional servicescould be shared. Highlighted below are the services, where
Kirtland obtains them now, and comments on VA's capabilitiesto share.

1. Hemodialysis. Retired military use VA if eligibleas veterans; dependents use CHAMPUS. VA providesthese services to a local non-Federal hospital
under a formal VA sharing agreement.

2. Cardiac catheterization. Patients are sent eitherto other military hospitals in Texas or are treatedunder CHAMPUS. Kirtland may not use VA for direct
inpatient admission, which catheterization requires.A VA official stated that Albuquerque has a new
cardiac catheterization laboratory and would liketo receive more patients.

3. Speech evaluation and therapy. Active duty patients
are referred to Texas military hospitals; retireesand dependents are treated under CHAMPUS. VA alsoprovides this service to a local non-Federal- -hospital under an approved sharing agreement.

4. Nuclear medicine. Service is obtained at a local
non-Federal hospital. Payment is made from Kirt-land's supplemental funds. Kirtland officials feelnuclear medicine services %ould be shared if VA's
prices were lower than the local hospital's.

The Albuquerque VA Hospital Director told us that if VAhas a service or facility needed by another Federal agency,then arrangements to accommodate the agency should be allowedand encouraged. VA's sharing is limited because the law(38 U.S.C. 5053) specifies that only unused capacity can beshared. The Director believed that reasonable increases instaff, equipment, or space should be allowed to use theFederal in-house capability more efficiently, thus benefitingthe Government and all Federal beneficiaries. Moreover,he stated that the Albuquerque VA staff was becoming awarethat work could be done for Kirtland to benefit VA and the
Air Force. In addition, Albuquerque VA management will tryto provide an incentive to the medical service chiefs andtheir personnel. This will be done by looking favorably onrequests for staff to be paid for from sharing agreement
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proceeds, if the workload dictates. Usually service chiefsand their personnel are reluctant to perform additional
services for other agencies' beneficiaries, but if anincentive can be provided, more sharing would occur. TheDirector thought these steps would benefit VA and other
Federal patients through increased efficiency and mo;:e work,leading to higher professional competence.
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CASE STUDY 13

ADMINISTRATIVE INACTION AND
ATTITUDINAL BARRIERS HAMPER SHARING
BETWEEN VA AND AIR FORCE

In late 1973 F.E. Warren Air Force Hospital asked
Cheyenne VA to allow it to use VA's radiilogy equipment for
angiographic procedures on Air Force patients using Air Force
staff and supplies. Warren's parent command, the Strategic
Air Command, gave permission for such an arrangement.

In a letter dated November 23, 1973, Cheyenne VA
sought VA Central Office approval for the arrangement without
entering into a formal sharing agreement. The letter, signed
by the Cheyenne VA Hospital Director, stated:

"It seems logical that two Federal agencies should be
able to work together in the spirit of cooperation and
yet, I am aware that there may be some legal implica-
tions before we proceed further."

VA's Central Office notified Cheyenne that an exchange
of service agreement would have to be completed and approved
by the Central Office before the sharing could take place.
Subsequently, an agreement to provide the service at no
charge was prepared,_signed by the Warren Hospital Commander
and forwarded to the Central Office on January 28, 1974.

Although Cheyenne VA officials said they had made
several inquiries about the status of the request, VA's
Central Office took no action on the request. Cheyenne VA
files show that in a telephone conversation between VA's
Central Office and the Cheyenne VA Hospital Director on
October 2, 1974, about a year after the initial request, it
was agreed that the proposed contract was to be dropped for
the time being. Cheyenne VA officials said by late 1974 the
Warren radiologist making the request had left Warren and
there was no longer any push from Warren to act. They said
they were unaware of why VA's Central Office had not acted on
the request.

Other than this attempt at official sharing, no further
sharing had taken place between Warren and Cheyenne VA
except for dental X-ray services. Cheyenne VA had provided
dental X-ray service to Warren patients several times during
the last few years. The X-ray, a large size not available
at Warren, was provided on an informal, nonreimbursable
basis. Warren and VA dental personnel arranged for the
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X-rays. Cheyenne VA dental personnel asked other VA
officials about the propriety of providing the service and

were told that they should not provide the service unless

Warren paid an outpatient fee of $39 for each visit.

Warren refers patients needing care beyond its capa-

bilities as follows: (1) aeromedical evacuation to distant
military medical facilities, (2) transportation to local

hospitals, clinics, and physicians, and (3) transportation
to Fitzsimons Army Medical Center in Denver--about 100
miles away.

According to Cheyenne VA medical personnel, some

support could be provided Warren in orthopedic care, pulmon-

ary medicine, gastroenterology, physical therapy, and surgi-

cal and dental consultations. VA personnel told us that

in some cases, only limited support could be offered. How-

ever, these services could serve as initial opportunities

for sharing between the facilities. This would be contingent,

however, on eliminating some regulatory, budgetary reimburse-

ment, and attitudinal factors which, according to Cheyenne

and Warren officials, have impeded effective sharing between
the facilities.

Legal and regulatory

According to Warren's Commander, Air Force regulations

do not authorize providing routine medical care to many ve-
terans eligible for care in VA hospitals. The Commander be-

lieved the regulations should be revised to allow Air Force

hospitals to treat all veteran patients. Further, he said

the absence of necessary guidance on sharing, particularly
on sharing medical specialists, has served as a barrier to

effective sharing with VA. The Commander believed sharing

between DOD and VA can be improved by informing both par-

ties of the benefits of sharing and by revising VA and DOD

regulations to optimize sharing activities. Cheyenne VA

officials related similar regulatory barriers. According

to the Director, Cheyenne VA, regulations do not allow VA

to provide routine medical services to uniformed services

dependents. The Director said regulations governing sharing

agreements stipulate that a VA hospital can enter into an

agreement only when 'excess capacity' exists within the hos-

pital, i.e., when it has underused staff, space, or equipment.

He explained it is sometimes difficult to properly define
'excess capacity."

The Director, Cheyenne VA, was unsure whether Cheyenne

VA could legally enter into formal sharing agreements

(38 U.S.C. 5053) with other Federal agencies or whether such
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an agreement was necessary for Cheyenne VA to provide care
to Warren personnel. The Director believes a change in
VA's mission is required which would allow VA hospitals to
provide an increased level of care to active duty and retired
service personnel and their dependents. Also current legis-
lation governing the provision of medical care to dependents
of service members by VA hospitals would require modification
allowing VA hospitals to care for such patients.

Budgetary

Funding also hampers sharing. According to Cheyenne
VA officials, Cheyenne VA was funded to provide 12,750 out-
patients visits during fiscal year 1977. Recent Cheyenne
VA projections indicate Cheyenne VA expects to receive re-
quests for about 16,000 outpatient visits during the same
period. In response to the rising demand for outpatient
care, VA's Central Office established, by directive,
priorities governing treatment provided outpatients. Under
the directive beneficiaries from other Federal agencies, ac-
tive or retired military personnel, and persons treated un-
der sharing agreements are assigned the lowest priority for
outpatient services. The Director said the funded level of
12,750 outpatient visits will permit Cheyenne VA to treat
only higher priority patients, and since Warren's patients
would fall into the lowest priority, Cheyenne VA could not
provide care to these patients.

Reimbursement rates

Cheyenne VA's charge for outpatient service hampers
sharing in a manner similar to that in which funding hampers
sharing. Warren administrative personnel said that on se-
veral occasions they had contacted Cheyenne VA regarding the
possibility of providing Warren patients with outpatient
services. When the care required was available from Cheyenne
VA, the charge exceeded the cost of obtaining the same care
from Cheyenne community providers.

A case involving physical therapy required by an active
duty Air Force member illustrates the problem. Warren con-
tacted Cheyenne VA regarding the availability of certain
physical therapy treatments and were advised that Cheyenne
VA could provide the treatment at the rate of $39 for each
outpatient visit. Warren also contacted two local community
hospitals about the'availability of the treatments and were
advised that each hospital could provide the treatments. The
charges at the community hospitals totaled about $4 for each
visit after an initial one-time phsycian's referral charge
of $10 to $15.
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Warren expressed the belief that Cheyenne VA and Warren
should share resources in a cooperative manner. However, be-
cause Cheyenne VA charges often exceed those for care at com-
munity resources, Warren has elected to use the community
facilities.

Attitudes

Attitudes of Warren and Cheyenne VA officials may hinder
sharing between the two facilities. For example, the Warren
Commander told us his predecessor had advised him that past
attempts to initiate sharing agreements with Cheyenne VA-had
been unsuccessful and further efforts would meet with a simi-
lar result. He had not approached Cheyenne VA with any shar-
ing proposals because of these unsuccessful efforts. He be-
lieved an increased willingness to cooperate is required on
VA's part before sharing can occur.

The Director, Cheyenne VA, said the reason no formal
sharing agreements exist between his facility and Warren is
because of the limited cooperation between the two facili-
ties in the past. Cooperation to date has been on a case-
by-case basis. The topic of using sharing agreements never
arose except in the one attempt to share radiology services,
which failed.

Further, Cheyenne VA officials told us the reasons
Warren had not been considered as a surgical alternative-dur.--
ing a recent closing of Cheyenne VA surgical suites was be-
cause of uncertainty over Warren's surgical capability. The
officials said Cheyenne VA's longstanding relationship with
and reliance on the Denver VA Hospital also were strong fac-
tors in the decision to send their surgical patients to Den-
ver rather than contacting Warren.
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SELECTED FEDERAL HOSPITALS N THE TEMPLE. 1EXAS AM&

APPROXIMATE DISTANCE BETWEEN:

Darnall Hospital and Temple VA 20 mile 

Austin
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CASE STUDY 14

REIMBURSEMENT AND OTHER PROBLEMS
PRECLUDE SHARING BETWEEN VA AND ARMY

Both VA and Army officials in the Temple, Texas, area
agree that until reimbursement and other problems are solved,
effective medical resource sharing between agencies will not
occur. The Temple VA Hospital wanted a formal sharing agree-
ment under 38 U.S.C. 5053 so it would be reimbursed for serv-
ices to Army. Army was apparently reluctant to enter into a
VA sharing agreement and had questions about whether regula-
tions would allow active participation with VA. As a result,
preliminary sharing attempts were frustrated and future
possibilities appear unlikely.

Temple VA had performed some emergency treatments for
Darnall Army Hospital (Ft. Hood) at interagency reimburse-
ments rates, but refused to provide routine care without a
formal sharing agreement. Consequently, when Darnall ap-
proached VA and requested a speech pathology (stuttering
therapy) program for several military personnel, VA pro-
posed a sharing agreement under 38 U.S.C. 5053, VA's shar-
ing law. According to Temple VA officials, VA policy under
sharing agreements (38 U.S.C. 5053) allows hospitals to be
reimbursed, thus establishing an incentive for sharing. Funds
collected under interagency agreements (31 U.S.C. 686), how-
ever, are not reimbursed to the hospital, creating a direct
disincentive to sharing.

A VA official told us that the proposed sharing agree-
ment had been explained to Darnall personnel and chat the
Army representatives were very surprised at the proposal and
indicated:

--They had no authority to enter into a VA 'sharing
law" agreement.

--Army already had an interagency agreement with VA
at standard inpatient and outpatient rates and
wanted to hold VA to this type of agreement because
funds were transferred at Army headquarters and
Darnall would not have to pay out of the budget.

--The whole matter would have to be discussed with
headquarters before anything could be done.

Despite VA attempts to follow up with Army, no word
was received for about a year after the proposal had first
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been discussed. VA officials told us they had practicallyforgotten the sharing effort, but could not understand whyArmy would not accept their offer. Even the cost would havebeen lower under the sharing agreement than interagency rates.A speech pathology visit would have lasted for 1 hour at $25;interagency rates were $33 for an outpatient visit ($39 duringfiscal year 1977).

We could not confirm Army's original problems with VA'sproposal, because the personnel involved had been transferred.However, another Darnall official believed the following dif-ficulties would inhibit any future VA/Army sharing:

--The biggest stumbling block concerns reimbursement.
VA wants a sharing agreement to perform services
for Darnall, the costs of which are supposed to befull, including amortization of equipment. Army
believes it should not have to pay VA's full costsand, in fact, believes that if VA has the capability,the services should be performed for nothing. Since
reimbursement is required between Army and VA, how-
ever, questions arise about how much Army could payVA. An Army hospital commander may supplement his
hospital's capability as he feels necessary, accord-
ing to Army Regulation 40-3. This applies to sup-plemental services only, where Army maintains manage-
ment of the patient but refers the patient to acommunity facility for, for example, some specialized
service beyond the hospital's capabilities. The
regulations are unclear, though, about instances
such as VA's proposal to charge the Army $25 an
hour/visit for supplemental speech therapy. Army'sHealth Services Command told Darnall that VA could
be paid the $25 but that Darnall officials shouldattempt to hold the cost down to $20, the standard
outpatient charge for Federal beneficiaries other
than military (e.g., a VA beneficiary) treated inArmy hospitals. Overall, it is really not clear
whether Darnall could pay VA anything more than theDOD interagency rates, so it is questionable whetherthe $25 VA asked would have been acceptable.

--A disincentive exists for Darnall to enter into aformal VA sharing agreement. VA's full costs
for supplemental services under a sharing agreement
have to come out of Darnall's own operating budget.
If, however, VA would provide services at standard
interagency rates and not require a sharing agree-
ment, the Health Service Command would pay andDarnall's budget would not be affected.
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--Also, it is questionable whether military depend-
ents may be treated at a VA hospital. Although
Darnall originally wanted to send only active duty
patients to VA, dependents also need speech pathol-
ogy services. According to Army Regulation 40-3,
chapter 15, dependents are eligible for care at
Public Health Service hospitals, but VA is not men-
tioned. Thus, the regulation may mean that even
under a sharing agreement, dependents may not be
treated in VA facilities.

Darnall officials also told us that until these problems
are solved, it does not look promising for any Army/VA agree-
ments. The need for speech pathology will still exist, as
will the need for other services. VA has or will have,
for example, angiography, electromyography, and nuclear
medicine.

Darnall currently obtains these services in two ways:
(1) active duty patients are sent by bus 150 miles each
way to Brooke Army Medical Center (not a satisfactory ar-
rangement for optimum patient care), and (2) patients covered
by CHAMPUS usually obtain nonavailability statements and
receive treatment from community sources. Darnall officials
believed the patients and the Government would benefit if
Temple VA could provide many of the needed services. Such
an ideal arrangement does not seem likely though, because
of the constraints--primarily reimbursement.

Temple VA highlighted other problems for us that they
had encountered with Army's proposed sharing agreement
and with sharing agreements in general.

1. VA's sharing law--38 U.S.C. 5053--is interpreted
too restrictively by VA's General Counsel and
therefore disallows sharing of some nonspecialized
medical services which could easily be shared.
The officials felt the law should allow sharing
of all medical services, particularly between Federal
agencies, when it is advantageous to the Government.

2. Definitive guidance does not exist for interagency
agreements. This condition creates negotiating
problems, which are compounded when dealing with
Army personnel who are regularly rotated.

3. Adding staff or equipment to support services
shared with other agencies is not allowed. Even
if VA has a service needed by another agency, the
sharing must be done on a excess capacity basis.
VA's sharing law should allow for expansion, the
officials believed.
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SELECTED FEDERAL HOSPITALS IN THE TAMPA, FLORIDA, AREA
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Sl:CTED FEDERAL HOSPITALS N THE IMIAMI - KEY WEST, FORIA. ABFA
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CASE STUDY 15

SHARING OPPORTUNITIES OVERLOOKED
DUE TO INEFFECTIVE COORDINATION
BETWEEN PHS AND VA

In the Miami and Tampa, Florida, areas, VA had the
capability to share several medical resources with PHS.
However, Miami PHS officials were unaware that VA regula-
tions permitted all PHS beneficiaries to be treated in VA
facilities and, consequently, did not refer any nonveterans
for care. In the Tampa area, no PHS patients were referred
to VA for care although meetings had been held between PHS
and VA officials to discuss opportunities for sharing.

Miami area

The Miami PHS outpatient clinic is small, providing
general medical and dental outpatient care. Special clinics
are staffed by PES contract physicians, and other services,
such as psychiatry, neurology, and radiology are procured
locally from private physicians. During 1976 PHS purchased
about $38,000 in outpatient services. Inpatient care for
PHS beneficiaries is provided by the New Orleans PHS Hospital,
Homestead Air Force Hospital, and local Miami hospitals. PHS
Miami spent about $190,000 at civilian hospitals for inpatient
services during 1976.

In several cases a nearby VA hospital could have provided
the types of services PHS purchased during 1976. Generally,
PHS purchased a wide variety of services, and Miami VA Hospita
officials stated that all PHS patients could have been served
in the spinal cord injury, cardiology, neurology, and nuclear
medicine services. Savings that could have resulted had PHS
used VA services are shown below.

Community Cost Savings
services Number of Instances Cost at to PHS
purchased Inpatients Outpatient to PHS VA at VA

Spinal cord
injury 2 --- $49,073 $26,912 $22,161

Cardiology 1 - 15,422 3,132 12,290

Neurology - 28 1,880 1,092 788
Nuclear

medicine - 5 666 195 471

$67,041 $31,331 $35,710
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Miami PHS officials said they were unaware that VA could
provide services to all PHS beneficiaries and, consequently,
had referred only PHS beneficiaries who had served in the
military to VA. During 1976, PHS did refer two veterans
to Miami VA. However, VA hospitals were not considered as an
alternative source of treatment to other types of PHS benefi-
ciaries. Instead other civilian hospitals or the New Orleans
PHS Hospital were used.

Many PHS beneficiaries are referred to hospitals by PHS
contract physic ans--a network of approximately 300 private
physicians under contract to PHS who provide care to PHS
beneficiaries in areas where PHS facilities cannot be
justified. Patients seen by contract physicians are eligible
to receive the same benefits as persons seen in an organized
PHS facility. However, they are customarily referred to
hospitals with whom PHS contracts in the absense of a speci-
fic legislative mandate to seek care from other Federal
sources when available.

According to VA directives, PHS beneficiaries could be
provided hospitalization, outpatient treatment, and physi-
cal examinations if duly authorized. Authorization consistsof verbal approval by PHS officials followed by a memorandum.
Also PBS regulations allow outpatient clinics to refer
patients to VA hospitals when the urgency of the condition
does not permit treatment in a PHBS hospital.

However, VA regulations appear inconsistent regardingtreatment of PHS and DOD dependents. VA Manual M-l, part I,
section IV, precludes DOD dependents from all but emergency
VA treatment, while the same section authorizes VA to treat
all PHS beneficiaries, which could include DOD dependents.
Miami VA officials said they would verify with VA's Central
Office what is included in the terms 'Beneficiaries of the
Public Health Service' from the manual. The officials oe-
lieve that the Central Office did not intend for VA to treatall PHS beneficiaries (including dependents of DOD personnel)
while '- ing this same group treatment under a different
sectl -f the manual.

The lack of effective coordination between these Federal
facilities demonstrates that savings and fewer referrals
to distant facilities could result from increased interagency
sharing. At the time of our study, VA was planning to meet
and arrange sharing procedures with PHS since apparently
nothing in the regulations precluded sharing. Miami VA had
planned to request clarification from VA's Central Office
about the apparent inconsistent regulation noted above,
however.
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Tampa area

The Tampa PHS Outpatient Clinic provides general
medical and dental services and purchases specialized serv-
ices, such as radiology, dermatology, and orthopedics from
local physicians. Inpatient care is provided by community
sources, the New Orleans PHS Hospital, and MacDill Air Force
Base Hospital. In 1976 PHS purchased over $12,000 in out-
patient services and $224,000 in inpatient services from
community providers.

During 1976 the PHS Clinic purchased 13 different
types of services from community sources, including
cdrdiology, ophthalmology, and psychiatry, both inpatient
and outpatient. Tampa VA Chiefs of Psychiatry; Ear, Nose,
and Throat; Ophthalmology; and Nuclear Medicine stated
that their units could have provided services to PHS with-
out an increase in personnel. The Tampa VA Hospital
Director further stated that VA could have assumed all of
PHS community-purchased workload except for neurology and
orthopedic services. From a limited sample of 15 PHS
psychiatric; ear, nose; and throat; and urology patients
treated at community facilities, an estimated $14,000 could
have been saved if VA had been used.

Since Tampa PHS spent about $236,000 during 1976 for
services that VA could have provided, a potential for savings
does exist.

However, according to PES headquarters officials, a
distinction should be recognized between PHS operating pro-
cedures and those of other Federal providers which may limit
savings through sharing in c rtain geographical areas. PHS
expenditures for care from non-Federal sources largely repre-
sent expenses incurred for care provided to eligible benefi-
ciaries by contract physicians. Contract physicians are
generally lccated in geographical areas which have no Federal
health care facilities. Therefore there is generally no
other alternative source of treatment except the PHS contract
physician.

The Tampa PHS Clinic Director was unaware that VA
regulations permitted PHS beneficiaries, who were not
veterans, to be treated in VA facilities. Therefore, he
stated that VA hospitals were not usually considered as an
alternative to civilian hospitals or the New Orleans PHS
Hospital because the majority of PHS beneficiaries were non-
veterans and, he believed, ineligible for VA care. He also
stated that in most instances, especially emergencies, pa-
tients go to hospitals before the clinic is notified.
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(Currently this is normal PHS procedure for providing care to
its beneficiaries on a nationwide basis.) However, he acknowl-
edged that in some cases the patients' condition would allow
referrals to VA. He said that before he could send a PHS
beneficiary to Tampa VA, he would have to request approval
from the New Orleans PHS Hospital.
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CASE STUDY 16

SHARING LAW PRECLUDES VA FROM
PROVIDING SERVICES TO AIR FORCE

In May 1977 representatives from the Tampa area Federalhealth care providers--Tampa VA, MacDill Air Force Hospital,
the PHS Clinic, and the Coast Guard--met to discuss sharing
medical services. This meeting was the first attempt to
explore the possibility of local Federal medical facilities
sharing services. Before the meeting there had been minimalcontact between the area's Federal medical facilities. Tampa
VA, for example, had provided only a limited amount of medicalservices to other Federal facilities, specifically some phy-sical examinations and hospitalization for active duty mili-
tary members pending disability retirement and becoming VA
beneficiaries.

The possibility of MacDill obtaining radiology servicesfrom Tampa VA was discussed at the meeting. MacDill needed
radiology services which would cost about $240,000 annually
to purchase from private providers. VA estimated that it
could meet MacDill's needs for an annual cost of $120,000--a
savings to the Air Force of $120,000 a year.

In June 1977 Tampa VA sent a proposed sharing agreementto VA's Central Office requesting approval for VA to provide
radiology services to MacDill. The proposal stated that:

'* * * The radiology services of this hospital
ilas had no difficulty in recruiting physicians in
that specialty. We would have no difficulty
over a period of time of adding to the professional
staff. On the basis of this knowledge, we have
reviewed MacDill's workloads and felt we could
easily provide the services for $120,000 a year.
This would give us adequate funds to recruit
two radiologists and a clerk typist for trans-
cription work. The MacDill Air Force Base
would deliver the [X-ray] films to be read to
the Veterans Administration Hospital."

* * * * *

'This hospital is perfectly willing, in the
spirit of Federal cooperation, to provide this
service to the MacDill Hospital. It would be
necessary that the hospital be allowed to accept
these funds from MacDill, similar to the current
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practice the VA employs in sharing agreements
with other universities and hospitals. This
money is obviously necessary for the cost of
the personnel required * * *'

* * * * *

"This is an excellent opportunity for the
hospital and the VA to demonstrate a willing-
ness and ability to perform a service for
another Federal agency. It is evident such
arrangements would save tax dollars."

VA's sharing law prevented the agreements from being ap-
proved. VA's Central Office denied the request for several

reasons. Firsh, the proposal indicated it would be necessary

to recruit two radiologists and a clerk typist to serve

MacDill's need. The Central Office stated that VA has no
authority unde; a sharing agreement to recruit personnel for

serving nonvet rans' needs. Second, VA's sharing law permits

VA to share or y specialized medical resources that are unique

in the medical community or can be fully used through mutual

use. Since Ta ,pa VA stated that MacDill's needed services
are available n the community, they could not be considered

unique. Last],, r since Tampa VA z-s not able to meet MacDill's

need with the ,resent staff, the requirements for maximum
use through ms -ual use could not be met.
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CASE STUDY 17

REGULATIONS RESTRICT SHARING
BE'TWEEN VA AND AIR FORCE

In the Tampa and Miami areas, several regulations
restricted treatment of Air Force dependents in VA facilities
and directed intraagency transfer of DOD patients or referral
to CHAMPUS instead of using another Federal agency's capa-
bility.

During 1976 MacDill Air Force Hospital in Tampa obtained
various health services through the aeromedical evacuation
system, CHAMPUS, and contracts with local civilian sources.
Nearby Tampa VA could have performed some of these services.
Pathology and nuclear medicine laboratory tests were the
two most predominant services obtained, accounting for
about $40,000, or about one-fifth of MacDill's 1976 supple-
mental care budget. A MacDill official said that a few pa-
tient specimens had been sent to Tampa VA, but most had
been sent to a private laboratory.

Tampa VA's Director said that VA would have welcomed
MacDill's laboratory work. The Chiefs of Tampa VA's Labora-
tory and Nuclear Medicine Services said that all MacDill's
laboratory testing procured from private laboratories could
have easily been performed at Tampa VA except for a few-
specialized tests.

Two obstacles to sharing were identified concerning VA's
performing laboratory tests for MacDill: (1) questions
about costs and (2) reimbursement to the providing facility.

MacDill said it would be willing to share with VA if
there were a cost savings. VA's Chief of Laboratory Services
said that the testing could be done at a slightly lower cost
and service would have been more responsive than in the
private laboratories. On the other hand, the Chief of Nu-
clear Medicine said the cost in his section would have been
slightly more than in private laboratories. But VA performs
the tests in duplicate to increase reliability, and it pro-
vides consultation regarding diagnostic indications. Neither
service is normally provided by the private laboratories.
Thus, VA prices would apparently have been at least competi-
tive.
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However, the Tampa VA Hospital Director said the major
obstacle to sharing laboratory services was that the hos-
pital needed additional funds to pay for supplies used to
perform MacDill's tests. He believed this could be accom-
plished by Tampa VA and MacDill entering into a formal shar-
ing agreement under 38 U.S.C. 5053. Tampa VA would then
charge for supplies used and retain the funds. MacDill of-
ficials, however, had just recently become aware that they
could enter into an agreement with another Federal hospital.
Consequently, at the time of our study no firm progress to-
ward sharing laboratory services had been made.

A similar situation existed between the Miami VA Hospital
and Homestead Air Force Hospital. Homestead acquired a wide
variety of health services from outside sources in 1976
through the aeromedical evacuation system, CHAMPUS, and con-
tracts with local civilian sources for supplemental care.
Neurology and nuclear medicine were the two most predominant
services obtained for which Miami VA had capability. During
1976, 51 neurology inpatients were air evacuated to other
DOD hospitals and 100 nuclear medicine scans were procured
from private sources using Homestead's supplemental funds.

All 51 neurology inpatients were given a routine air
evacuation precedence, and most were classified as either
walking or mobile. Only three were classified as immobile.
In addition, eight patients were air evacuated to military
hospitals in Georgia, Mississippi, and Texas for nuclear
medicine scans. All were given routine precedence and
classified as walking or mobile. This is a questionable
use of the air evacuation system, particularly when excess
Federal capability existed nearby.

Miami VA's Chief of Neurology and Chief of Nuclear
Medicine believed their services could have handled all 51
neurology inpatients and could have performed 90 of the
100 scans. However, Homestead officials were unsure of
their authority to enter into a formal sharing agreement and
had made no attempt to negotiate one.

In addition Homestead and Miami VA identified administra-
tive regulations as major obstacles to sharing. The overrid-
ing obstacle was an Air Force regulation requiring intra-
agency transfer of patients. Secondary was VA's regulation
which impedes DOD dependents from being treated in a VA
facility.
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Two military directives were cited by both Homestead
and MacDill as obstacles to sharing. DOD Directive 5154.6,
dated November 26, 1974, states that:

"In order to provide for patient welfare and assure
best use of hospital specialty services and bed avail-
abilities, patients will be regulated--unless other-
wise directed--to the nearest uniformed services
medical treatment facility which is capable of pro-
viding the required care."

In addition, Air Force Regulation 168-10, dated July 22,
1974, establishes the following order of priority for obtain-
ing medical services not available at an Air Force facility:

1. Another uniformed services medical facility.

2. A VA medical facility.

3. A civilian source.

Homestead and MacDill officials stated that they have
obtained most of their supplemental care for active duty
patients from the first priority listed by evacuating the
patient to another DOD medical facility. While active duty
patients are the primary recipients of this service, depen-
dents and retired personnel may also be transferred. How-
ever, the officials stated that most dependents and retired-
personnel do not prefer to be transferred to another DOD
facility because of the distance. They subsequently request
that supplemental care be furnished locally. Because VA
regulations impede the routine treatment of dependents at
VA facilities, Homestead and MacDill have bypassed the
second priority (VA medical facilities) and have purchased
the needed services from civilian sources or through CHAMPUS.
A major factor in the decision to use CHAMPUS is that the
program is not paid for from the military hospital's budget.
The same is true for the air evacuation system. If patients
were transferred to VA, the hospital would be charged for
services.

Homestead and MacDill officials told us that military
dependents are a substantial portion of their workload.
Because of a VA regulation restricting dependents from
being treated in VA facilities, Homestead and MacDill have
made few efforts to request medical services from VA.
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CASE STUDY 18

LACK OF COORDINATION AND REGULATIONS
PRECLUDE SHARING BETWEEN NAVY AND VA

While there is an apparent excess of some medical serv-
ices at the Key West Naval Hospital, Florida, many veterans
living in the area are traveling about 160 miles for treat-
ment at the Miami VA Hospital. Area veterans are also being
treated by community providers, when some could possibly be
treated at the Naval Hospital. Navy and VA have not coordi-
nated efforts in the area, and Navy identified two regula-
tions which would preclude sharing with VA. VA would be in-
terested in establishing cooperative arrangements with Navy.
Such arrangements could benefit VA patients and more fully
use existing Federal capabilities.

In recent years the Key West Naval Hospital has been
experiencing a declining patient workload. It was origin-
ally built to accommodate 200 beds, but reductions have oc-
curred in the last 3 fiscal years to 70, 48, and finally 39
beds. Navy officials said the reductions were due to a re-
duced mission since the Vietnam crisis concluded. In 1976
the inpatient occupancy rate averaged 81 percent--35 persons
daily--and an average of 19 physicians were on board through-
out the year. About 8,600 outpatient visits were recorded
each month during 1976, an average monthly workload for each
physician of 452. In comparison, each physician's average
monthly outpatient workload at Homestead Air Force Hospital
during the same period was 649.

For the first 6 months of 1977, Key West Naval Hospital's
occupancy rate decreased from 20 patients in January to 13 pa-
tients daily in June. For this period the average occupancy
rate was 48 percent, or 19 persons daily. Outpatient visits
for the same period also decreased to a monthly average of
almost 6,200. This amounts to an average monthly outpatient
workload for physicians assigned during July 1977 of 388.

These statistics indicate that the Key West may have
some excess inpatient and outpatient capacity, which VA bene-
ficiaries could possibly use. VA has estimated that over
9,000 veterans live in Monroe County, where Key West is lo-
cated. Miami VA records showed 35 Key West area veterans
had been treated from May to August 1977. They live closer
to the Key West Naval Hospital than the Miami VA. From Key
West to Miami is a trip of about 160 miles on hazardous roads.
From an analysis of the services these 35 veterans received
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at Miami VA and the services available at Key West, we be-
lieve at least 12 could have been treated at the Naval Hos-
pital. Ten were outpatients and 2 were inpatients. Condi-
tions treated ranged from pneumonia (inpatient) to a hernia,
an ear infection, and a swollen right knee (all outpatients).
Treatment data were not available for 11 more patients who
lived closer to the Naval Hospital than VA, but some of them
could possibly also have been served by Navy.

In addition, a Bay Pines, Florida, VA official who
maintains centralized data on outpatient services purchased
from private physicians by veterans in VA Medical District
No. 12 told us that 141 medical treatment information cards
have been issued to veterans living in the city limits of Key
West. These cards are issued to veterans who live a great
distance from a VA facility and desire to obtain outpatient
medical treatment for a recurring illness from local private
physicians or another Federal medical facility. VA reim-
burses the Federal facilities their actual costs and pays
the private physicians reasonable fees. The limit is $40
monthly unless the doctor submits a medical plan to VA for
approval to exceed the limit. The official al.o said ex-
perience has shown that the 141 veterans have spent an aver-
age of $60 monthly each--about $8,500 monthly, or $102,000
annually. Consequently, VA is raising the limit to $60 a
month. We believe that some of these 141 veterans could pos-
sibly be treated at the Key West facility if Navy would al-
low it.

According to the Bay Pines VA official, most VA cards
have been issued in the Pensacola area of Florida. The
nearest VA facilities are about 200 miles from Pensacola,
so the U.S. Naval Hospital, Pensacola, and Eglin Air Force
Base Hospital have been very cooperative and treated many
card-carrying VA patients in the area. However, the Key
West Naval Hospital had refused to see VA patients for about
3 years. The official said that the reasons offered by Key
West for not serving veterans were (1) it had no mission to
serve veterans and (2) it lacked sufficient staff to serve
veterans.

Further, Key West Naval Hospital's Commander told
us that Navy's mission does not include providing service
to veterans or any other Federal beneficiary. He said he
would oppose the idea of providing service to anyone outside
Navy's mission.

Several VA officials in Florida said a veterans organiza-
tion was requesting VA to establish an outpatient clinic and a
small inpatient facility in Key West. This would prevent
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veterans living in the area from having to drive over 100
miles for treatment at Miami VA. The officials also said
they were very interested in making an arrangement with the
Key West Naval Hospital to share facilites rather than estab-
lish a new VA facility.

This appears to be an excellent opportunity for inter-
agency sharing in the in the Key West area. Veterans living
in the area could benefit substantially from reduced travel,
Navy facilities could be more optimally used, and Government
expenditures for health services by the private sector could
be reduced. Possibilities include a sharing agreement with
Navy for treating veterans within existing capacity or through
supplementing Navy staff with VA personnel.
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SELECTED FEDERAL HOSPITALS E THE LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY. AREA
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CASE STUDY 19

POTENTIAL TERMINATION OF VA SERVICES
TO OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES DUE TO
CHANGE IN SHARING AUTHORITY

In fiscal year 1976 the Lexington, Kentucky, VA Hospital
was the most active VA hospital in regard to the number of
formal sharing agreements (38 U.S.C. 5053) with other Federal
facilities. The Lexington VA Hospital had two of the six
sharing agreements and accounted for about $78,000 of the
$99,000 total services exchanged between VA and all other
Federal agencies in fiscal year 1976. These agreements were
with the Bureau of Prisons' Federal Correctional Institute
and the National Institute of Drug Abuse's Addiction Research
Center, both in Lexington.

Under each agreement, Lexington VA provided surgical
intensive care service, open-heart surgery, and medical in-
tensive care. All these services were highly specialized
and consequently could be provided under VA's sharing law,
which requires full cost reimbursement to the providing
hospital. In September 1976 Lexington VA requested renewal
of the agreements and forwarded the proposed formal sharing
agreements to VA's Central Office for review and concurrence.
In December 1976 the Central Office notified the Lexington
VA Hospital Director that the agreements had been disapproved.
The Central Office stated that it would be more appropriate
to provide services under 31 U.S.C 686.

The net effect of this change was that (1) ctarges for
services would be limited to VA's interagency rates, regard-
less of full cost, (2) Lexington VA would not be reimbursed,
and (3) the parties could be Federal agencies only.

After considering these factors, the Director requested
on January 24, 1977, that an exception be granted under 31
U.S.C. 686 to allow reimbursements to Lexington VA at rates
equal to the costs of specialized medical services which
were other than routine. The Director further explained
that Lexington VA's resources which support ongoing programs
for VA beneficiaries would be severely restricted if author-
ity to obtain actual cost reimbursement was not received.
Without such approval, he stated, VA's own local program
needs would necessitate termination of the service relation-
ships with the Federal Correctional Institute and the Addic-
tion Research Center.

VA's Central Office notified Lexington VA in April
1977 that an exception would nhot be granted. A Lexington
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VA official told us that as a consequence, Lexington VAhas not been able to recover the costs of these services.
Services have not yet been terminated, but the budgetaryimpact may be such that Lexington VA will be unable to con-tinue to provide them.
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SELECTED FEDERAL HOSPITALS IN THE NEW ENGLAND. AREA
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CASE STUDY 20

INTERAGENCY SHARING OCCURS IN NEW ENGLAND,
BUT CERTAIN OBSTACLES STILL EXIST

DOD, VA, and PHS facilities in the greater Boston area
are sharing some services, but questions about proper sharing
authority, beneficiary eligibility, and reimbursement proce-
dures hamper increased sharing. Current sharing is informal and
occurs because of local initiative and cooperation. However,
sharing in certain other Federal facilities in New England
is rare.

Interagency sharing in the greater Boston area takes
place between Cutler Army Hospital, the PHS Hospital, the
Boston and West Roxbury VA Hospitals, and the Hanscom Air
Force Base Clinic. The officials we spoke with generally
agreed that current sharing is being done out of necessity.
The DOD facilities and the PHS Hospital need many services
available at the VA Hospitals, and the VA Hospitals have
made their services available. In certain instances serv-
ices have also been provided between non-VA facilities.

Boston and West Roxbury VA have the widest range of
specialized services available of any of the Federal facili-
ties in the greater Boston area. Consequently, they act as
referral centers for other VA hospitals and provide some
services to the PHS Hospital and DOD facilities in the area.

--As -of May 31, -1977, they had provided other Federal agencies
almost $243,000 in services during fiscal year 1977. These
services involved a total of 141 inpatients and 247 outpatient
visits.

Confusion about sharing agreements

Cutler's Commander said he isn't authorized to enter into
formal sharing agreements. However, he did not think such
agreements were needed or desirable. The Commander stated
that the current informal arrangements are working very well.
Using an informal arrangement the PHS Hospital accepts any
patient Cutler refers, if the service is available, as do
Boston and West Roxbury VA. The only exception is that the
VA hospitals will not accept dependents. The Commander
said VA regulations prohibit VA from accepting military depen-
dents.

On the other hand, the PHS Hospital Director said:

--He would like to have formal agreements with the VA
Hospitals.
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--Although VA is not formally committed to providing the
services, the VA hospitals have been very cooperative
in accepting PHS patients, particularly for outpatient
tests.

--A formal agreement with VA would give him some assur-
ance that the services would continue to be available.

--The PHS hospital does not need formal agreements with
the DOD facilities for which it provides services be-
cause they are all members of the uniformed services.

Boston VA's Hospital Director told us that he would
like to have sharing agreements with the other Federal faci-lities to which he is currently providing services, but that
he isn't authorized to enter into such agreements. He meant
that there is nothing in the VA regulations which, in his
opinion, permits formal agreements with other Federal facili-
ties. The director cited VA's "Program Guide for Sharing
Specialized Medical Resources.* A paragraph on 'Authority
to Share' mentions only community hospitals, and the direc-
tor said he does not interpret this to include Federalfacilities. The director emphasized, however, that he does
not believe he is prohibited from providing services to
other Federal facilities as long as it does not affect
care for veterans, but that the sharing must be informal.

In subsequent discussions with the director's staff,
-it became apparent-that there was a great deal of confusion
over the issue of sharing agreements with Federal agencies.
The director and his staff concluded that formal agreements
could be made and cited two authorities. Boston VA officials
said that under the first, the Economy Act, agreements couldbe made for general sharing of all types of services and
under the second, 38 U.S.C. 5053, specialized medical re-
sources could be shared.

West Roxbury VA's Hospital Director, also Director of
VA Medical District I, favors increased Federal sharing. He
has regularly attended meetings of the Tri-service Military
Medical Region X, New England Subcommittee, to encourage
other Federal facilities to more fully use VA hospitals.
According to the director, West Roxbury VA has been accept-
ing referrals (except dependents) informally from other Fed-
eral facilities since 1971 for all services available at
West Roxbury. The director said that formal agreements with
other Federal hospitals aren't needed and that there are
advantages to not having them. He stated that the current
informal procedure based on doctor-to-doctor referrals
makes it simple to refer patients from other Federal facili-
ties to a VA hospital.
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Other hospitals in the New England area do not have
the close working relationships discussed by West Yoxbury's
Director. For example, Newport Naval Hospital and the
Providence VA Hospital are 30 miles apart but rarely share,
although certain capabilities could be shared. Newport Naval
Hospital refers patients to another naval hospital in Con-
necticut, to the PHS Hospital near Boston, or to community
hospitals or air evacuates them to other military facilities.
Very few patients are sent to Providence VA. In fact, several
chiefs of services at Newport said they do not know what serv-
ices are available at Providence VA--even though it is the
closest Federal facility--never consider it for referrals,
and think of VA as a completely separate system.

Even though Providence VA is operating close to capacity,
some services.might have been provided to patients from New-
port. The Providence VA Chief of Staff reviewed a list of
Navy patients that Newport had air evacuated to other mili-
tary hospitals or sent to community hospitals and concluded
that many could probably have been treated at Providence.
Simple, clear procedures for Interagency sharing which are
inherent in a formal program structure would do a lot to
identify possible sharing opportunities in all areas of the
country and complement those instances when individual ini-
tiative has already promoted interagency sharing.

Reimbursement obstacles

Federal facilities in New England which provide serv-
ices to other Federal agencies' beneficiaries do not charge
full cost for services. Instead, standard interagency
rates are charged. For example, in fiscal year 1977 VA
hospitals billed other agencies $116 for each inpatient
day and $39 for each outpatient visit, PHS billed $117 for
each inpatient day and $25 for an outpatient visit, and
DOD billed $168 per inpatient day and $20 per outpatient
visit.

None of the providing hospitals are reimbursed nor do
they receive increased allocations from their headquarters
based on the reimbursements. They do, however, include
services to other agencies in their workload statistics
on which their subsequent years' budgets are based.

The Boston VA Hospital Director told us the lack of
local reimbursement was an obstacle to sharing. However,
he believed local reimbursement was made only under formal
sharing agreements (38 U.S.C. 5053) involving non-Federal
community hospitals.
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West Roxbury VA's Hospital Director also believes that
the lack of local reimbursement is an obstacle. We told
him VA's Central Office returns the reimbursement to the
local VA hospital under formal sharing agreements. The
Director stated that this is true when the agreements are
with non-Federal facilities but not with other Federal
facilities. He believed that in the case of Federal
facilities, reimbursement occurs only at a higher level.

Inconsistent beneficiary eligibility

Cutler refers patients to the two Boston VA Hospitals
and the PHS Hospital in Brighton, Massachusetts. Cutler's
policy is that active duty people will be sent to these
hospitals instead of community facilities, because such
services are not paid from Cutler's operating funds. On
the other hand, if active duty people are sent to community
facilities, Cutler must pay from its own budget. The of-
ficials also stated that they do not send dependents to
the VA hospitals because VA is not allowed to accept them.
However, they do send dependents, when possible, to the
PHS hospital--about 45 miles away.

The PHS Hospital Director favors interagency sharing.
In 1976 he added a Health Benefits Coordinator to his staff
to oversee PHS use of other medical facilities. One of the
coordinator's primary responsibilities is to insure that
other Federal hospitals are used when possible, instead of
community hospitals.

The PHS Hospital refers its beneficiaries, including
dependents, to VA and community facilities primarily for
specialized outpatient tests. From January to mid-May
1977, 2 PHS medical departments scheduled 302 appointments
at other medical facilities. Of these, 251 were at the
2 local VA Hospitals (151 at the Boston VA and 100 at the
West Roxbury VA). The remaining 51 appointments were at
community hospitals. The majority of the appointments were
for nuclear medicine scans. Appointments for dependents
accounted for 88 of the 251 appointments.

The PHS Hospital Director stated he knew that VA, ac-
cording to its regulations, was not supposed to accept de-
pendents, but believed that VA was doing it as an accommoda-
tion to PHS. The Boston VA Hospital Director said he was not
aware of this practice and he would look into it to determine
the authority for doing so. Subsequently, the Boston VA
Hospital's Chief of Medical Administration Services told us
that VA Manual M-l, part 1, chapter 15, prohibits VA hospi-
tals from accepting dependents. However, he then stated
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that VA Regulation 6046(B)(2) applies to the dependents
sent by the PHS Hospital. According to the Chief, this regu-
lation allows VA hospitals to care for PHS beneficiaries.
He stated that this means that if a PHS beneficiary is
sent to the VA hospital with proper authorization and PHS
will pay the bill, then the VA hospital may provide the
service.

This regulation states that "Hospital care may be pro-
vided, upon authorization, for beneficiaries of the Public
Health Service * * * and other Federal agencies." If the
Chief's interpretation of this regulation as it pertains to
PHS is correct, then it seems that the latter part of the
regulation would also allow them tc accept dependents from
other agencies (i.e., DOD).

Opportunities for increased sharing

As noted previously, some sharing is already occurring
between the Boston area Federal medical facilities. Never-
theless, opportunities exist for more sharing even though
some facilities have limited capabilities and others are
already operating at close to capacity.

Air-evacuated patients

We were told by VA officials that 51 of the 62 patients
air-evacuated from Cutler to other military medical facili-
ties from-October 15, 1976 to March *22, 1977 could have been
treated at the West Roxbury VA or a VA psychiatric hospital
at Bedford, Massachusetts. An additional 7 patients--depend-
ents of active duty or retired personnel--could have been
treated but VA said it had no authority to treat such indi-
viduals. Of these 58 patients who could have been treated
locally, 43 were sent to Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
about 400 miles away, and the others to various military
facilities across the country.

Although we could not determine the savings which could
be realized by using local Federal hospitals, we believe
that routing specially equipped airplanes to military in-
stallations to pick up possibly just one patient is wasteful
when that patient could have been treated at a nearby
Federal facility. Additionally, according to an Air Force
official, air evacuation separates the patient from his/her
family and can result in the patient spending several days
in transit before reaching his/her destination.
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CHAMPUS patients

The Directors of both Roxbury VA and Boston PHS agreed
that they could handle a larger workload, particularly in-
patients, but cautioned that additional resources to support
ancillary services currently operating at capacity might be
required. Both Directors believed it would be much less
expensive for the Government to treat Federal beneficiaries
in Federal facilities than to use community hospitals.

We asked officials at both hospitals to review lists
containing services provided under CHAMPUS during fiscal
year 1976 in the greater Boston area. According to these
officials, almost every service listed is available at one
or both hospitals. Because the dates on which services
were provided were not available, the directors could not
sev definitely that they could have provided all the serv-
ices, but they indicated they could have provided many of
them.

It appears that certain Federal beneficiaries currently
being treated under the CHAMPUS program could be treated
in other Federal hospitals.
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A BILL

To assure the development and implementation of policies and
procedures to make more efficient and effective use of exist-
ing Federal medical resources.

TITLE I

Section 101 - Short title

This Act may be cited as the "Federal Medical Resources
Sharing and Coordination Act of 1978'.

Section 102 - Findings and Purpose

(a) The Congress finds that:

(1) Unnecessarily duplicative or underutilized
medical resources exist in individual Federal
direct health care facilities within the same
geographical area.

(2) Federal agency direct health care providers
are not routinely sharing their medical re-
sources with other Federal providers.

(3) Opportunities exist for greater interagency
--- sharing of medical resources without any

detrimental effect upon the providing agency's
primary beneficiaries.

(4) Inadequate incentives currently exist within
the various Federal direct health care deliv-
ery systems to make maximum use of Federal
medical resources.

(5) Increased coordination among Federal agencies
is needed to ensure continual availability of
services to eligible beneficiaries, to main-
tain acceptable standards of health care qual-
ity, and to limit the effects of inflationary
pressure upon operating costs by sharing
Federal medical resources to the maximum
extent feasible.

(b) Recognizing the need for an expeditious solution
of the problems described in subsection (a), it is the pur-pose of this Act to (1) clarify and expand the authority for
sharing medical resources among Federal agencies; and (2)
facilitate the development of a comprehensive medical planning
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policy for Federal agencies responsible for the provision of
direct health care.

Section 103 - Definitions

As used in this Act:

(a) 'Direct health care' means any health care provided
to an eligible Federal beneficiary in a facility operated by
the United States Government, including inpatient care and
any type of outpatient treatment, test, or examination.

(b) .Beneficiary" means any individual who is entitled
by law to direct health care furnished by the United States
Government.

(c) Providing agency' means any executive or military
department or establishment having statutory responsibility
for the provision of direct health care.

(d) 'Primary beneficiary' means an individual who is
among those specifically entitled by law to direct health
care in the facilities of a particular providing agency.

(e) -Negotiated cost' means the cost determined on
a medical service-by-service, hospital-by-hospital basis

to_-e an equiftble and consistent charge for the serv-
ice(s) provided. To the maximum extent feasible this
cost should include all the costs funded from current
appropriations.

Section 104 - Cooperative Sharing Arrangements

(a) The Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare and the Administrator of Veterans
Affairs are authorized and directed, within 120 days of the
effective date of the Act, to establish guidelines pursuant
to which the director or commanding officer of each health
care facility of such providing agency will enter into coop-
erative sharing arrangements under which such health care
facility will be utilized, whenever appropriate, by any
beneficiary eligible for direct health care.

(b) Services to be shared among Federal health care
facilities will not be limited to 'specialized medical re-
sources' as defined in 38 U.S.C. 5053 and 42 U.S.C. 254a.
Instead, this Act requires sharing of any medical resources
which are determined by the director or commanding officer
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of a Federal health care facility to be available and suitable
for sharing.

(c) Such cooperative arrangements shall provide:

(1) That the availability of hospital or medical
care to beneficiaries of an agency other than
the providing agency shall be on a referral
basis, and will not adversely affect care of
the providing agency's primary beneficiaries.

(2) That the providing agency shall be reimbursed
by the agency for whose beneficiary a medi-
cal service is provided. Reimbursement will
be based on negotiated costs as agreed by the
directors or commanding officers of the health
care facilities involved.

(3) Reimbursement shall be credited when received
by the providing agency to the appropriation
from which the medical service was funded.
The reimbursement shall be subsequently allo-
cated to the specific facility that provided
the medical service.

- (d)- Cooperati-ve-sharing arrangements will be negotiated
and approved at the local operating level by the directors
or commanding officers of the Federal health care facilities
involved. Locally approved arrangements will be submitted
to the respective agencies' headquarters offices for review
(and disapproval if judged not to be in the best interest of
the Federal Government). This requirement does not preclude
facility directors or commanding officers from establishing
and proceeding with agreements prior to headquarters review.

(e) Providing agencies are permitted to request funds
from the Congress and to expand available funds as needed to
acquire the resources necessary to treat beneficiaries of
another providing agency when such actions would be in the
best interest of the beneficiaries and the Federal Govern-
ment.

(f) Executed cooperative sharing arrangements may be
terminated within 90 days after notification in writing is
given by the director or commanding officer of an involved
facility.
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Section 105

If any provision of this Act is inconsistent with any
other provision of law insofar as it relates to dealings
among Federal agencies, this Act will control.

TITLE II

FEDERAL MEDICAL CARE COORDINATION

Section 201

The Office of Management and Budget is directed to:

(1) assess the need for future development of Federal
medical facilities, (2) exercise oversight responsibility
for the planning of such facilities and (3) encourage and
coordinate the sharing of Federal medical facilities and
services to the maximum possible extent.

Section 202 - Authority and Functions

(a) The Office of Management and Budget shall provide
overall direction in the form of policies and procedures for
the furnishing of direct health.care by the Federal Govern-
ment. 7T the extent considered appropriate and with due
regard to the program activities of the providing agencies,
the Office of Management and Budget shall prescribe policies
arid procidures designed to maximize interagency sharing of
health resources. All policies and procedures prescribed
shall be followed by providing agencies in furnishing direct
health care to or obtaining direct health care for their bene-
ficiaries.

(b) The functions of the Office of Management and Budget
shall include:

(1) establishing a system of coordinated, and to
the extent feasible, uniform direct health
care policies and procedures for the providing
agencies;

(2) establishing criteria and procedures for an
effective and timely method of soliciting the
viewpoints of interested parties in the devel-
opment of policies and procedures governing
the provision of direct health care by the
providing agencies;

(3) monitoring and revising policies and proced-
ures relating to the relationships among the
providing agencies; and
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(4) establishing policies and procedures for
coordinated planning for future development
of the Federal direct health care delivery
system.

(c) In developing policies and procedures to be estab-
lished, the Office of lanagement and Budget shall consult
with all affected agencies.

(d) The authority of the Office of Management and Bud-
get under this Act shall not be construed to interfere with
an agency's particular medical care responsibilities pro-
vided by law.

Section 203

The Office of Management and Budget shall annually
submit to the Congress a report on the progress of Federal
medical resource sharing and coordination of Federal health
resources planning. Other reports may be submitted as neces-
sary to keep the Congress informed of major Federal activi-
ties to increase sharing of Federal medical resources.
Appropriate legislative recommendations shall be included in
these reports.

Section 204

Each providing agency shall, upon presentation of its
appropriations request for each fiscal year following the
effective date of this Act, report to the committees on
appropriations of the Senate and House of Representatives.
The report shall detail each providing agency's activities
pursuant to the cooperative sharing arrangements referred
to in section 104 of this Act and other activities directed
toward maximizing the efficient use of Federal health re-
sources during the preceding fiscal year.
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTO., D. C. 2U3

HEALTH AFFAIRS Aoril 5, 1978

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Himan Resources Division
General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

This is in response to your letter of January 31, 1978 to the Secretary
of Defense requesting comments on a draft report entitled "Legislation
Needed to Encourage Better Use of Federal Medical Resources and Remove
Obstacles to Inter-agency Sharing." (OSD Case #4809) (GAO Code 10185)

The DoD supports the concepts of inter-service and inter-agency coordinated
planning and delivery of health care. In this regard. the following
comments are provided:

A DoD survey of the military medical departments revealed that a
considerable amount of sharing already occurs among Federal health
care providers. The nature of sharing agreements spans a broad range

- including umnpover, -equipment, facilities and knowledge.. It includes
aw 1 liary support services as well as direct medical services. The
survey of existing sharing agreements revealed a general willingness
rather than a reluctance to enter into agreements when such agreements
are deemed beneficial by the activities or agencies comcerned. Never-
theless, obstacles identified by the audit are real and. as the case
studies reveal, frequently confound the establishment of sharing agree-
ments. To the fullest extent possible, the obstacles should be elimi-
nated.

As the report acknovledged, Federal health providers at the headquarters
level have begun to work together in various ways, not the least of
which is the creation of the Federal Health Resources Sharing Committee
(FHRSC). The committee, composed of high-level representatives from
the VA, USPHS. Army, Navy, Air Force and Office of the Secretary of
Defense vill operate under a charter tasking it to identify and pro-
mote opportunities for joint planning and use of health care resources
in the Federal Government. The FHRSC is established to provide a forum
for representatives from Federal agencies to interact in the cooperative
exploration of joint planning and sharing opportunities in the delivery
of medical services and the use of medical resources. (Attachment A)
Two subcommittees have been established to explore planting and sharing
opportunities and develop uniform Federal criteria and standards for
cardiac catheterization laboratories and computed tomography scanner
systems.
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A reco endation in the report digest, page V, proposes that legislationbe passed to establish a Federal policy directing inter-agency sharingof Federal medical resources '"henever appropriate." The same recommen-
dation in the body of the report, page 55, uses the term "wheneverpossible." The former language is preferable in its recognition that
what is possible is not necessarily appropriate.

The DoD concurs that sharing should be facilitated by enabling local
hospital managers to negotiate sharing agreements under guidelinesestablished by hibher headquarters.

DoD concurs with the recommendation that the legislation permit agenciesto expand services to treat beneficiaries of another Federal agencywhen such services would benefit the patient and the Government. TheEconomy Act, as pointed out in the report, has a limitation as to itseffectiveness as a sharing authority in that it specifies that theproviding agency must be able to provide a service without increasing
its resources.

The draft report advocates the establishment of a policy requiringFederal facilities to use other Federal sources of care prior to referringpatients to civilian providers or other remote distant facilities within
their ows health care system. The bDD concurs with the concept; however,patients should not be required to travel beyond 40 miles from theirplace of residence to obtain care from any source. The "40 mile radiusrule" is the current guideline for issuance of non-availability statements.DoD non-concurs with the recommendation to require use of other nearby
Federal hospitals prior to referring patients to other distant militaryhospitals. Conceptually DoD supports this policy, but on a case-by-case
basis. Occasionally, a particular condition will warrant the exceptionbecause of its potentiar-value to-t'e military medical center and hospitalteaching programs.

The GAO recommendation regarding modification of reimbursement mechanisms
advances four separate proposals that represents change from existingmechanisam and will impact upor DoD. They will be addressed one ata time: (1) Base reimbursement on incremental costs. Non-concur.
Reimbursement will be lees complicate, if based upon the recovery offull costs. In addition, a Comptroller General Decision B-136318,
January 21, 1977 indicates that reimbursement for services among Federalagencies should be on the same basis as required by the User ChargesAct for services provided to the general public, i.e., recovery offull costs. The GCO recommendation appears to be in conflict with thatdecision; (2) Establishment of fees on a service-by-service basis.Concur. hen the Ubiform Chart of Accounts for military hospitals,
currently scheduled for full implementation on October 1, 1979, isin operation, the capability should then exist to identify costs forspecific services to the degree that separate fees can be set for
those services; (3) Establishment of fees on a hospital-by-hospital basis.
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Non-concur. The military health care system does not operate on afee-for-service basis since there is no requirement to recover costsfor approximately ninety-nine percent of the services rendered; therefore,
the system is neither now sophisticated enough, nor will it be afterimplementation of the Uniform Chart of Acccunts, to allow rates to beestablished on a hospital-by-hospital basis. Rates for specific services
should be centrally established; (4) Reimburse the hospital providingservices. Concur that such a feature would provide more incentives tolocal hospital commanders to enter into sharing agreements.

In summary, the DoD is in solid agreement with the concept of sharingmedical capabilities within the Federal sector. The audit report hasbeen most helpful in focusing upon obstacles precluding further sharing.Legislation to remove such obstacles is warranted. The Federal HealthResources Sharing Committee is the most effective forum to promotesharing that results in increased effectiveness as well as economicaland efficient use of Federal medical resources.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft report.

Sincerely,

Vernon NiBenzie
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary

Attachment (1)

GAO note: Page references in this appendix may not corres-
pond to page numbers in this final report.
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PEDF7:tL i'EtlId kISO!JRCES S:!.RING COMMITTEE

Preamble

In recent years there have '..ac ur:pae ce en.: d changes in the organization
and delivery of health care I-: the O'nl[te £cates. There are valid
reasons to believe. moreover, that '".e trends demonstrated to date are
only the beginning of a substantial rr-di.ection of the entire system.
Burgeoning technology, rising costa, in-reasing consumer requirements,
and fragmentation of the approach t., :.ie total health care of the individual
suggest that new approaches are neccssary to achieve the objectives of
the health care system, both outside and within government. The Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs), the Surgeons General of the Armed
Services, the Assistant Secretary for Health, DHEW (Surgeon General of
the U.S. Public Health Service), and the Chief Medical Director of the
Veterans Administration affirm their belief that one approach to the
common objective of providing the highest possible quality of health
care with greatest efficiency lies in the acceptance of common goals and
an open approach to the sharing of resources. It is recognized that the
broad goal of sharing resources to improve the overall quality of health
care and reduce the excess consumption of scarce resources can be accom-
plished, in part, by coordinated planning arrangements between the
signatories to this agreement.

Purpose

To identify and promote opportunities for joint planning and use of
health care resources in the Federal Government. To provide a forum for
representatives fra Federal-agencies-to interact in the cooperative-
exploration of joint planning and sharing opportunities in the delivery
of medical services and the use of medical resources. In pursuit of the
primary objective of sharing Federal health resources, the Committee
should consider the following:

a. Improving the quality, availability, and accessibility of
patient care including patient comfort, convenience, and satisfaction.

b. Improving the efficiency with which patient care resources are
expended.

c. Supporting attainment of the basic missions of Federal agencies
participating in the agreement.

d. Promoting broad relationships with tertiary care institutions
outside Government.

e. Promoting cooperative arrangements with non-Federal health
providers, in areas of expensive specialized health services, in cooperation
with health systems agencies.

f. Undertaking sharing programs in a way that supports training
programs and enhances recruitment and retention of health care personnel.

g. Minimizing disruption of existing patient care and training
programs.
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Authority

The authority for this Committee to operate under the terms of this
charter. is derived from the mthaity vested by public laws and executive
orders in the signatories of this chatter.

The basic authority for sharing ng ederal health care providers is
established in such sources as:

31 USC 686 (Economy Act) - 38 USC 5053 - sharing
broad authority for inteagmcy specialized medical resources
sharing only (VA)

28 USC 5003 - facility amd 10 USC 1074(b) - VA pro-
equ1lment sharing only (CA) vision of care for certain

retirees only
42 USC 254(a) - sharing
specialized medical resces 10 USC 1074, 1076 - PHS
only (PaS) provision of care for active

duty military, retired and
38 USC 616 - DOD and PRS dependents and DOD care of
care for veterans if autbor- other uniformed beneficiaries
ized by appropriation or
other Act

The Committee shall ensure cmpliance with such authorities in proposing
joint programs or sharing activities.

Organizati on -

a. Membership. Each participating Federal agency or department
shall assign representatives to serve o, the Committee.

b. Chairmanship. Chairmnship shall rotate annually among agencies
in an order determined by the mbirs. It shall be the responsibility
of the Chairman to coordinate arramgemnts for meetings by conveying the
time, place, and agenda to all meers. The Chairman shall ensure that
minutes of meetings are recorded and distributed to menbers. Files and
pertinent records shall be maistaimed by the Chairman.

c. Meetings. Meetings shall be held at times and places designated
by the Chairman. Meetings shall be held not less than semi-annually.

Scope of Activities

a. Define and clarify scope of "joint planning" and "sharing."
b. Advise Federal agency officials on cooperative opportunities

and constraints.
c. Identify and recomneda legislative, regulatory, or other

policy changes to enhance joint planning and sharing.
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d. Initiate, validate and recomend coordinated programs with
highest payoff in reducing unwarranted duplication or excess capacity
without adversely effecting efficiency, effectiveness, readiness or
quality of care.

e. Constitute subcommittees to explore the feasibility of joint
planning and sharing arrangements in specific health care areas and to
develop criteria and standards when appropriate. To establish milestones
for subco mittee compliance. Initial working groups will be:

(1) Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory Subcommittee
(2) Computerized Tomography Subcommittee
(3) Mobilization Support Subcommittee
(4) Medical Information Systems Subcommittee

f. Clarify and recommend costing and funding provisions for
interagency and sharing arrangements.

g. Support appropriate interfacing with the existing mobilization
expansion agreement between the VA, DOD, and PHS.

h. Periodically assess and document the scope and extent of joint
planning and sharing in effect for the purpose of facilitating further
sharing through an exchange of such information.

Implementation

The Committee's recommendations will be implemented through existing
agency and departmental structures and processes. Recommendations will
be sent to each agency for action. If a concensus has not been achieved
by the Committee, all agency recommendations will be included in the
minutes.
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Approval

Robert N. Smith, M.D. DJ s B. Richmond, M.D.
Assistant Secretary of Defense sistant Secretary for Health
(Health Affairs) Department of Health,
Department of Defense Education, and Welfare

ohn D. Chase, M.D. C. giile
hief edical Director Lieutenant er

Veterans Administration The Surgeon Gene 
U. . Army

W. P. Arentzen ore ESchafer
Vice Admiral, MC, USN Lieutenant General, USAV, MC
'lhe Surgeon General The Surgeon General
U. S. Navy U. S. Air Force
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE SEcRrTa.ARy

April 17, 1978
Gr. egory .J. Ahart-

Director, Human Resources
Division

Unitee- States General.
Accc znting Office

Washir -:on, D. C. 20548

Dear I . Ahatt:

The SE- ':etary asked that I respond to your request for our co mentson you draft report entitled "Legislation Needed to Encourage BetterUse oif ederal Medical Resources and Remove Obstacles to InteragencySharir " The enclosed couents represent the tentative position of
the Dc .rtment and are subject to reevaluation when the final versionof th! report is received.

We app ciate the opportunity to c ment on this draft report beforeits pui ication.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas D. IMrris
Inspector General

Enclosure

GAO note: Page references in this appendix may not corres-
pond to page numbers in this final report.
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THE DEPARTHENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE (HEW) COMMENTS TO THE
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GCAO) DRAFT REPORT TITLED "LEGISLATION NEED
TO ESCOURAGE BElTEK USE OF FEDERAL MEDICAL RESOURCES AND REMOVE OBSTACLES
TO LwIERAGENCY SHARISG."

GENERAL COMENTS

The Department concurs with the general findings and recommendations of
the GAO draft report. As indicated in the report, various aspects of the
study have previously been coordinated with Department personnel and a number
of actions which promote the broad objectives of the study have been taken.
However, certain factors in the report require further development and the
following comments arm made to clarify specific issues contained therein:

o The report should be amended to reflect the progress made by the
Federal Health Resources Sharing Committee (FHRSC). The report
suggests that the FHRSC is a proposal, whereas the group has been
chartered by senior officials in each agency, has organized itself
and met, and has initiated study subcommittees to recommend standards
for and sharing opportunities in Cardiac Catheterization Laboratories
and Computerized Tomography Installations. Other subcommittees are
being organized. (pp. ii, 15)

o The report tends to dismiss the work of the FHRSC before it has been
given the opportunity to complete its first study. It should be
recognized that a body such as the FHRSC is completely unprecedented.
Its organization alone represents substantial progress, but most
importantly this body has committed its sponsors to identify and over-
come the largely administrative obstacles identified on pp. 20-33
of the report. Moreover, the-couitffee represents-i forum in which
both existing law and new legislative proposals could be implemented.
(p.iii)

o Any legislative proposal considered should clarify relationship
between true primary and other Federal beneficiaries and contain a
clear statement of the priority to be afforded to the primary
beneficiaries. In addition, there should also be statements covering
the missions of the facilities affected, patient access, convenience,
quality of care, safety, and related concerns. (pp. IV, V)

o A number of questions are suggested concerning the proposal for
legislation arising from the report. While th2re is no question that
legislative relief from certain existing restrictions is necessary
and that a Congressional mandate to share such as that embodied in
the original Economy Act is desirable, the study should refrain
from overly specific and restrictive guidelines which, while serving
a need recognized today, may prove invalid later. Specifically, it
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is felt that any legislation proposed should only provide permissive
authority to share, the sense of the Congress that interagency sharingis a priority concern, and general reimbursement guidelines. Thespecific reimbursement mechanisn should be left to the agencies todevelop within broad general agreements negotiated by the FHRSC orsimilar interagency organization. The incremental cost concept
discussed on p. 53 of the draft in not an ideal vehicle of reimburse-
ment. Further, it may not be supportable by existing cost-finding
and other accounting tools available to the agencies concerned.
Reimbursement should occur on a cost of service basis or, in some
instances, it might be desirable to share resources by means of evenexchange, an action that would represent a "true" sharing of capabili-
ties. Ultimately, such action might lead to true Federal regional-ization of services such as blood banking, specialized laboratory
services, or specialized radiographi or nunclear medicine facilities
and equipment. Also, legislation requiring reimbursement to thehospital concerned with providing services to another agency's bene-
ficiaries is not desirable froa the standpoint of administering entire
systems since it would tend to unbalance the distribution of resources
and create an undesirable competition for patients and the revenuesthey would represent. Rather, the hospital providing services shouldbe funded on the basis of total workload, regardless of origin, with
reimbursements paid centrally to be credited against the agency'stotal budget. Finally on this topic, a mechanism should be createdto permit the development of facilities, equipment and personnel
resources on the basis of extra-agency workload, with perhaps theproviso that such budgeting (now prohibited by the Economy Act) be
based on long term agreements between the contracting agencies.

o Penalties for referral to another agency, rather than CHAMPUS, shouldbe eliminated; i.e., an ageney should-not be required ttrfund- eferralsto other Federal agencies out of its own resources unless its CHAMPUSreferrals are paid from the same resources. However, if the service
can be obtained at lover cost privately, there should be no mandate
to use a more costly Federal source of care. "Disengagement" undereither vehicle should not be required. (p.35)

o While the Department has no objection to centralization of sharing
coordination within 0WEB, it is emphasized that such coordination
should be a managerial rather than budget process on the basis thatthe latter approach is retrospective, rather than prospective, affirmative,and guiding in its approach. (p.55)

o Sharing with non-Federal beneficiaries under clearly defined conditionsshould be authorized. This authority, similar to that given the PHSHospital and Clinic System in Section 328 of the PHS Act, could beused to supplement local needs in areas where excess capacity is matched
by an unserved or underserved need in the surrounding community. Ifcare-ully coordinated with local planning agencies in a manner to
preclude interference with local resources, such action could provide
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a valuable supplement to existing local capabilities and national
resources while improving utilization of Federal facilities.

The draft report also refers to the enactment of the Rational Health Planning
and Resources Development Act of 19T7 (P.L. 93-641) as recent major legislation
designed to facilitate the sharing of the Nation's medical resources. The
provisions of P.L. 93-641 require compliance by non-Federal hospitals and
specifically exempts Federally operated facilities. NHoever, the Department,
on a voluntary basis, has subjected all Public Health Service hospital
proposals (i.e. new facilities, modernizations, increased bed capacity,
new special equipment) to the scrutiny of the Health Systes Agencies (iSAs)
and State Health Planning and Development Agencies (SHPDAs) for ascertaining
the appropriateness of such proposals. Moreover, it is not unusual for the
HSAs and SBPDAs to review DOD and VA health care delivery proposals and
send recommendations to the appropriate Federal agency. Both DOD and VA
have informally agreed to consider the recommendations of the HSAs and
SHPDAs, but they are not committed to make decisions which are in accord
with the recommendations.

GAO RvCO;5EDATION

We recommend that the Secretaries of Defense and Health, Education, and
Welfare and the Administrator of Veterans Affairs act to:

0
-- create an interagency task group (such as that currently being

considered), made up of top-level Federal direct health care program
administrators, the primary mission of which would be to encourage
and expedite the implementation of a workable program of sharing
Federal medical resources and

-_ direct the interagency task group to seek solutions to the administrative
obstacles within each agency which impede the sharing of Federal
medical resources 

DEPAFTE;T COFXZT

We concur. The Charter of the Federal Health Resources Sharing Committee
(FERSC) has been approved by all agencies concerned. The approved charter
directs the FKRSC to identify and eliminate obstacles to sharing, to prepare
the FHRSC to identify and eliminate obstacles to sharing, to prepare guide-
lines for sharing and other cooperative arrangements for the agencies, to
recommend actions to be taken when obstacles are not within the authority
of the agency.heads to resolve, and to establish subcommittees to deal with
specific areas of concern. Initially, the FHESC has formed subcommitteesdealing with Cardiac Catheterization Laboratories and Computerized Tomography
Installations. Other subcommittees dealing with Medical Information Systems
and I.bilization Support are in process of formation. Reports from the
Cardiac Catheterization and Computerized Tomography Subcommittees are expected
by June, 1978.
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
OeU cwr wrV AummUrnol OF VufmUm AWMsu

WAml"Os.o D.C . 2.0
April 18, 1l88

;ir. Gregory J. Abart
Director, Human Reources. Division
U. S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Abhrt:

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the January 31,
1978 General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report, "Legislation Needed
to Encourage Better Use of Federal Medical Resources and Remove Obsta-
cles to Interagency Sharing." All aspects of the report have been care-
fully reviewed and we offer the following cnments.

In response to the recommedations to the Secretaries of
Defense (DOD), and Health, Education and Welfare (EVW), and the Adminis-
trator of Veterans Affairs (VA) that we act to:

-Create an interagency task group (such as that
currently being considered), made up of top-level
Federal direct health care program administrators,
the primary mission of which would be to encouarge
and expedite the implementation of a workable pro-
gram of sharing Federal medical. resources, and

--Direct the interagency task group to seek solu-
tions to the administrative obstacles within each
agency which impede the sharing of federal medical
resources,

we would like to emphasize that the Department of Medicine and Surgery
(DM&S) has provided impetus and direction in the development of a co-
ordinated approach to health services planning by Federal agencies.

Initial meetings were held in the Office of the Assistant Chief
Medical Director for Professional Services on August 4, August 8, and
September 12, 1977, to explore joint Federal planning and sharing of spec-
ialized medical resources. Major discussion focused on establishing the
organizational entity apd the functional role of the task group. Subse-
quent meetings were held during November 1977, January, February and March
1978. The original group has been expanded by the addition of representa-
tives of the three military services and the designation of the Deputy As-
sistant Secretary of Defense for Health Resources and Programs as the DOD
representative. A formal charter developed for what is now called the Fed-
eral Health Resoures Sharing Committee (FHRSC) has been officially approved
within each Agency.
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The fast maturing role of the FHRSC is reflected in the posi-
tive actions being accomplished. Four initial study subcommittees are
being established to formulate the basis for sharing decisions concern-
ing cardiac catheterization, computerized tomography, mobilization sup-
port and medical information systems. Over time, the subcommittees are
expected to develop standards for Federal providers in their designated
field, to identify areas for potential sharing, and to present rece -
dations to the full Committee for sharing decisions. A consolidated
list of existing interagency sharing arrangements is being assembled as
a basis for further sharing considerations.

Administrative remedies for many of the reported impediments
to interagency sharing are feasible without the need for further legis-
lation. To the extent that there is inconsistency in the application
of policies and procedures by individual health care facilities, as is-
dicated by some of the cited case studies, this can be readily corrected
by a redrafting and republication of VA policies and regulations to re-
move possible ambiguities and insure uniform interpretation and applica-
t ion.

This draft report also contains recommendationa that the Con-
gress enact legislation which would:

-Establish a policy that directs interagency sharing
of Federal medical resources whenever possible.

-Authorize each Federal health provider to accept all
categories of direct care beneficiaries on a referral"
basis when it would be advantageous to the Federal Gov-
ernment and care of primary beneficiaries vw uld not be
adversely affected.

-Eliminate all restrictions on the types of medical
services which can be shared between Federal facili-
ties.

-Grant field hospital managers approval authority for
arrangements between Federal facilities subject to head-
quarters veto only if judged not in the beat interests
of the Government.

--Permit agencies to expand services to treat benefici-
aries of another Federal agency when such services would
benefit the patient and the Government.
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--Establish a policy requiring Federal facilities to
use, if practical, other nearby Federal direct health
care resources prior to referring patients for care
under program such a CRAUS, CBHAPVA, or to other
distant facilities within their own health care system.

-Establish a standard metbed of reimbursement based
on incremental cots between Federal hospitals with a
provision to reimburse the hospital which provided the
services to other Fe3Jral agencies' beneficiaries.
This reimbursement mechanim would allow federal hos-
pital officials to agree up equitable fees on a serv-
ice-by-service, hospital-by-hospital basis.

In the same vein as our coments on the reconmendations to DOD,
HEW and the VA, and as recently testified to during the House Hearings
on the VA 1979 budget request, the relatively nea Interagency Committee
on coordination and sharing of medical resources appears to offer an ideal
mechanism for removing misunderstandings between and cooperation by the
respective agencies involved.

We are opposed to the recomendation to establish a standard
method of reimbursement based on incremental costs between Federal hos-
pitals with a provision to reimburse the hospitals which provided the
services. It is our position that reimbursement should be on actual
costs which represent an average, uniform system rate, and not incremen-
tal or "out-of-pocket." The Agency's billing should not be based on two
rates, one for Federal beneficiaries and another for non-Federal insti-
tutions. This could actually serve a a disincentive to. sharing$ If
this recomendation becomes a part of the report, we feel the impact of
such action should also be included. An incremental or 'out-of-pocket"
billing in lieu of actual costs will considerably reduce the mount of
reimbursements presently being earned.

It should also be noted (see page 828 of the Appendix to the
Budget For Fiscal Year 1979) that one of the Administrative Provisions
related to VA appropriations states that, "No part of the foregoing ap-
propriations shall be available for hospitalization or examination of
any persons except beneficiaries entitled under the lam bestowing such
benefits to veterans, unless reimbursement of cost is mode to the sppro-
priation at such rates as uay be fixed by the Administrator of Veterans
Affairs. (Department of Housing and Urban Development-Independent
Agencies Appropriation Act, 1978)." Further, every appropriations act
since the 1940's has contained the identical or a similar provision.
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There are some other points we would like to bring out and
ask that you consider including or correcting then in the final report.

In the section entitled, "LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES FOR SHARING
FEDERAL MEDICAL RESOURCES,' we feel credit for the VA's earlier efforts
in interagency cooperation would be appropriate. Three examples follow:

-For many years, veterans were regularly admitted
to the Philadelphia Naval Hospital if the 488 bed
VA facility could not treat them.

-For a number of years there was a joint Bureau of
the Budget/DOD/VA/HEW team responsible for reviewing
future construction in the light of possible inter-
agency cooperation.

-In the mid-1960's the Public Health Service (PHS)
and VA worked together very well, with VA hospitals
admitting PHS beneficiaries who no longer had access
to Marine Hospitals which were closed (e.g. Chicago,
Detroit, Memphis).

The section, "Time-consuming review of proposed sharing agree-
ments," contains the statement, "the approval process can take more than
60 days if difficulties are encountered." While this is accurate in some
instances-and all.the case studies used by CAO in this report were prob-
lem situations-our average time for approval remains 21 work days. We
do not believe this represents "cime-consuming review."

Corrections should be made in the "Lak of stdard reimburse-
ment mechanism" section, because it indicates that only Interagency
Agreement Reimbursements are to be deposited in a Treasury Account. All
reimbursements collected must be deposited to a Treasury account. Reim-
bursements resulting from Interagency Agreements have been estimated--
included in total anticipated workload-and funding has been allocated
in advance in the Annual Target Allowance for each facility. Therefore,
they are not available for reallocation as collected during the fiscal
year. But anticipated reimbursements to be realized through Sharing Agree-
ments are retained in a Treasury reserve account, (not allocated in advance
in the Annual Target Allowance), and refunded quarterly, upon request, to
the servicing facilities as reimbursements are collected.

The decision for this procedure did not occur 10 to 12 years
ago and was not to make the budgeting process easier. In FY 1956, the
Dteartment of Medicine and Surgery adopted the Annual Target Allowance
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System. This required the allocation of funds and workloads to each
facility on an annual basis. To implent this new procedure, Total Bud-
get Authority, plus anticipated reirresemnts, became the base against
which facility annual target allowance levels re established. It must
be assumed that in the initial year of 'the annunl target alloeoee conaid-
eration was given to the sorce of the reimbursements in making the dis-
tribution to each facility. Terefore, we do not feel that ay maldistri-
bution of the reimbursements ever existed.

Also in this report section, we would like to clarify that the
redistribution, which totaled $33 nillioa in FT 1977, is subject to adjust-
ment from year to year based an rkloads, rates and other hom factors.
This redistributio includes mauntrs earned" der sharing agreemens
(offset by services purchased under aring agreements), adjustments for
exceeding or falling phort of anticipated workad (which incldes iater-
agency agreements), and costs of furnibsing reibrsable services to
other VA appropriations or fids.

We wish to refute the statemnt in CBIFTK 3 COgCLUSIIS AND
RECOMNDATIONS, that the VA lack an effective reiMbursement mhcmism
and is inconsistent in its applicatiaon The VA seeks reimbursement for
services rendered other Federal facilities in tw rays--either by an
Interagency Agreement or a Siaring Agreement. Ta both instancesa, actual
costs are realized in accordface with present legislation. The method
is negotiated at the facility level _ forvarded to VA's Central Office
for review tad approval. We feel the present system is sound, bat a re-
iteration of present policy could be helpful to all facility directors.

It has beaen our purpose up to this point to address specific
issues or coameta in the report. We believe we would be remise, how-
ever, if ve did not also address sone of the basic policy issues which
are associated with the recmmendatios contained in this report, or
would affect their implementation.

The American people, acting through the Presidest and the Con-
gress, repeatedly have evidenced a special concern for its cirtizen who
devoted part of their lives, usually tbeir youth, to the defense of their
country. Medical care has long been one of the primary aeas where spec-
ial care to veterans is provided. Originally, that care wes provided by
many components of the Federal governent, as well as by some of the State
agencies. In 1930, the establishnent of the Veterans Administration con-
solidated these services into one Federal agency with a medical service
responsible for all activities associated with the medical care and treat-
ment of veterans, .d in January 1946, Public Lao 293 of the 79th Congress.,
created the Department of nedicine and Surgery within the Veterans Admin-
istration, and made it responsible for what has become the largest medical
and hospital care system solely for the treatment of veterans.
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By law, the VA is clearly responsible for Providing complete
care for veterans with service-connected disabilities. Its responsibil-
ity for nonservice-connected disabilities is primarily to veterans who
are unable to pay for such care in other facilities.

The recommendations in this report seem to favor an amalgamation
of resources for beneficiaries in the Federal sector. We are not unmindful
of the need for cost containment, nor are we ummindful that additioaal ef-forts within the Federal sector may be able to accomplish a better mtilize-
tion of resources. Any action we take, however, must be in accord with our
primary mission of caring for veterans. Any new endeavor to share our re-
sources, either within the Federal or the private sector, can only be con-
sidered if we are assured that it will not adversely affect our ability toaccomplish our statutory obligation.

There is currently much controversy about how the nation's health
care services should be obligated, delivered, and financed. Despite consid-
erable pressure for change, there is still no agreement on which direction
the change should take to produce the most desirable results. We realizethat if a national health insurance program is established within the next
few years, an important question will arise concerning the VA's role in that
program. Because of this, and the fact that the President is still consider-
ing all of the options with respect to providing for the health care needsof the nation, as well as how the VA medical care system can best fit into
the plans for the future, we believe it would be unwise to proceed imediate-
ly with legislation implementing the recommendations contained in this report.We also believe, as has been indicated, that administrative measures under
way, or within reach, may be preferable to the legislative steps which therecommendations would entail. Finally, we cannot support the manageent
and funding concepts advocated in the recommendations. It is our opinionthat they are not in accord with accepted and- recognived-Federat agency -
management principles, and may be inadequate as a matter of law.

Again, we express our appreciation for the opportunity afforded
us to comment.

Sincerely,

Administrator
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASINGTON, D.C. 20S3

March 21, 1978

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director
Human Resources Division
United States General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

I am pleased to comment on your draft report, "Legislation Needed
to Encourage Better Use of Federal Medical Resources and Remove
Obstacles to Sharing.'

This Office shares concern over many of the problems discussed in
your report about sharing among Federal agencies. Your report is
comprehensive, making many recommendations for extensive legislative
and fiscal, as well as programmatic change. Lacking detailed
analysis of the recommendations, and their potential impact, we
cannot at this time indicate a position on the changes recommended
for congressional consideration. However, we disagree with your
recommendation that OMB establish a full-time staff group to work -
with the Federal agencies on improved sharing. I do not feel that
this Agency should create a specific new unit solely for this purpose.
Our full-time budget examiners and other OMB staff already work with
the concerned agencies on a daily basis carrying out our role of
budgetary and legislative analyses. This process allows us to
explore individual and interagency issues and to recommend actions
which are consistent among the agencies. Also, through our current
process we can address interagency problems within the important
focus of larger agency and national needs. A small, single-purpose
unit would not be as efficient or effective as our current process,
and for this reason, I feel we must approach this problem through
our current organization.

I want to assure you that your report will be of great assistance
to us in considering further actions to address sharing problems.

Sincerely,

W. Bowman Cutter
Executive Associate Director
for Budget
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE

FOR ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of office
From To

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:
Harold Brown Jan. 1977 PresentDonald H. Rumsfeld Nov. 1975 Jan. 1977

ASSISTANT SECRETARY (HEALTH AFFAIRS):
Vernon McKenzie (acting) Jan. 1978 Present
Robert N. Smith, M.D. Sept. 1976 Jan. 1978Vernon McKenzie (acting) Mar. 1976 Sept. 1976James R. Cowan, M.D. Feb. 1974 Mar. 1976

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

SECRETARY OF THE ARMY:
Clifford L. Alexander, Jr. Feb. 1977 PresentMartin R. Hoffman Aug. 1975 Jan. 1977

THE SURGEON GENERAL:
Lt. Gen. Charles C. Pixley Oct. 1977 PresentLt. Gen. Richard R. Taylor Oct. 1973 Oct. 1977

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE:
John C. Stetson Apr. 1977 Present
Thomas C. Reed Jan. 1976 Apr. 1977
James W. Plummer (acting) Nov. 1975 Jan. 1976

THE SURGEON GENERAL:
Lt. Gen. G. E. Schafer Aug. 1975 Present

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

SECRETARY OF THE. NAVY:
W. Graham Claytor, Jr. Feb. 1977 Present
J. William Middendorf II June 1974 Feb. 1977
J. William Middendorf II
(acting) Apr. 1974 June 1974
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Tenure of office
From To

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY (continued)

THE SURGEON GENERAL:
Vice Adm. William P. Arentzen Aug. 1976 Present
Vice Adm. Donald L. Custis Mar. 1973 July 1976

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE:

Joseph A. Califano, Jr. Jan. 1977 PresentDavid Mathews Aug. 1975 Jan. 1977

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH:
Julius B.- Richmond, M.D. July 1977 PresentJames Dickson, M.D. (acting) Jan. 1977 July 1977Theodore Cooper, M.D. May 1975 Jan. 1977Theodore Cooper, M.D. (acting) Feb. 1975 Apr. 1975

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

ADMINISTRATOR OF VETERANS AFFAIRS:
Max Cleland Mar. 1977 PresentRichard L. Roudebush Oct. 1974 Mar. 1977Richard L. Roudebush (acting) Sept. 1974 Oct. 1974

CHIEF MEDICAL DIRECTOR: 
John D. Chase, M.D. Apr. 1974 Present

GPo s91 152

(10185)
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